Committed to assisting research and academic libraries in the continuous improvement of management systems, ARL has worked since 1970 to gather and disseminate the best practices for library needs. As part of its commitment, ARL maintains an active publications program best known for its SPEC Kits. Through the Collaborative Research/Writing Program, librarians work with ARL staff to design SPEC surveys and write publications. Originally established as an information source for ARL member libraries, the SPEC Kit series has grown to serve the needs of the library community worldwide.
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Subscribe to SPEC Kits
Subscribers tell us that the information contained in SPEC Kits is valuable to a variety of users, both inside and outside the library. SPEC Kit purchasers use the documentation found in SPEC Kits as a point of departure for research and problem solving because they lend immediate authority to proposals and set standards for designing programs or writing procedure statements. SPEC Kits also function as an important reference tool for library administrators, staff, students, and professionals in allied disciplines who may not have access to this kind of information.

SPEC Kits are available in print and online. The executive summary for each kit after December 1993 can be accessed online free of charge. For more information visit: http://www.arl.org/publications-resources.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction
Our research focuses on how libraries today are utilizing their learning spaces and what activities define these spaces. By looking at the evolution and development of library learning spaces over time, we hope to identify important trends within libraries that are acting as catalysts for civic and academic engagement. This survey looks at current and future trends in Next-Gen library learning spaces and then breaks this general concept down further into the instruction, programming, and collaborative endeavors within these spaces and ultimately, the means of assessment for these spaces. This survey was distributed to the 125 ARL member libraries in April 2014. Seventy-two libraries (58%) responded by the May 14 deadline. The survey findings reflect how academic libraries are adapting to the changing educational landscape and where libraries fit within the academic ecosystem.

Current Climate and Trends
Based on the survey data, dedicated learning spaces within research libraries can range from 5% of the total library square footage to nearly 80%. With the average learning space footprint in the responding libraries close to 30% of total library space, it’s no wonder they are constantly rethinking how these spaces should be utilized, managed, promoted, and assessed. Space for physical collections is on the decline and is being replaced with studios, labs, innovative classrooms, serendipitous communities, and interactive scholarly environments through which librarians are finding opportunities to contribute in new ways to higher education.

Trends in the findings from the 72 responding institutions indicate learning spaces in libraries are evolving from open and self-directed spaces to guided spaces. This is not to say all space for independent study is being eliminated, but survey data indicates the way libraries program learning spaces is being restructured to guide users through the learning life cycle from start to finish.

Types of Learning Spaces
Over 88% of respondents reported the current use of events space, exhibit space, classrooms with fixed stations, and various open study spaces within their libraries. These more commonly used spaces are now making way for new, tailored labs and specialized educational environments. Some of the newer, yet less common, learning spaces in use are visualization labs (9 responses, or 13%), makerspaces (13%), faculty commons (8, or 11%), gaming labs (6, or 8%), and hackerspaces (1%). These spaces often foster external collaborations with community and campus entities, inviting the creation of new labs, centers, instruction, programs, or events. For example, visualization labs simultaneously act as an educational tool and a showcase for academic research and student work, thus becoming a Next-Gen exhibit hall. Makerspaces can give all students, regardless of academic discipline or focus, the opportunity to work in an area such as a technology sandbox, a creative artistic studio, or a tactile learning environment. Additionally, tailored learning spaces often give libraries a way to address accessibility and special needs issues. In all of these learning spaces and examples, librarians have the opportunity to interact with users through much of the learning life cycle while contributing specialized expertise.

All but one of the respondents stated that the physical configuration of their library has changed over
time. The survey asked what the drivers or motivating factors were for these spatial changes, and 58 (83%) responded that feedback, both internal and external to the library, factored into the decision-making process for library reconfiguration. A funding opportunity was cited by 41 of the libraries (59%) as a reason for physical changes. It’s also important to note that several institutions indicated their organizational structure factored heavily into these decisions. For example, libraries with multiple branches may approach the physical changes of each branch location differently and for varying reasons.

When asking for examples of what libraries consider Next-Gen learning activities, it may not be surprising to hear the most commonly used descriptive term in our responses was collaboration or a variation of such (25 times). Librarians are natural “connectors” between users and the information or resources they need. Librarians are also good at connecting people from diverse disciplines and working collaboratively with them. Collaboration is at the center of Next-Gen learning spaces, and collaborative spaces come in many forms, not just high-energy activity centered space, but also quiet space for users to reflect, research, and share ideas and information. Next-Gen space goes beyond “renting out library space” to campus organizations or users. Through Next-Gen spaces, the library is a full partner in the creation and use of the space. Librarians help create the content, introduce new technologies, and design new instructional methods or programs. From Multimedia Design Centers and specialized classrooms to Digital Scholarship centers, librarians are finding ways to enhance their users’ experience through the library and partner with academic researchers. These spaces encourage cross-disciplinary activities and are designed with new pedagogies in mind. Librarians can also help with the development and preservation of scholarly output.

**Services, Staff, Collections, and Transactions**

Next-Gen learning spaces are not only enhancing the users’ experience, but they are also encouraging professional growth in librarianship. New positions are being created and librarians are experiencing changing responsibilities. Survey results indicate that 86% of the respondents have added services as a result of development in learning spaces. The data also indicates librarians are learning new skills and adapting to new roles in these learning spaces. Traditional reference services are often being restructured, combined, or in some cases eliminated, while librarians specialize in new research technologies. Examples of new services include developing visualization services in a Digital Scholarship Lab, hosting technology & research-centered conferences, teaching 3D modeling, or integrating with academic writing centers.

Learning spaces and collections are directly connected. In many cases, the new services and programs in learning spaces have resulted in significant changes to traditional library collections. Approximately 89% of 70 survey respondents stated their collection was moved within the library as a result of learning space development, 71% reported their collection was moved to an off-site facility as a result of changes in learning spaces, 86% weeded their collection, 57% were influenced to make some transition from print to electronic resources, and 21% began collecting in new areas as a result of their learning spaces. Some libraries indicated that the changes in collections were also influencing decisions related to the discovery mechanisms for their library resources.

In general, it seems library traffic and transactions have increased as a result of learning spaces. Survey data reflects that 75% of the responding libraries (53 of 71) experienced an increase in library gate counts and 35% experienced an increase in web traffic related to learning spaces. Of these respondents, however, most indicated that circulation transactions were about the same (19) or had decreased (16), and reference transactions had decreased (19) or also stayed about the same (18). Most respondents stated that library hours had increased. Linking causality between learning spaces and traffic/transactions may be difficult in some cases since data collection methods for some institutions changed over time or had not been collected long enough for consistent measureable results. Additionally, it was interesting to note that while reference transactions appeared to be decreasing, some institutions indicated that related services such as e-resources and library instruction requests were increasing substantially.
As we move well into the digital age, resources that libraries are responsible for are defined now not only as simple print collections, but also as a collection of services and programming. Librarians are curators of collaboration, partners in specialized research, and innovators in pedagogy and instruction. How we organize and deliver these Next-Gen resources will strongly influence the future of libraries and librarianship.

Library Instruction

As learning spaces evolve and new programs develop, accompanying instructional methods and educational partnerships are growing rapidly. New pedagogies are being developed for these innovative spaces. These library learning spaces provide an appropriate venue for testing new educational technologies as well.

At 68 of the responding libraries, the most commonly reported technologies in the classroom are microphone and voice projection tools (85%), screen sharing software (65%), document cameras (60%), recording and broadcasting technologies (60%), clickers (57%), and SMART Boards (52%). Also mentioned were mobile technologies, media:scape units, 3D printers, video conferencing technology, and specialized software.

There are many types of library instruction; most respondents stated that classrooms with fixed technology are where most of their classes are held. Sixty-four of the 70 responding libraries hold formal instruction in classrooms with fixed computers, 51 indicated that traditional classrooms with no technology are used for formal instruction, and 27 respondents indicated they use event space for formal classes. The survey data indicates that informal instruction takes place mainly in open computer labs (30) or multimedia labs with specialized software (28). Open group study spaces (20) and exhibit spaces (18) are also used for informal instruction. In many cases, it appears that respondents use spaces for a blend of both purposes.

Most of the 71 responding libraries indicated that software training is the most commonly provided walk-in instruction (49). Other frequent walk-in offerings include research skills (46) and information literacy instruction (42). Less frequently offered are design principles (14) and design practice (8). This trend is similar for the type and number of pre-registered library classes.

Information literacy (68) and research skills (61) were the most commonly reported course-integrated instruction, followed by software training (29). Again, design principles (9) and practice (5) are not offered widely.

In general, library for-credit classes are not offered widely across the board, but for those libraries that do, information literacy (17) and research skills (14) are the most commonly offered, followed by presentation skills (4).

Recognition of library class session completion is not currently widespread. Survey results indicated that the majority of respondents (55, or 77%) have nothing in place that certifies class or series completion for the students. Of the 23% that do have something in place, in most cases this is a certificate of some kind.

Instruction in libraries is primarily delivered by librarians (69), archivists (55), and other library staff (54). Campus partners also provide instruction at 46 libraries.

Instruction in libraries is growing and rapidly becoming a vehicle for collaboration and outreach with library users. Instruction is one of the ways libraries continue to stay relevant on academic campuses. New instructional programs present opportunities to experiment with the curriculum and new methods of content delivery. Librarians are equal partners in course development with campus and community. The survey findings reflect how library instruction is becoming more formalized; librarians are finding ways to go beyond one-shot optional classes and offer a wide variety of instructional programs that are packaged as a series, integrated into academic courses, or tailored for specialized needs. Some libraries are finding ways to offer for-credit classes and certificates. Although less commonly offered through libraries at present, topics related to design principles and practice is one of the newer concepts being explored. Traditionally, libraries have only stayed within certain boundaries of instruction. However, these findings show that library instruction includes not only teaching users how to use virtual tools such as databases and software, but also encouraging users to...
go beyond the virtual and realize their ideas through hands-on training, building, and tactile learning. Finally, librarians are encouraging students to think about the life cycle of their research, from the conception of an idea through collaboration or individual study, to presentation and publication of original content. Libraries are also offering students the opportunity to learn important presentation skills in order to communicate their ideas to the academic community.

Programming
Next-Gen learning spaces are platforms for many types of programming that can enhance learning, inspire patrons, and create social or academic connections. Programming and instruction overlap, including events presenting coursework and library classrooms hosting events. The Next-Gen learning space can accommodate many modes of scholarly communication and instruction while also creating an open, social atmosphere.

Almost all of the libraries responding to the survey indicated they held lectures (97%) and exhibits (93%) in their spaces, along with presentations of student work (89%), workshops (89%), social and networking events (87%), and author talks (85%). Every type of learning space identified in this survey was a programming space in at least one responding library, including quiet study space (28 of 69 responses) and classrooms with fixed computers (49 of 68 responses).

Of the 70 libraries that identified who develops or provides programming, 69 rely on librarians, 62 involve other library staff, and 56 rely on archivists. Only 21 libraries have a full-time position dedicated to programming. Libraries also host programming provided by campus partners (48), other academic institutions (31), and external partners (23).

Collaboration
One of the primary characteristics of Next-Gen learning spaces that distinguish them from information commons is collaboration with partners outside the library, who provide staff, technology, programming, new services, designs for shared spaces, media resources, and even funding. All but 10 of 70 responding libraries have created or modified their spaces in collaboration with campus/parent institution partners or external partners. Writing centers, information technology departments, learning and teaching development departments, colleges and schools, and administrative support (such as the Office of the Provost) were most prevalent in these collaborations. Of the responding libraries, 50 collaborated with partners from outside the library on instructional activities, especially tutoring and writing instruction, and 44 collaborated with partners outside the library on programming. External partners include research and development companies, professional organizations, non-profits, academic institutes, and state governments. The myriad educational uses of the spaces are complemented by social, legal, and health outreach (e.g., therapy dogs or a polling location).

Assessment
Most of the responding libraries (59, or 84%) are assessing the success and effectiveness of their learning spaces through both qualitative and quantitative methods. Informal feedback is the most common assessment method for instructional activities and programming (42), and for assessing the overall purpose of the space (44). For instruction, surveys (40) are almost as important as informal feedback. When considering overall success, libraries rely on gate counts (42) and field observations (41) to supplement informal feedback.

In 24 of the responding libraries (36%), assessment led to ending services, programs, or specific uses of spaces, including removing reference desks, creating integrated service desks, and removing physical collections.

Sixty-two of the responding libraries (87%) have used a Classroom Assessment Technique as part of their instructional activities. The most commonly used technique is feedback forms (60, or 97%).

Only 26 libraries (37%) are gathering metrics to link library instruction or programming to student success. Those metrics are varied and include engaging outside partners for long-term assessment projects, consulting with faculty, and scoring rubrics. All of the responding libraries collect data on the number of classes and number of participants engaged in instructional activities. Assessing the Next-Gen learning spaces’ effects on student success and retention is
an area of experimentation and libraries use a variety of established assessment strategies.

The Future of Library Learning Spaces
Most responding libraries (60, or 84%) have plans to make significant changes to at least one of their learning spaces in the near future, including adding classrooms, labs, collaborative study spaces, and maker-spaces, along with removing collections. Other, more rarified expansions include digital studios, visualization labs, and other support for particular student learning and productivity strategies specific to disciplines or curriculum changes. There were few mentions of print collections other than removing them from the library; even the repurposing of a Special Collections reference room involving historical presses would focus on demonstrations and lectures.

Information technology, interdisciplinary collaborative learning, community, and support for new pedagogical strategies were common responses when survey respondents were asked to envision the role of Next-Gen learning spaces in the future of research libraries.

Conclusion
The Next-Gen learning space is a resource and forum for the whole campus, providing the space and tools for instruction, scholarly communication, and pedagogical experimentation by students, faculty, and staff. Libraries continue to experiment in these spaces, inspired by their own observations of library use and by the aspirations of library partners, as new jobs are created to respond to pedagogical changes and emerging multidisciplinary curriculum needs, new spaces are created to accommodate new tools and work styles, and libraries strive to “model the behavior of the scholar in the digital age.”
SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

The SPEC Survey on Next-Gen Learning Spaces was designed by Sherri Brown, Instruction Unit Head, Public Services, Charlie Bennett, Undergraduate Programming and Engagement Librarian, Bruce Henson, Associate Dean for Research and Learning Services, and Alison Valk, Multimedia Instruction Librarian, at the Georgia Institute of Technology Library. These results are based on data submitted by 72 of the 125 ARL member libraries (58%) by the deadline of May 14, 2014. The survey’s introductory text and questions are reproduced below, followed by the response data and selected comments from the respondents.

Many research libraries were radically transformed in the early 2000s with the introduction of information commons. In 2004, Leslie Haas and Jan Robertson from the University of Utah authored SPEC Kit 281, The Information Commons, which provided an overview of the state of commons in ARL member libraries. Since that time, these commons have continued developing as the growth of electronic resources has reduced the space necessary for physical collections. Libraries are using that newly available space for much more than computer labs and study areas. In the last decade, what we are calling Next-Gen Learning Spaces have emerged that bring together services, programming, instruction, campus and community collaboration, and specialized resources of all kinds to support a wide range of teaching, learning, and research.

Next-Gen learning spaces are distinguished from information commons or other library innovations by their purpose and by the activities libraries encourage within them. Next-Gen learning spaces are service-rich environments created in collaboration with campus partners that support active learning and multidisciplinary instruction along with providing a platform for scholarly communication and cultural enrichment. These spaces can be created all at once in one renovation or construction project, or they can develop piece-by-piece, e.g., when a library adds new services to a computer lab or classroom that in turn create an opportunity to collaborate with an external partner.

The purpose of this survey is to explore the configuration and uses of library learning spaces, the developments and transformations that have occurred over the past ten years, and future plans for learning spaces to determine where these learning spaces are on a continuum between first-gen information commons and next-gen spaces. The compiled responses from ARL members can be used as a benchmark for individual libraries making decisions regarding existing and future learning spaces, as well as to form a more complete picture of the direction in which learning spaces are headed as we move further into the 21st century.

This survey explores five main areas related to learning spaces. The first sections of the survey seek to identify what kinds of learning spaces currently exist, how these spaces have changed since their inception, and the effects these spaces have had on other library operations. The next three sections explore the instruction, programming, and collaboration that take place in the learning spaces. Finally, the last section is focused on the current assessment of ARL members’ learning spaces and changes that have been made or are planned based on the results of these evaluations.
GENERAL INFORMATION ON LEARNING SPACES

1. Please indicate the types of dedicated learning spaces available at your library. Check all that apply. 
   N=72

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Learning Space</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open group study space</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open space with fixed computers and general software</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open quiet study space</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom with fixed computers and general software</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibit space</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events space</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservable group study rooms</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom with tables and chairs but no computers</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom with fixed computers and specialized software</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia lab with multimedia software</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservable presentation rehearsal rooms</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Commons</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservable individual study rooms</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Student Commons</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaces restricted by discipline</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization lab</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makerspace</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Commons</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming lab</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackerspace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other type of learning space</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please briefly describe the other type of learning space. N=34

- Belfer Audio Archive classroom and recording studio, Biblio Gallery (for student exhibitions)
- Classroom with dedicated laptop computers, flexible arrangement of tables and chairs
- Center for Accessible Technologies
- Collaborativity space: a multidisciplinary area designated for collaborative innovation.
- Dedicated room for students with disabilities, child-friendly group study room for student parents accompanied by young children
- DesignLab: consulting service for digital media projects (i.e., a “writing center for digital media.”) Media Studios: classrooms for use by courses (regular, timetable, for-credit classes from across campus, all disciplines) that require digital media studio space approach—collaborative, technology-rich, but not a “computer classroom.” WisCEL (Wisconsin Collaboratory for Enhanced Learning): two centers that provide large-scale active learning spaces for flipped classroom pedagogy, break-out rooms in a variety of sizes, and pedagogical support for faculty taking a blended learning approach. All three of these initiatives were designed collaboratively with campus and libraries to meet
instructional needs in addition to library needs and function as multipurpose spaces (usually instruction by day, general library use by night). Additionally, the education library has a flexible, technology-rich space for instructional use by for-credit courses, seminars, workshops, and summer outreach programming (e.g., College for Kids). Undergraduate commons: not defined as “commons” but there is a library with primary support for undergraduates. Space restricted by discipline: many libraries on campus; all officially open to all campus users. However the Law Library restricts access to Law School use during certain times in the semester. We are not counting that for the purposes of this survey.

Dissertation Writers’ Rooms: shared office space (telecommuting model) for doctoral students who have passed their comps and are on to the dissertation phase. Each room includes 10 (or 12) partitioned desks, available on a first-come basis. Graduate Exchange: intended for relaxation, building community, also used as events space; has open seating at tables and benches, writable and tackable walls, writable tables, excellent power availability, food-friendly, lounge chairs. Graduate Collaboratives: Reservable by grad students only, whiteboards, large tables, interactive atmosphere, LCD screens, and laptop hookups.

Gaming Lab pilot project is scheduled for 2014–2015.

Global Educational Outreach for Science Engineering and Technology (GEOSET): Recording studio in science library

Graduate reading room (graduate students only). Library Accessibility Services: for students with disabilities. The lab offers one large room with eleven computers and one room without computers for laptop use or for quiet study. The lab houses accessible computers with the following adaptive technology software: Kurzweil 1000, Kurzweil 3000 and compatible scanners, DAISY, ReadPlease, Dragon Naturally Speaking, Inspiration, and ZoomText.

Graduate student reading room, High-Density Data Lounge, Cisco Telepresence Classrooms, Video Art display niche, interactive instructional lounge with LED display and streaming capabilities, graduate student carrels

Graduate student study carrels: reservable on an annual basis

Graduate student study rooms

Honors students and Undergraduate Research Fellows quiet study space

Informal reservable study areas, such as booths of different types and open, moveable tables. Collaborative classroom for “flipped” pedagogies.

Learning Commons not restricted to type of student, GIS Lab with specialized software and assistance, Active Learning Classrooms, Research Commons for collaborative and programmed uses, assigned studies for PhD students.

Lecture-style classroom with fixed seating, podium, and multimedia. Flexible-seating classroom with moveable “Node Chairs,” podium, and multimedia. Seminar-style classroom with tables, chairs, and multimedia.

Math Learning Success Center is comprised of study spaces, tutoring spaces, and computer lab with specialized software. Writing Center Outpost space serves dual functions, but not at the same time. Much of the time the space is reservable group study spaces. During specific days/times, it functions as tutoring space.

Our “graduate commons” is also a faculty space. It’s titled the Faculty and Graduate Student Lounge.

Our group study rooms cannot be reserved; they are on a first-come, first-served basis.

Podcasting room, viewing rooms for film studies

Reservable presentation rehearsal rooms are being installed summer 2014.

Separate graduate student study space (but not commons area, i.e., no fixed equipment)
Shared workshop/classroom space with university IT’s Academic Technology department

Spaces with special equipment and software for persons with disabilities

Steelcase LearnLabs

Technology Sandbox. Creativity Studio: movable walls, exhibition space. Video Seminar Room: six-person telepresence, video conferencing. Usability Lab

TILE (Transform, Interact, Learning, Engage) active learning classroom, graduate student study room with assigned lockers

We have a Learning Commons that is meant for use by all faculty, graduate, and undergraduate students depending on what they need the space for or what they intend to do. We do not limit learning spaces by status or discipline.

We have a “Scholarly Commons” that primarily targets faculty and graduate students but is not restricted to them. Our separate Undergraduate Library is conceived as a learning commons. We have a number of branch subject libraries, many located physically within academic departments and thus primarily serving particular disciplines, but by policy open to all users and not “restricted.”

We have a space available for short-term projects (5–8 weeks) by faculty, especially designed for rapid prototyping. Some of the spaces described above are utilized or reserved for Digital Humanities research or teaching at certain times. Also, we are building an incubator/accelerator space within the Management Library. This will be for projects whose teams are greenlighted to work in the space for set periods of time. We are contemplating a bigger undergraduate collaboration space, which would be open space with some technology enhancements.

We have a Skype room, commuter lounge, Math Emporium, Writing Commons, and math and science tutoring spaces.

Writing Center, Communications Lab, Port Research Commons, Graduate Study Lounge

2. How many square feet in your library are devoted to dedicated learning space(s), and what percentage is that of your total library square footage? Please enter whole numbers without “ft” or a % sign. An estimate is acceptable. N=50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Square feet of learning space N=48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Square Feet</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10,000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000–25,000</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,999–50,000</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,999–75,000</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75,999–100,000</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,999–125,000</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125,999–150,000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150,999–175,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175,999–200,000</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;200,000</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Percentage of total library square feet \( N=45 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.575%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>28.63%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>19.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%–10%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11%–20%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21%–30%</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31%–40%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41%–50%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51%–60%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61%–70%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;70%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Has the physical configuration of any of your learning spaces changed over time? \( N=72 \)

Yes 71 99%
No 1 1%

If yes, what drove the decision to make the configuration change(s)? Check all that apply. \( N=70 \)

- Building renovation/reorganization 64 91%
- Informal feedback from library users 58 83%
- Formal feedback from library users 58 83%
- Recommendations from library staff 56 80%
- Influenced by configuration of spaces at other institutions 54 77%
- Result of a strategic planning process 51 73%
- Funding opportunity specified these changes 41 59%
- Independent decision by library administration 36 51%
- Recommendation from expert in the field 24 34%
- Mandated by external body 6 9%
- Other reason(s) for change 11 16%

Please briefly describe the other reason(s) for change. \( N=11 \)

A new building gave us the ability to design forward-thinking spaces and a forward-thinking building.

Because of the many libraries here, not all of these decisions or factors driving decisions apply to the same situation. For example, the School of Education’s library underwent a thorough strategic plan that directly affected space decisions, while the Libraries as a whole are only currently in a strategic planning process that has not (yet) driven these decisions.

Fine Arts: reuse of obsolete space
Funds released to complete two unfinished floors of the library building.

Legislation related to persons with disabilities has helped guide renovations.

Meeting program accreditation needs for more study space.

Need to update large general use IT computer lab provided impetus to move to commons model in the library.

One of our libraries had about 9,000 sq. ft. of unfinished space when they moved into their new location. Fundraising to complete the change allowed them to totally redesign the space to meet the current needs of the students, such as group study rooms.

Opportunity from vendor partner

The university rewards units that collaborate. The library is building collaborations with Digital Humanities and Undergraduate Education that rely on these spaces. Partial fiscal support is available from the university for new partnerships.

To meet the needs of new partnerships and opportunities for collaboration, and as a result of changes in campus teaching and learning landscape.

If learning space configuration has changed, please provide one example of a change that you think has moved a space in the direction of being Next-Gen. N=63

A few years ago we created a shared workshop/classroom space with our university’s IT Academic Technologies department. Not only did this bring some new technology into the library (such as videoconferencing), but opened opportunities for collaboration between library instructors and IT specialists.

A former staff area was turned into an open group study space with movable furniture and whiteboards, whiteboard or chalk paint on all the walls, and vending machines.

A joint effort developing a Collaborativity space for multidisciplinary innovation.

A large undergraduate study hall furnished with carrels converted into a New Media Centre.

A new building encouraged us to think about what our formal instruction spaces would look like. We used the opportunity to develop larger more collaborative space. Additionally, we have used student feedback to create more informal collaborative student spaces, where students can drop in and collaborate with appropriate technologies and tools.

A portion of one floor of one of our branch libraries was renovated and traditional individual carrels and four-top study tables were replaced with reservable study rooms with white boards and other furniture options that encouraged collaboration.

Added presentation practice room. Added collaboration furniture to group study rooms. Added 24/5 overnight space. Reviewing policies/practices to encourage and enable collaboration.

Addition of large flat screens in collaborative spaces to facilitate teamwork.

Adoption of student-generated appointments with librarians in commons

Brought together our map collection, government information center, and spatial and numeric data services. It is a rich and unique resource, where students and scholars from every discipline—as well as those working across disciplines—can find the materials, tools, and expertise to meet their research needs.
Campus Math MaLL (Emporium) was implemented in our Science and Engineering Library in January 2013. There was a campus-wide committee run out of provost’s office, and resulted in a partnership with the College of Arts & Sciences.

Changes in pedagogy that emphasize collaboration supported by Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) and technology-enabled spaces.

Created a Graduate Student Commons by converting space previously assigned as staff space for this new student use.

Creation of a Digital Media Suite in the main library. In the health sciences library, all group study spaces were outfitted with an interactive screen that hook up to any mobile device or laptop.

Creation of a Student Multimedia Design Center

Creation of digital media rooms for group work

Creation of Knowledge Commons, January 2012

Group study rooms equipped with 70” or 46” computer display monitors. One of our libraries created space for academic writing tutors, which has fostered collaboration between the library and Academic Learning Services. Our management library renovated space to create a computer lab for high-end financial data terminals.

In a 2010 renovation, a new hands-on classroom was developed that used multiple projectors to provide the capability for instructor and student presentation simultaneously. The room can be configured in multiple arrangements, not simply in rows for lecture.

In a recent Phase III renovation of the learning commons we created an enclosed separate space of the Student Success Center and for tutoring.

Increased emphasis on redevelopment of group study/collaborative spaces combined with easy to access & multiple power outlets for portable devices plus library provided collaboration stations (e.g., media stations).

More collaborative furniture and equipment (media:scape units) added.

Moving from fixed computer workstations in instruction space to laptops (for more flexible use of the space).

Next Gen Learning Commons combines a wide variety of furniture, technologies for collaboration and production, in a flexible open plan.

One of our new learning spaces is called “teach anywhere,” a mobile cart of tablets that transform any room into a teaching space. We have incorporated 3D data creation into our suite of media capabilities, provided a space for capturing and printing 3D objects, and provided resources for capturing human movement in 3D with motion capture equipment. Our former slide collection space was turned into a multiuse space including a public ScanLab, with specialized software, as well as the Fine Arts Library Bar & Lounge, a teaching and presentation space used for classes, meetings, and events.

One of the library classrooms/meeting rooms formerly had only one projector and screen. A few years ago, we installed a SMART Board on a perpendicular wall. Now, the space is more flexible and can be configured in a variety of ways to meet teaching and learning needs. Not only is the space itself more flexible, but the SMART Board is a more interactive technology than the static projector and screen.

Our collaborative space has developed such that we are now providing students with a variety of furniture and technology that helps them study more productively, including a variety of seating, variety of table shapes and heights, charging stations, media:scape units, and other technology that makes it easier to share work from a laptop onto a larger screen, mobile whiteboards, docking stations for laptops, furniture that incorporates outlets, and a reservation
system for some of the workstations. Providing the variety allows for a wide range of student learning behavior and
creates a space with which a greater number of students will connect.

Our Collaboratory is open, informal, and conversation friendly. (Located in the Undergraduate Commons, we call it
Learning Commons.)

Our Electronic Scholarship Center (ESC) was reconfigured into an instruction and collaborative learning room with the
addition of multiple screens and laptop/mobile device access.

Our Library East Commons has developed a study space into a learning space; there are plans for a tactile learning
space coming. In 2006, was constructed as collaborative computing, academic social space, and presentation space.
Now hosts collaboration with two outside academic units to create a classroom-style active learning space and
curriculum-defined computing resources. Space is available for all when classes are not in session.

Our next-gen learning spaces include campus and community collaboration on services, programming, and instruction.
One example of this is the use of our space by various tutoring centers (Writing Center, Statistics Tutoring Lab, etc.)
across campus.

Our student multimedia studio is evolving into a mini-makerspace. We have added 3D scanning, 3D printing, and
3D pen creation. These new technologies have challenged us to rethink the layout of this lab, and also to bring the
technology out of the lab into other spaces.

Over several years, the classroom for instruction with no technology has been renovated to computer-equipped
classroom and then a smart classroom.

Physical collection is decreasing. More collaborative study space with new technology.

Piloting multimedia pods in the Learning Commons led to the development of the Digital Media Lab, where full-scale
media production is a possibility for the general student population.

Provision made for collaborative spaces.

Recent changes include a refurbished meeting room with new furniture that can easily be reconfigured and more power
outlets have been added to the room.

Recently constructed a Center for Digital Scholarship with a high-tech classroom, specialized software, and specialized
equipment, such as a 3D printer, and specialized services, such as data management planning consultations, GIS
instruction, instruction on advanced statistical software.

Some reference collection shelving replaced with Steelcase media:scapes.

Some spaces include campus partners in services and programming development and delivery.

Steelcase LearnLab

Team rooms with technology, SMART Boards in classrooms, tech desk for support/loans

The library rearranged space in its computer classroom to allow for more seating and also to provide a more interactive
experience, with electronic white boards and other related technology.

The Scholars’ Collaborative offers faculty and graduate students the space, expertise, and project management
assistance they need to develop innovative projects using digital tools. Located on the 4th Floor of the library, the
Scholars’ Collaborative serves as a hub for the emerging digital scholarship community at the university.

The Science & Engineering Library’s first floor was converted from a focus on housing a sizable collection of print
reference books, indexes, and current journals, to emphasizing collaborative study.
The Science Library branch moved from mixed-use floor to having separate floors for group study, quiet study, and silent study. Health Science Center Library created open collaborative spaces with white boards, larger monitors, group workstations, movable furniture, mini-amphitheater seating, and semi-private study areas (post-and-beam construction).

Three examples (DesignLab, Media Studios, WisCEL) are all new approaches to library space, collaboratively planned with campus needs and initiatives, serving both instructional use for courses and general library use.

Turned a small conference/classroom room into a presentation rehearsal space for students.

Turned a typical computer classroom into a modified SCALE-UP classroom to facilitate group work and active learning.

Undergraduate library was renovated to increase technology/connectivity.

Videotape studios with separate editing rooms

We are creating a Family Friendly Study Center where students/parents with children can use library resources in a space that is as accommodating to their children.

We are in the process of creating a makerspace in the undergraduate learning commons. We are also exploring the creation of a flex classroom to accommodate different teaching methodologies.

We cleared out the space that housed our unbound journal collection and repurposed that entire area for individual and group study, collaboration, and instruction.

We doubled the space of our multimedia creation lab in partnership with our School of Arts. The new space has all the multimedia software it did before (graphics, video, audio, music annotation) plus we've added piano keyboards to each station for composition, and classroom control software that allows students to share their work with each other.

We have created a new collaborative classroom to assist faculty with exploring “flipped classroom” pedagogies. This space was formerly set aside as minimally used stacks for government documents.

We have worked with other campus units to design and deliver a range of learning support services and spaces in our Undergraduate Library (learning commons, media commons), Main Library (Scholarly Commons), and Engineering Library (CARE: Center for Academic Resources in Engineering, which incorporates tutoring).

We opened a GIS lab that has computers with ArcGIS, ENVI, and Adobe Photoshop suite.

We removed stacks to create a large open study area near the coffee shop.

We’ve allocated significant square footage to medium-large (reservable) group study spaces.

With planned closure of an IT computer lab, the library collaborated with IT to create a jointly managed digital media/digital scholarship lab to support both students and faculty needing specialized equipment and services.

With the renovation of the former Science Library, we brought together the sciences, social sciences, and the statistics lab (university IT, not library group) into a single space. There is a blending of IT and library services at all service desks. Librarians and stat lab consultants are available to assist with the location of data sets, training on how to use statistical packages, and then data visualization.

Without knowing all the potential uses, we built open spaces with configurable furniture in order to learn what faculty and student users would do with them. This has led to us refining the spaces used by programs like Digital Humanities, and forging tighter alignments with them. In particular, we are partnering to bring a CLIR postdoctoral fellow into the learning space in the Research Library to refine it for best use with a variety of digital humanists AND with the School of Information Studies—for research and teaching needs.
4. Has any learning space been repurposed to a different type of use over time? N=71

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>57</th>
<th>80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please briefly describe one example of repurposing a learning space for a different type of use. N=53

3rd floor of Social Science and Humanities Library houses campus tutoring center.

A classroom with rows of computers was converted into an open flexible learning space with mobile furniture and technology.

A computer lab was converted to presentation practice rooms.

A flipped classroom was created out of regular computer lab.

A group study room was repurposed to become a presentation practice room.

A group study room was transformed into a presentation practice space. A general classroom was transformed into large group study. A floor of journals was transformed into a commuter lounge and open study with media:scapes, lounge furniture, with small event space.

A large traditional reference room, dominated by an extensive reference collection, was converted to a student collaboration commons with a variety of furniture options that emphasized group-work and flexibility.

A multipurpose room (primarily used for lectures and movie viewing) now has electrified tables and rolling LCD monitors so that it can also be a laptop training classroom.

A Reserve Books Reading Room was repurposed to become a Technology Sandbox and ice-cream bar with seating area. In the same vicinity, a current periodicals reading room/display area was repurposed to become a glass-enclosed silent reading room, with adequate power outlets for laptops/devices. An outdoor terrace was upgraded and furnished to create an outdoor seating area.

A room that is on what we call “Main Street” in the learning commons was a digital media service for faculty to use in support of instruction. It was open 8 to 5. We moved it off main street and repurposed the room for research assistance, research consultation, and a 24-hour collaborative workspace for students.

A space that was set up as a standard collaborative workroom was repurposed to support the learning needs of students with accessibility issues. We are also currently repurposing one learning space and are creating a makerspace.

An area that previously had mixed learning space and stack space was re-purposed into the Math Learning Success Center, which is operated by the Math Department.

An electronic classroom with fixed desktop computers (configured in late 90s) was recently retired, the space converted to office space for our expanding Interlibrary Loan and Document Delivery Unit.

Auditorium to a computer classroom

Bert’s Café and Study Lounge: Bert’s Study Lounge, located in the library lobby, is an inviting space intended to support collaborative and peer learning. Users can engage with technology to accomplish their academic goals as well as see how others have used these resources in a creative, informal, and fluid learning atmosphere that combines expertise, technology, and resources.
Changes from open, quiet study to spaces that allow for reservable large group collaboration and active learning teaching spaces.

Classrooms with desks and chairs updated for hands-on collaborative learning using laptops/netbooks in flexible set up.

Cleared floor of book stacks to create quiet study space with separate group/individual study rooms.

Computer “e-zones” transformed into more flexible group study zones.

Converted a film viewing room into a dissertation writing room with individual lockers for students to store library study materials between visits and individual quiet study spaces.

Created new flexible event exhibit space.

Due to its location, one room was converted from a traditional classroom into a Census Data center. The classroom was relocated to another space within the library.

Former staff/storage spaces redeployed as group study rooms, as originally intended.

In the main library, an all-purpose study space was converted to a quiet floor. At the health sciences library, quiet and unmediated spaces are now collaborative and wired.

Large reserve room for student study became a reading room when circulation and reserve merged. That same space serves dual purposes as the large event space for up to 200 in the library.

Lecture-style library classrooms were remodeled as hands-on computer teaching labs.

Library West converted an open area originally created as a space for students to group study/practice presentations (this area had a computer and 61” screen). The students did not like practicing presentations in an open area where anyone could walk by and see/hear them practicing, so the space was converted to general group study space and is now popular and widely used.

One corner of our main level was formerly dedicated to quiet study. It has since become the Writing Center, which the library welcomed into the space one year ago. The Writing Center is an active, collaborative learning space.

One library presentation rehearsal studio has been re-purposed to provide public working space for a campus organization.

One of our libraries has a café.

PGSC (main Libraries presentation space): shift from library centric classroom/meeting to university space. Also re-purposing of carrels from faculty to graduate student/faculty. Carnegie library building shared with other campus departments. (We were able to reclaim and restore reading room.)

Reference area to Learning Commons space

Renovated an area that held current print periodicals into open study space.

Rooms that were formerly used as a micro reader/printer space have morphed into two interactive classrooms.

Seminar room was previously a student computer lab. However has been repurposed to be GIS instruction/drop in lab. Therefore, it is a multi-purpose room.

Shifting of reference collections in order to increase space for study carrels.

Silent study areas (no laptops) were eliminated.
Some quiet spaces have been converted to collaborative work area and vice-versa.

The Center for Dewey Studies is being moved from off campus into silent study space in the library, in a wireless environment.

The computer lab in the undergraduate library has been repurposed from a traditional computer lab providing high-end technology services and a computer classroom for software training, into a set of adjacent services that include Media Studio classrooms and DesignLab which function to serve both instructional needs and general access collaborative computing stations, all within a space that also offers 24-hour in-person help desk, circulating equipment, software training, and computer-related book/media collection. The adjacency of all these services was a specific goal.

The department of Reference and Instructional Services (RIS) added shared service space.

The Government Docs area has a few general study tables. The collection was moved to storage and the space redesigned with group study booths, quiet study tables, a student art gallery, and a collaboration room with mobile furniture and white board paint on the walls.

The renovated space includes a space that can be used for information literacy instruction or special presentations with movable tables, chairs, and whiteboards, which students can reconfigure to meet their collaborative study needs when the space is not booked for instruction classes.

To create a second cafe location

Transformation of the Digital Media Lab (DML): group study room and processing room became a telepresence room; media space became a bigger part of DML, classroom transformed into a Video Studio, classroom transformed into an audio studio. In Fine Arts: underused classroom was turned into space for digital image management team.

Turned a small conference/classroom room into a presentation rehearsal space for students.

Using reserves reading room for scheduled events—large multi-section writing program with guest speakers three times/semester.

We created a learning space in our science library that has 3D projection equipment for a virtual anatomy class. Later we enhanced this space (in collaboration with the university’s Research Computing Center) for data visualization in 2D and 3D.

We emptied out a space that previously held microfiche/film cabinets and added soft furniture to make it a quiet study space.

We opened our first “commons” space in 2007. That space contained a somewhat traditional computer lab that we improved cosmetically, but made few other changes. In 2013, we worked with IT to transform that lab into a multimedia support center.

We took five group study rooms in the Information Commons that each had a PC desktop and were primarily used for in-person, small-group collaboration and added iMacs to enable Skype and Google Hangout collaboration. These rooms are now used by students to conduct practice interviews with each other, interview with prospective employers, and connect to native speakers for language classes.

We’ve repurposed some space to allow for small group tutoring and math tutoring/labs.

Working with university IT, we repurposed a traditional computer lab into a collaboration lab placing the desktop machines into a pod configuration and adding more whiteboards so that students could do computer-based group work more easily. Additionally, we relocated an area that had been traditionally used for individual study and installed a Mac
Lab with multimedia software to enable access to computers and software that would allow for students to create the types of papers and presentations that are being required by their classes.

**EFFECT OF LEARNING SPACES ON LIBRARY SERVICES**

5. Has the development of learning spaces had a direct effect on the services your library provides?  
   N=72

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please indicate the type of service change(s) that have resulted from the development of learning spaces. Check all that apply. N=70

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Service Change</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Added new services</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reorganized services</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined existing services</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliminated services</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other service change(s)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please briefly describe the other service change(s). N=10

Central University Information Technology Services provided additional computers in a 2nd floor library quiet area from another less used computer lab on campus. These computers are maintained by Libraries technical staff.

Citation management consultation by appointment (change from drop-in or scheduled workshops). Introduction of Design Help service. Integration of librarians into writing center for research and writing consultations.

Creation of a Digital Literacy program from the Student Multimedia Design Center

Digital Media Lab: Building a flexible learning environment has created opportunities and requests to host technology-enhanced events and conferences such as student-driven hackathons, 72-hour film workshops, teaching fairs, etc. Fine Arts: re-purposed classroom space for digital services; eliminated the analog slide service; eliminated the need for a traditional classroom by taking teaching and instruction into the academic class space; added video art to the library as a studio art learning space in an unused former niche of the reference room; eliminated much of our traditional reference services in favour of a multiuse teaching, learning, and study space. Scholars’ Lab (SLab): elimination of software distribution and support (now handled online) provided space to increase access across all disciplines to technologies (like 3D modeling) that could spark new research questions.

Expanded existing services.

Streamlined/combined multiple service desks. Developed speaker “salons.” Began lending VGA cables.

The School of Education and College of Engineering have combined support units administratively so that the libraries work together with media support and technology support. The services provided are therefore not as discreetly defined as “library” services.
We incorporated new learning commons partners into the space (Writing Services, Learning Skills, Career Centre).

We’ve reorganized our reference services.

With increased number of enclosed group study spaces we have found it beneficial to create a reservation system. We purchased a web-based system with touch screens at the rooms for making reservations or by accessing with campus ID and password on the web.

Comments N=20

Added multimedia classroom to campus classroom booking system so departments can book their for-credit multimedia-rich classes in our space.

As a result of developing new learning spaces we have integrated our main service desk, eliminated the concept of a separate reserve desk area, added in device charging stations, and have begun lending video games, video game peripherals, as well as other technologies. In addition, we extended our weekend hours.

Brought many services into the Learning Commons; established new service point for the Digital Media Lab.

Campus IT staff now work side-by-side with library staff in the undergraduate library. Additional IT services offered from dedicated service point in Humanities, Social Sciences and Education (HSSE) library.

Circulation, technology support, and reference services are provided from same central location on the main library floor.

Cross-trained librarians and IT staff to provide tier 1 level of service for both library and IT questions.

Developed visualization services in a new Digital Scholarship Lab.

IT Help Desk moved to share Information Desk with Reference. Brought in Learning Support Services (tutoring, testing) and Math Classrooms and Labs. Provide IT support to students using new technologies. Lend more equipment and adaptors.

IT Help Desk, IT central printing, Writing Program tutors, reconfigured reference desk as research center.

Library West, Science Library, and Health Science Center Library moved to combined service desk models.

More time is spent managing technology or responding to tech questions.

Public exhibit space has been developed which has increased services and partnership opportunities. We are in the process of implementing tiered reference services and developing a multi-media learning space, both of which will involve adding, reorganizing, and combining services.

Technology support desks staffed by Peer Consultants (student workers).

The multiple-library and complexity of the campus makes this hard to capture in a single scenario. The three libraries most directly affected by changes in service and administrative structures to support next generation learning spaces are the undergraduate library, the education library, and the engineering library, and those three environments are for the most part being used as examples for this survey. Other libraries have either traditional learning spaces (e.g., information literacy classrooms) or not much space to work with (many small departmental libraries). Memorial Library, the largest library on campus, created an events space that allows multiple uses—both programming and learning—including author talks, film showings, seminars, etc. This space is not open to the public outside of event use and is used
for formal classroom learning, but the events often include informal learning and are a new service capability the library can provide. Most libraries have not had a significant change in services due to learning spaces.

This has enabled us to conduct instruction sessions and vendor database demonstration lectures in the library that previously would have had to be placed elsewhere on campus, along with better satisfying our students' request for additional collaborative work space.

This includes the Research and Writing Center, converting a periodicals room into a grand reading room, and converting the general reference area into a Learning Commons.

We have combined three reference service points into one at our main library.

We now staff combined reference and tech help desk. We have roaming library staff covering floors. We have added an Ask Me desk in library lobby to quickly answer directional questions. These have all been driven by reconfigured spaces, which have driven more students into the library.

We removed media reserves to open stacks and focus service desk on training and tech support.

We've added multimedia equipment for loan with the addition of a Mac Lab that has multimedia software. We are in the process of adding a Tech Desk on our 2nd floor to help support our expanding collaborative spaces and the technology within them, assist with the use of our presentation practice room, and house newer technologies like 3D printing. Many of our individual and group study rooms require a key that is checked out at the circulation desk, but we have been experimenting with online room reservation systems and open rooms that would allow students to control when they use the spaces. This has taken a bit of the burden off of our circulation staff—fewer keys to check out and students are monitoring the reservations themselves. Students are also requesting access to study spaces 24 hours a day, and in response to this we have opened our lobby 24/5 during the regular semesters. To make the space more of a study space we have invested in larger tables with bigger work surfaces, made power easier to access, and opened the Collaboration Lab which houses computers and whiteboards.

**EFFECT OF LEARNING SPACES ON LIBRARY STAFF**

6. Has the development of learning spaces within your library had a direct effect on staff responsibilities or positions? N=72

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Librarians</th>
<th>Archivists</th>
<th>Support staff</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please indicate the type(s) of staff changes that have resulted from the development of learning spaces. Check all that apply. N=65

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staff Changes</th>
<th>Librarians</th>
<th>Archivists</th>
<th>Support staff</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in responsibilities</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New position(s) created</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position(s) shared with external departments</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position(s) eliminated</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other staff change(s)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If you selected “Other staff change(s)” above, please briefly describe the change and the staff category affected. N=7

Addition of several graduate internships to provide services in the two Commons and the Research and Instructional Services areas.

Creating teams of students who are trained to perform designated, specific services such as technology support in the Research Commons.

In addition to librarians and archivists, as an integrated cultural facility we also employ curators and specialized staff who support art gallery functions.

Increased technology skills were required to support patron use of media equipment.

Moved two tech-savvy staff members from non-technical department to Libraries Information Technology Services department to manage User Technology Support Desk and provide one-on-one multimedia consultation sessions. Also, hired additional student staff to provide assistance from the Technology Support Desk.

Several existing IT support positions (in the university) were relocated into the library to support the services offered in our new collaborative library/IT space.

With the current remodeling project of the Science Library and the addition of several new “next gen spaces” at that branch, the Government Documents department was combined with Library West’s Humanities & Social Sciences collection. The head librarian was also moved to Library West and support staff positions were eliminated with the dissolution of the department. Staff who did not retire were given the option to transfer to other positions within the Libraries.

Comments N=18

“Support staff” does not address our staffing situation. The major categories of staff responsibility changes are in two areas: IT professionals and program directors (Associate Director positions for operations of faculty-driven campus initiatives) that are administratively housed in the library. These are not librarians, nor are they “support staff” meaning
paraprofessionals—but there are changes in our staffing profile due to new learning spaces. Also, the combined administrative units at the Engineering and Education libraries include positions such as instructional designers and other traditionally non-library roles. They were originally housed in separate support departments for the school/college, but now are part of the combined units that are led by the libraries.

Added a librarian position to support new programs in the Research Commons. Significant numbers of staff and librarians participate in the management of the Active Learning Classrooms, including assessment, assignment, tech support.

Additional instructional responsibilities have been incorporated into staff and librarian positions.

Also an increase and reliance on student staff, especially at a higher skill set, i.e., graduate student "consultants." Technologists/instructional support/statisticians are all coming on board and not in the traditional "support staff" mold.

Although we do not have any shared positions with external units, we have experienced a higher level of cooperation with external units. Also, we are in the early stages of developing an emerging technologies position for one of the libraries.

Among others, new positions have been added specifically in the area of instructional support, and these positions have responsibility for developing, assessing, and managing some library learning spaces.

As we offer more specialized technologies and programs in our learning spaces we find that we need to hire experts in these areas. They are not necessarily traditional library staff (librarians, archivists, curators, or support staff). We have a Coordinator for Visualization who holds a PhD in Human Computer Interaction, and a coordinator for our Media Commons who is an educational technologist.

Fine Arts: Librarians are embedded in departments and have teaching and office hours there.

In order to ensure that the librarians were proficient in the technology provided in the new learning space, we brought on a support staff to focus on library staff IT training for a year.

More student assistants, additional Circulation/Information Desk staff for additional hours

Our Facilities and Support Services staff are responsible for checking the group studies to wipe down the white-board walls. They also open and close walls in our technology classes.

Some new learning spaces are staffed in part by student employees.

Some OIT staff offices are located in the library and positions have direct responsibility for certain services in the library.

Staff have had to take on a small level of extra work in scheduling and configuring the class space and providing maintenance for laptop computers in preparation for the instruction sessions.

Staff person became responsible for security into the Honors study area. Circulation staff are responsible for group study room and equipment checkout.

This question implies a direct cause-and-effect. In many cases, learning spaces have evolved and jobs have evolved with them. In the case of the Media Commons and the Scholarly Commons, new positions were created to manage them; for some positions, we recruited from outside our organization, and for others, we filled from within.

To better support our spaces and provide services that students and faculty need, every position within our User Services department has been reviewed and revised. An increase in knowledge of technology—computer software, multimedia equipment, AV equipment and software—has been built into those positions that we have recently filled and staff trainings have increased so that all staff are comfortable assisting patrons. A greater percentage of time has
been allocated for space assessment in multiple jobs as we are recognizing the need for continual assessment of spaces so that the library is refreshing and revising itself to meet the changing needs of students and faculty.

We created a new support staff position in the library to support AV technology, and other support staff members have greatly increased responsibilities with AV support and room booking.

EFFECT OF LEARNING SPACES ON LIBRARY COLLECTIONS

7. Has there been a direct connection between the development of learning spaces within your library and changes to collection format or the arrangement of your library’s physical collections?  
N=72

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please indicate the type(s) of collection changes that have resulted from the development of learning spaces. Check all that apply.  
N=70

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection Change</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moved collections within the library</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeded collections</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moved collections to off-site storage facility</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenced move to electronic over print collections</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restructured access to collections within the library</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Started collections in new genres/areas</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other collection change(s)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please briefly describe the other collection change(s).  
N=8

- Added high-density storage (Automated Storage and Retrieval System). Majority of print reference collection moved into general collection.
- Compacted collections.
- Creation of a popular reading collection congruent to a lounge space
- Fine Arts: Streaming materials to the Bar & Lounge.
- Implemented delivery/pull and scan services for onsite collections for faculty and doctoral students only.
- Library West moved the staging area for serials to another space in the building and converted the area into a tutoring center staffed by tutors from the Office of Academic Support and the University Writing Center.
- Significant reduction to reference collection to make room for 1st floor study space. Collection was largely "liberated to stacks" and weeded/replaced with online resources.
- We moved some collections to a new building and used the newly opened spaces for learning spaces.
Additional shelving added and collections will be redistributed in the building.

Collection changes have both had a result on the development of learning spaces and resulted from the development of learning spaces.

Creating collaborative learning spaces has been so important to our School of Medicine that they have made space available for temporary off-site storage until long-term decisions can be made about retention and storage.

Digital Media Lab: To free space for the VizLounge (high-density data wall), we moved the laser disc collection to off-site storage, moved the DVD collection to a different floor, and we will move reservable equipment checkout to the Media Center desk (this equipment supports academic courses). Music: Book collections sent to storage from the Music Library to make space for a media:scape table for group presentations. Fine Arts: rare materials sent to the Special Collections library and the space repurposed to create a Materials Collection and makerspace.

Expansion/growth of new genres/areas re: collecting/curating/creating discovery mechanisms for data.

Gaming Lab pilot project will require collecting in new genres/areas.

In order to create space for expanding our collaborative and individual study areas we have moved portions of our collection to off-site storage. It should be noted that in our assessment with students, they do not want us to remove all of the books; they still like the feel of being surrounded by books and they note that it has the psychological effect of helping them focus on their work.

In the development of the learning spaces, we have been able to leverage the expertise of one of our librarians and have developed a very strong retrospective and contemporary game-based learning collection. We are also in a unique position to bring our primary resource collections together, including archival material, rare books, and art. Our past decision to prefer electronic over print collections supported our decision to move print collections to an off-site storage facility.

One example: We moved microforms to both internal and long-term retrieval storage to free up space for student learning space.

Opened an off-site storage facility in order to reduce print collection and accommodate more space for users (quiet study, commons areas, soft seating).

Our learning commons was built as an addition to our main library, and is accessible from each level of the main library. While we can’t fully replicate the openness of the Learning Commons in our old building, we did decide to weed and relocate the general reference collection from an adjoining space in the old building so that when you looked across the space, there was a greater feeling of openness and more room for open group study tables.

Some collection weeding and potential move to off-site storage needed to happen at a faster time frame for remodeling needs than the libraries were able to find a proper location for the removed collection. The engineering library, in order to make room for one of the two WisCEL Centers, ended up boxing up thousands of volumes with no clear “home.” They will eventually be either withdrawn or sent to an off-site storage facility, but policies were not fully in place and the storage facility is just now about to open. There are overall many discussions for future planning about the balance between collection space (expecting to have a smaller footprint) and learning space.

The cause-and-effect goes both ways. That is, the desire to repurpose space for users influences our decisions to move collections into high-density storage or replace them with electronic versions; and the availability of high-density storage and increasing amounts of digital content enable us to conceive of our spaces in new ways.
The conversion of many of our reference materials and journals to electronic format had been underway for years rendering much of the print collection redundant. The remaining reference materials are now housed on compact shelving, while the few unique incoming periodical titles are interfiled with the bound volumes on another floor.

The movement toward electronic over print collections for journals was well advanced already. But to create a new student commons space we moved 50,000 additional bound journals offsite, to enable the relocation of 70,000 monographs to remain within the building.

The Undergraduate Library holds very few physical volumes. Space formerly used for collections is now classrooms, new group study rooms, group study “spaces,” and individual study spaces for learning.

We have begun to add “high-touch” collections to high-traffic areas, a graphic novels collection on group study floor, ESL readers in high-use area frequented by international students.

We prefer electronic periodicals and reference materials, unless electronic versions are not identical to the print or do not meet faculty and student needs. The reduction in printed periodicals and reference collections, especially, has paved the way for more flexible and active learning spaces, particularly on our main level. Also, some general collections have been moved to the off-site storage facility to lay the foundation for other new learning spaces to come in our library’s future.

With external funding, we built a classroom specifically tailored to instruction with sound recordings; collections changes were determined also independent of physical spaces.

**EFFECT OF LEARNING SPACES ON LIBRARY TRAFFIC/TRANSACTIONS**

8. Has your library collected any data that indicates a direct connection between the availability of learning spaces and the volume of library traffic/transactions? \( N=71 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please indicate how/whether the availability of learning spaces has affected the volume of library traffic/transactions. Please make one selection per row. \( N=59 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Collected</th>
<th>Increased</th>
<th>Decreased</th>
<th>Stayed about the same</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Library gate counts</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library hours</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference transactions</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulation transactions</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web traffic</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td>Decreased</td>
<td>Stayed about the same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library gate counts</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library hours</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference transactions</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulation transactions</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web traffic</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments N=24

Answered Yes N=22

Both Music and Fine Arts libraries experienced increased gate counts with the opening of new refurbished spaces both within and around them. In general, we track all of this data, but have no way to connect it to learning space use other than in small branches.

Changes in the methods of data collection make historical comparisons difficult.

Disclaimer: We cannot say for sure that these specific changes are completely due to our new learning commons.

During the time period before and after the Student Multimedia Design Center opened, all activity increased.

Gate counts have risen steadily each year for a total increase of 63% between 2010 and 2013. We know our database and e-journal usage totals continue to rise and, due to our emphasis on e-book acquisition for new materials, our print circulation is dropping.

Gate counts increased dramatically in the year following our last major renovation in 2004. This renovation increased study/learning space for users.

General collection circulation decreased, technology equipment increased.

In the Engineering Library, data on the number of active wireless connections by floor indicates increased use since the opening of the Center for Academic Resources in Engineering, a tutoring and academic support service on the library’s top floor. In the Undergraduate Library, we have made any number of changes to the facilities and services, so it would be simplistic to claim a “direct connection” between the availability of learning spaces and levels of use.

Library gate counts at selected branches increased after renovations to library learning spaces. This probably says more about the desirability of newly renovated spaces than about “the availability of learning spaces” in general.

Library space was offered to outside academic departments, on a permanent basis, so this has affected our gate counts. We will need more time to monitor further increases in counts.
Library West moved to 24/5 hours during the fall/spring semesters and after the remodeling of the Science Library this summer, they will also move to a 24/5 schedule during the fall/spring semesters.

Our gate counts have remained about the same. We now have three building entrances—two into the learning commons and one into the main library. We thought there might be a shift in which entrances were preferred by students, but the largest gate count remains at the main library entrance.

Our library gate counts have remained about the same but we find gate counts to be an incomplete indicator of space usage and have implemented the use of SUMA to help provide a more well-rounded picture of how fully occupied our spaces are. Our web traffic has significantly increased in terms of page visits for those pages that deal directly with providing information about our collaborative space and our presentation practice room. While our print circulation has decreased, the circulation of equipment and room keys for individual study rooms has seen an increase. Head counts during the late night hours prompted us to scale back our hours from closing at 2am to closing at midnight. We extend our hours to 2am during exams. We did extend our lobby hours and access to our collaboration lab to 24/5.

Reference transactions have been steadily declining for years. Moving from a traditional reference desk/circulation desk to a combined service desk with on-call reference providers did not change the pre-existing trends.

The addition of group study rooms in one building in 2007–2008 and the move to an online registration software significantly increased traffic in the library and room use.

The health sciences library is a 24/7 facility effective this spring semester.

The Undergraduate Library is now open 24/7 during the academic year.

Two research commons units have expanded service hours. Library hours expanded during final exam period. Print circulation transactions declined, e-resources usage continues to expand.

We don’t know how to assign causality in the last four categories, but there may have been some affect.

We have several co-curricular and curricular collaborative spaces. We know the addition of a Math Emporium (computer-assisted math instruction targeted at remediation) has driven hundreds of students into the library.

We have some locations that provide new learning spaces exclusively, such as our Education Commons.

While reference transactions have decreased *dramatically* over time, instruction requests (provided by librarians) have greatly increased.

**Answered No N=2**

We are currently (during 2013–14) collecting a variety of data (gate counts, circulation/reference transactions, etc.) and will analyze it after the end of the year.

While the libraries collect these data, no specific efforts to link the data with the learning spaces has occurred.
### INSTRUCTION

9. Please indicate the types of instruction offered in your learning spaces. Check all that apply. \( N = 71 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Instruction</th>
<th>Drop-in</th>
<th>Pre-registered</th>
<th>Course-integrated</th>
<th>For credit</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information literacy</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research skills</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software training</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author rights</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation skills</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design principles</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design practice (fabrication of materials)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other type of instruction</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you selected “Other type of instruction” above, please briefly describe it. \( N = 24 \)

Citation management

Citation management tools, e.g., EndNote, Refworks; data manipulation; data visualization; survey design; video editing; web design

Data Visualization: instruction and support for our Data Visualization Studio
Data visualization skills

Digital Media

Digital Media Lab: Authoring content digitally (creating fliers, t-shirts logos, videos, virtual worlds, interactivity within spaces). Fine Arts: Museum docent training, visiting scholar training, streaming class and public seminars. Scholars’ Lab: programming (coding), creating online archives, intro to WordPress, version control, data management for humanists; GIS and hands-on mapmaking; 3D modeling and printing.

Drop-in reference consultations, writing and academic success tutoring, business math

First Year Studies: study skills development and acculturation to the academy. This is not the same as taught in information literacy or research skills instruction.

For-credit courses from various departments use library spaces for course instruction.

Grant funding research skills (Research Commons). Orientation and best practices session for faculty teaching in the Active Learning Classrooms (Undergraduate Library).

Health Science Center Library offers NIH public access and medical terminology.

If a semester-long course taught by full-time faculty needs the pedagogical tools offered by our instruction spaces in the commons, we will let them book the room for a semester. For example, the introductory computational programming class taught in our mechanical engineering department uses one of the technology classes since it requires group problem-based learning. There is only one other room on campus that also allows this, but it only accommodates 25 students; our tech classroom seats up to 45 students.

Instruction about archives, rare books, and special collections

Instruction for GIS, statistical analysis, data visualization, research impact assessment

Our library liaisons provide intellectual property, author rights, and copyright assistance to their respective departments. We also offer drop-in sessions for research and data management.

Peer-to-peer workshops on group projects, on good security practices, etc.

Research and Data Service management courses brought in Organization, Information & Learning Sciences (OILS) department and library grants degrees.

Software Carpentry and Wikipedia editing sessions are two examples.

The size, multiple libraries, and complexity of the university environment are hard to capture here. In general, traditional information literacy classrooms are widely available and provide both drop-in and course-integrated instruction. The “next-generation” learning spaces do not typically offer information literacy or research skills instruction, however software training (provided by campus IT) and intellectual property instruction (provided by libraries) are used heavily in the Media Studios classes. DesignLab offers design principles workshops and for-credit course. Copyright/fair use and author rights are taught in a variety of settings, including campus workshops for graduate students co-taught by libraries and campus legal services. The key “other type” of instruction is regular college courses (e.g., calculus, engineering, English) being taught in the Media Studios and WisCEL centers by faculty without direct library instructional involvement.

Video, multimedia, graphic design, advanced new media software, integration of technology into teaching and learning

We have general assignment courses that hold their entire semester-long course in our active learning spaces. We also have a large amount of course-related instruction as well as library-sponsored instruction.
Workshops and advice for graduate students completing their dissertation on formatting requirements and deadlines

Writing

Writing skills (drop-in help); Learning Skills (workshops); Career Services (workshops)

Additional Comment

More drop-in software/media training is forthcoming, along with possibly more makerspace-related instruction; the intellectual property classes marked here are for patents (if that's applicable).

10. Please indicate whether the primary function of the learning spaces below is formal or informal instruction, or if the space is not typically used for instruction. For the purposes of this question, we define formal instruction to include any pre-scheduled classes, specialized workshops, planned educational series, or course-integrated instruction. Please make one choice per row. Select NA if your library does not have a particular type of space. N=70

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Space</th>
<th>Formal</th>
<th>Informal</th>
<th>Not typically used for instruction</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open space with fixed computers and general software</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open group study space</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events space</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom with fixed computers and general software</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservable group study rooms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia lab with multimedia software</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom with tables and chairs but no computers</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom with fixed computers and specialized software</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservable presentation rehearsal rooms</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibit space</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization lab</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Commons</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaces restricted by discipline</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makerspace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming lab</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Commons</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackerspace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Student Commons</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other type of learning space</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you selected “Other type of learning space” above, please briefly describe it. N=19

**Formal** N=6

Collaborativity
Creativity Studio: A flexible, “white box” space that can be easily reconfigured and transformed to support a variety of activities in many disciplines, with high-definition, 3D-capable projectors, movable and writable walls, a full theater lighting kit, and many interactive tools that can be configured for simulations and virtual environments.

Grad Exchange is used for formal instruction. “Media viewing” area is used for formal instruction w/laptops.

Our shared library/IT space is used for both formal instruction and informal (drop-in) workshops, but the balance is more formal instruction.

Service points and librarians’ offices are often used for informal instruction.

TILE classroom - see above

**Informal** N=6

Booths and movable tables in the two Commons, new collaborative classroom with open porch area.


General learning commons is available to all—undergrad, grad, and faculty.

Lecture hall is used for presentations and lectures to which students are invited or required to attend for class.

Our collaborative study area is one that is used for informal instruction. Our librarians have worked with faculty for specific course work that requires group work or active learning. Librarians have also taught class sessions for Design and Environmental Analysis students studying public learning spaces in our collaborative space explaining our assessment process and why specific pieces of furniture and technology were chosen over others.

We use our Learning Commons for formal and informal instruction. Not segregated by academic status.

**Not typically used for instruction** N=5

- Family Friendly Study Center
- GEOSET studios
- Graduate Reading Room, not generally used for instructions save in the past a graduate student open house event.
- Graduate study lounge
- Honors Quiet Study

**Comments** N=10

A gaming lab is currently under development.

Because the main learning spaces that we consider “next generation” are designed specifically to meet both formal and informal learning (multipurpose, instructional, and general access study space) I would want to check BOTH boxes for the following: Open group study space (active learning labs in WisCEL are both open group and formal instruction spaces); Multimedia lab with multimedia software (Media Studios both formal, for-credit courses, and informal collaborative learning); DesignLab: both formal consultation by appointment and informal collaborative learning); Classroom with fixed computers, and Classroom with tables/no computers: WisCEL Centers designed with multiple learning spaces and variety of configurations, flexible by design, both formal and informal instruction occurs.
Many spaces are designed to support both formal and informal instruction. The primary purpose is multipurpose to serve both.

More types of media/technology/software instruction are forthcoming.

Most spaces that are currently unavailable are being planned for the Learning Commons, which will open in January 2015.

Unlike other areas, Fine Arts conducts formal instruction in their open group study space and reservable group study rooms, and informal instruction in their events and exhibits spaces and reservable presentation rehearsal room. Also, Scholars’ Lab does formal instruction in their makerspace.

We use our spaces for a blend of both purposes.

We will be installing individual reservable study rooms.

While the classroom space does not have fixed computers, we have laptops available for any student who does not bring his/her own laptop. As the classroom furniture is reconfigurable, the space is occasionally also used for events.

While we do have group study rooms and presentation practice space(s), they are not on a reservation system.

11. Which of the following equipment and technologies are available in your learning spaces? Check all that apply. N=68

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment and Technologies</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microphone/voice projection tools</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen sharing software</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document camera</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording &amp; broadcasting technologies</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clickers</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart boards</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture capture software (e.g., Tegrity)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other equipment and technologies</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please briefly describe the other equipment and technologies. N=31

3D Printers

Active Learning Classrooms: videoconferencing, shared monitors/instructor podia technology. Touchscreens (pixel sense), shared monitors (e.g., media:scape) in several commons.

Audio/visual file production software

Blu-Ray, DVD

Ceiling mounted document camera, web streaming and videoconferencing systems

Cell phones using Poll Everywhere, iPads

ClickShare in one room; computer, video/DVD, CD and projector in all rooms; turntable and keyboard in Music Seminar room; SMART Boards were available in the past, but have been removed.
Different spaces have different capabilities and we can adjust capabilities as well. For example, we can add clickers for a specific workshop.

GEOSET studios

GIS software, Adobe Photoshop

High-density data wall, immersive curvilinear (parabolic) display, multi-touch displays, Fine Arts’ Video Art Niche

In the large active learning labs of the two WisCEL Centers, iPads used in conjunction with Apple TV allows for wireless projection of mobile device to all monitors in the room. Digital displays on tables in the engineering library indicate availability (e.g., reserved for scheduled instruction or open for informal learning). Note: Lecture capture is not available directly in library spaces, but rather is supported by library units in education and engineering. The libraries are responsible for providing the technical support of the lecture capture capabilities in classrooms for the School of Education and the College of Engineering.

Laptops (Mac/PC), iPads, tripods, headphones, flash drives, Kill-a-Watt meters, graphing calculators, laptop security systems, mice/trackballs, chargers, USB cables, digital still and video cameras

Laptops with specialized software, data projectors, flip charts, and whiteboards

Large moveable whiteboards

LCD screen, projectors, laptops

media:scape units; currently testing ClickShare; multimedia equipment (audiorecorders, digital camcorders, still cameras), Mac and PC laptops available for loan.

media:scape tables

Perceptive Pixel multi-touch display, Microsoft Surface table, motion-based gaming, 3D printing, poster printing

Scanners, printers

Scanners, large-format printers, multimedia editing stations

Screen sharing software is being installed in summer 2014.

Standard web software, screen, monitor

Student Multimedia Design Center equipment kits, hardware/software

Touchscreen, Scantron

Two media:scares and four rooms with large monitors for laptop plug-in for group viewing/collaboration

Video and audio editing equipment and software

Video cameras, digital cameras, projector, laptops, adapters, digital recorders, digital readers, specialized software

Videoconferencing equipment, Stereoscopic 3D projector

Wi-Fi

WorkWare (Haworth), GPS units, Wacom stylus, Wacom tablet, Steelcase media:scares, videoconferencing equipment, Sympodums
12. Does your library recognize participant completion of any library classes or instructional series (e.g., with certificates, badges)? N=71

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please briefly describe the type of recognition. N=13

Business Research 101 Certificate
Certificate
Certificate for "undergraduate research skills," which is a seven-part workshop series.
Certificate for pre-college
Certificates of completion for annual Open House event. Digital badges in recognition for discreet information literacy skills such as evaluating information, creating search strategies. Certificates for completion of a library tour are available upon request.
Certificates that can earn grades in certain courses.
Digital Literacy Fellows program for current juniors and seniors is a year-long exploration of new media and digital literacy.
Graduate Communication Certificate (in collaboration w/Communication Center and others).
OILS is a degree generating department within the College of University Libraries and Learning Sciences.
Students receive credit for classes taught by Fine Arts librarians.
The Libraries “Avoiding Plagiarism” workshops require an instructor to sign the student’s completion, which the student takes back to the Dean of Students Office. Health Science Center Library awards certificate of attendance for medical terminology course.
We offer a certificate of completion for certain undergraduate instruction workshops.
We teach a credit-bearing course, UNIV190: Demystifying Library Research, as a part of the curriculum.

Additional Comments N=4

Not at this time; some consideration for the future.
Not yet, but plan being developed.
Our library does not award its own badges or certificates, but we would facilitate whatever recognition methods collaborating faculty may use in course-integrated instruction.
We are in the process of developing a badge program.
13. Please indicate who is involved in developing/providing instructional activities for library learning spaces. Check all that apply. N=70

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staff Category</th>
<th>Develop instructional activities</th>
<th>Provide instruction</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Librarians</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archivists</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library staff</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus/parent institution partners</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A full-time position dedicated to instruction</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other academic institution partners</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other external partners</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROGRAMMING**

The specialized or flexible nature of learning spaces can create opportunities for libraries to engage their users with internal or external programming. For the purposes of this next set of questions, we define programming as activities or temporary installations planned by the library (alone or in partnership with other entities). Examples of programming include (but are not limited to) lectures, social events, museum-style exhibits, academic presentations, workshops, and interactive displays.
14. What kinds of programming take place in your library's learning spaces? Check all that apply. N=71

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programming Type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lectures</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibits</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentations of student work</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hands-on workshops</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social events</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author talks</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art installations</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentations of faculty research</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film showings</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentations of research group findings</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical events</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other type of programming</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please briefly describe the other type of programming. N=17

- Collaborating with Strangers (speed dating for researchers)
- Conferences led by graduate students, departmental programming such as installation of named chairs, academic support orientations, administrative meetings (committees, etc.)
- Conferences/seminars, Literary Festival
- Cultural celebrations
- Digital humanities programs
- Donor functions (meetings as well as social and author events). Final exam activities that we have branded “De-Stress for Success.” Educational information tables from groups and offices on campus.
- Finals Study Break activities for students
- Fine Arts: web conferences, streaming events. Scholars’ Lab: discussion groups, design jams, THATCamp, conferences
- Mini-seminars led by visiting scholars in special collections.
- Occasional poetry reading
- “Recognition of accomplishment” events
- Research Commons: Collaborating with Strangers events, dissertation bootcamp, GIS Day. Scholars’s Studio: Data Management Series, conferences
- Slam poetry
- Social networking events and book discussions
- Special collections open house. Also, “technology petting zoo”-like event, allowing users to experience various technology tools with librarians and library partners there to engage and teach.
- Undergraduate Research Fair, debates, teach-ins, special events/receptions
Vendor/professional society training and discussion sessions of specialized databases from IEEE, American Chemical Society, and Springer aimed at graduate students and faculty.

15. Please indicate how often library learning spaces are used for programming. Please make one selection per row. Select NA if your library does not have a particular type of space. N=71

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Spaces</th>
<th>Frequently</th>
<th>Occasionally</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open group study space</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open space with fixed computers and general software</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom with fixed computers and general software</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibit space</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservable group study rooms</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservable individual study rooms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservable presentation rehearsal rooms</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open quiet study space</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming lab</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makerspace</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom with fixed computers and specialized software</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom with tables and chairs but no computers</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaces restricted by discipline</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia lab with multimedia software</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization lab</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackerspace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Commons</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Commons</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Student Commons</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other type of learning space</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you selected “Other type of learning space” above, please briefly describe it. N=8

**Frequently N=4**

Our learning Commons is frequently used for programming. It is not segregated by academic status.

Research Commons is not restricted by type of patron but hosts all of the programming checked above.

Shared library/IT collaborative space

The Lecture Hall in our central library facility is equipped with minimal technologies—a laptop and projector with presentation capabilities are the only built-in A/V components of the room. However, we have been able to present interactive programming in this space. For example, this fall’s Eating Architecture Program, featured speakers that
addressed the ways in which environments for the preparation, production, and consumption of food both reflect and affect those processes. Individuals who planned to attend the program were asked to post a picture of themselves eating on campus to a dedicated social media site. After a more formal presentation, the speakers did a spontaneous, onsite analysis of the pictures posted to social media. All programs are developed and coordinated by the Libraries’ manager for library communications and public programming.

**Occasionally** N=1
- Booths and movable tables

**Rarely** N=3
- Family Friendly Study Center
- Graduate reading room
- Honors Quiet Study

**Comments** N=3
- Art installations/exhibits, author talks and lectures happen throughout the library, but not in the IDEA Commons.
- One open quiet study space is used for programming due to its south-facing location and view. Programming is minimal and is scheduled around user needs to keep disruption to a minimum.
- Some traditional learning spaces are used for programming. Exhibit space is available in a variety of libraries and the function of exhibit programming is available across campus, but not explicitly part of “next-generation” learning spaces. The undergraduate library has a lot of informal exhibition of student work throughout the library, but no formal gallery or exhibition program.

16. Please indicate who is involved in developing/providing programming for library learning spaces. Check all that apply. N=70

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staff Category</th>
<th>Develop programming</th>
<th>Provide programming</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Librarians</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library staff</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archivists</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus/parent institution partners</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other academic institution partners</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other external partners</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A full-time position dedicated to programming</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17. Please identify one learning space and briefly describe an example of programming that takes place there and the staff responsible for that programming, particularly one that you think has moved the space in the direction of being Next-Gen. N=42

A main floor lounge that is highly visible has some great display space that is regularly used to highlight student work.

An anniversary lecture series is held in an open space in the health sciences library. Librarians and staff are responsible.

Digital Scholarship Lab: Staff responsible includes DSL Coordinator, Communications & Public Programs Specialist, and often a librarian liaison involved in the project or subject area.

Digital Media Lab: The Media Center, which includes many new media technologies, hosts a campus-wide showcase of innovative teaching methods on an annual basis. The programming efforts are led by the head of the Digital Media Lab. Fine Arts both develops and provides programming with other academic institution and develops programing with other external partners (local arts groups).

FIREDtalks are a series of interdisciplinary forums run by graduate students for graduate students. They allow graduate students in the academic community to collaborate, network, and explore ideas beyond conventional disciplinary boundaries. Talks consist of a series of "rapid-fire" presentations followed by short discussions and topics have included: Tools of the Trade, Community and Communication, Frameworks of Power, Creativity and Innovation, Learning Machines, Indigenizing the Academy, Communicating to Multiple Audiences, Mixed Methodologies, Care and Healing, Applied Academia, and Ethics and Dissemination.

Graduate Student Mixer, Modern Language Conversation Tables

Group tutoring/One-on-one tutoring takes place in the Tutoring Center. When more than one student appears or schedules to come in for tutoring in a single subject, the tutor goes in to the open area and sets all students up at a
media:scape which displays computer screens to the entire group. Frosted glass walls are near some media:scapes where formulas can be written over a large space.

GIS Day: event held in open group study space adjacent to Data Services and located in Research Commons is dedicated to GIS presentations/demonstrations/exhibits. Open Access Day/promotion: events held in Media Viewing area and Graduate Exchange to promote Open Access awareness/opportunities.

Honors College book discussion in which they broke into small groups to discuss a book is the responsibility of Library Learning Services.

In our exhibits/events space, we have quarterly presentations by campus faculty who discuss a research project. These are open events. We have an event coordinator and a lecture series coordinator who are responsible for most of the programming and logistics, however, librarians frequently make the initial connections.

In our open group study space & the nearby exhibit space in the performing arts library we recently hosted an exhibit on Handel. A local collector provided materials we featured, we digitized a Handel score we own in our special collections, and the baroque group on campus performed the piece in the library as part of the opening of the exhibit.

In the Teaching Commons (faculty space), the libraries, information technology, and the Center for Teaching & Faculty Development collaborate to facilitate shared programming on a range of topics in teaching & learning.

iPearl Immersion Theater: This area features a large, curved video display wall that surrounds the viewer with imagery and sound. The Digital Media Librarian, collaborating with the Digital Library Initiatives department, External Relations, and the Special Collections Research Center, created a participatory digital service designed to encourage visitors to document their library experience using the social media platform Instagram. Images from this crowdsourced documentation effort will be selected to become part of the library’s permanent digital collections, allowing the community to contribute to the historical record of the library through image submission as well as the use of voting tools. These images are showcased in the iPearl Immersion Theater. This space also supports user-directed display of and interaction with research and curricular content from all disciplines.

Large multipurpose, multifunctional room that offers capacity to hold lectures, show films, combine with other spaces for breakout areas: staff member does outreach with campus departments and the campus events office to bring events to this space and publicize events campus-wide.

Learning Commons with WriteFest writing workshop programming by the Writing Center for graduate students.

Maker Faire-type activities and events have been held over the past year or so (informal Maker Mondays and two more formal Maker Faires), which have been well received. Interested librarians and staff coordinate these events, though none are specifically assigned to do so.

One large study area, called the “Browsing Room,” is occasionally used for many different types of programming. For example, it has been used to provide hands-on workshops for teachers, showing them ways to incorporate audio (oral histories, music, etc.) and archival photographs with classroom instruction. This involved multimedia presentation and interactive learning.

One open study space is used for “Sci Pop” presentations. University faculty present interesting topics that are coordinated by librarians and outreach staff.

Open group or individual study space located within exhibits area where regular programming takes place.

Our special collections and archives staff has worked with students on pop-up exhibits that are mounted for short periods in the special collections research center. These are based on work that students may be doing for a class or for a particular event on campus, i.e., Black History Month or homecoming.
Research Commons, Scholars’ Studio: juried lightning talks by graduate students presented to live audience, which
provides feedback. Staff responsible: Research Commons librarians and staff from Graduate School.

Several thousand people attend workshops each year at the Information Commons. Topics include video, presentation
software, animation, graphic and web design, and integration of technology into teaching and learning. The staff and
graduate student interns have substantial expertise in new media production and the space also attracts a large number
of guest presenters from faculty, staff, and students (undergraduate and graduate) from around campus.

Students gave presentations and exhibited posters of their research done using GIS in the GIS lab.

The Digital Salon exhibition of student digital media works is held annually in the undergraduate library (and online) and
is supported in partnership with the DesignLab. Student work is projected and run on monitors for a week in the cafe
space in the library, as well as on a monitor throughout the year in the DesignLab space. Some of the work has been
quite experimental and includes art installation. Librarians, library IT professionals, and DesignLab staff work together to
collect submissions, curate, and install exhibition.

The exhibit spaces in the Central Library in addition to having traditional exhibit cases have interactive touch-screen
monitors. The programming on the touch screens are customized to the theme/topic of the cases in the area, providing
further information/details about case contents, or supplementary information; both textual, graphic, and video.
There have been instances when patron(s) have spent over an hour in one section of the exhibit, exploring all of the
interactive content.

The Gallery is meant to be a gathering place for the enrichment of the intellectual, educational, and cultural life of
the campus and the larger community. The library aspires to: showcase and interpret the library’s rich collections,
promote their scholarly use, and use collections to facilitate scholarship and storytelling; support the library’s role as an
intellectual center of the university; foster relationships between the library and faculty, students, alumni, staff, and the
state and local community.

The Health Science Center Library’s open collaboration space hosted a Harry Potter exhibit and opening event with
science demonstrations (magic), costume contest, wand making, and trivia contest.

The high-tech classroom in the Center for Digital Scholarship is used regularly for GIS training and for a credit-bearing
GIS class.

The International & Area Studies Library, which opened in summer 2011, located within the Main Library building, has
offered cultural programs such as musical performances and lectures by foreign dignitaries in its reading room.

The lab with fixed computers and specialized software served as the site for a geographic information systems-focused,
interactive workshop. The GIS librarian planned and led the workshop. Participants collected data using a GPS device
and took it into the lab to clean it, add it, and edit it using an open source and open access mapping system.

The classrooms incorporate media into instruction activities, for example (historic) sound recordings. Librarians and
faculty both use spaces for teaching that actively use these materials.

The Public Services department has invited multiple faculty to participate in research panels in library commons.

The Science & Engineering Library hosted a session wherein a Springer materials sciences representative engaged in a
lively question and answer discussion with Department of Chemical & Materials Sciences faculty and graduate students
on the research applications of Springer’s materials database.

The student club needed a gallery space, so the library included one in its renovation. The space is managed by an
Exhibits Specialist who is also responsible for the other library exhibit spaces. Faculty also use the space to display class
projects and occasionally their own work.
This example occurred in a number of learning spaces throughout the library. To mark 20 years of democracy in South Africa, the library created an exhibit composed of materials from the Library of African Studies that incorporated a number of multimedia elements.

Undergraduate Commons: Staff supervise a 3D scanning and 3D printing operation.

Undergraduate work study students designed topical installation featured throughout commons supervised by librarian responsible for undergraduate engagement with the libraries.

We did a series of workshops in our library/IT collaborative space over our spring break for graduate students (who often are working in the library during the break). The workshops involved both librarians and IT staff.

We have a new Multipurpose Room that is dedicated to faculty/library events. We host student work displays, course exhibits, workshops, and campus meetings. A newly appointment Outreach Support Specialist manages much of the programming and event planning, working with students and faculty to put together interesting displays and events.

We host an express workshop series in our Learning Commons. These are a series of short workshops (20–30 minutes) on a variety of topics. ITS staff and librarians work together to plan and implement the workshops. We make sure there is a mix of library workshops and workshops led by campus partners (writing center, financial aid, etc.)

We partner with our Student Success Centre to offer learner support for academic writing and academic success. We are focusing on the holistic needs of learners rather than parceling out our support based on our normal responsibilities. In addition, we are embedding our staff in a variety of nonacademic units where learners from diverse backgrounds may gather rather than coming into the library.

We partner with the Teaching & Learning Center on campus to offer open discussions over the lunch hour called “Uncommon Learning.” Faculty present innovative teaching practices in a room that is multipurpose—study, prevention, events, etc. it does not contain technology, but presentation technologies can be brought into the room. It also allows easy access for catering. It is a welcoming space that encourages community.

COLLABORATION

18. Has your library collaborated with any campus/parent institution departments or external organizations to create (or modify) library learning spaces? N=70

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>86%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please identify the specific collaborator and briefly describe the nature of the partnership. N=60

Other campus/parent institution department N=58

Academic advancement, writing center

Academic Computing and Communications Center provides IT support in Commons.

Campus OIT and Center for Teaching and Learning helped develop the Center for Digital Scholarship.
Campus Information Technology operates a High End Multimedia Computer Learning Space in the Library Information Commons.

Campus-wide committee formed in 2011 to reconsider the Undergraduate Library. Representation from all over campus.

Center for Computation and Visualization (department on campus); collaboration on design and specs for space and technology

Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching is renovating space to aid instructors to create blended learning products.

Center for Teaching & Faculty Development, Information Technologies are both close collaborators for most all learning spaces in library.

CITES (campus academic computing services) to develop and staff the Media Commons. College of Engineering to develop and staff the Center for Academic Resources in Engineering.

College of Arts & Sciences created Math Emporium.

College of Science: SCALE-UP classroom (classroom + study space and events)

Cornell IT is transforming traditional computer lab into a collaboration center.

Departments/schools, programs such as Center for Entrepreneurship, etc.

Digital Humanities

Direction des immeubles collaborates in the execution of the projects.

Examples: Student Government Association for funding & space planning; Reading Writing Center space integrated into a library learning commons.

Facilities, Learning Technologies, Learning Assistance, University HR, student groups

Faculty of Graduate studies on future spaces for graduate students

Food Science Department & University Dining for Hill of Beans and Common Grounds coffee bars; Digital Games Research Center for the Game Lab

Freshman enrolled in Design Thinking and Communication (DTC), a course required of all entering students in the School of Engineering, assisted in the design of our student collaboration commons.

In the library, the math department created the Math Learning Success Center, which consists of tutoring space, study space, and fixed computers with specialized software.

Information Technology: multimedia support, lab support. Writing Center: writing support.

Information Technology Services (ITS), Office of Disability Services (ODS), Math Center, Writing Center

Institute for Teaching and Learning to develop a shared classroom space within the library.

iSci Program: library instruction program and academic program share classroom housed in library.

IT and Instructional Design both collaborated with the library to create co-located services within the library.

IT, Facilities management & space planning
ITS to co-develop two services/centers: Data Services, Digital Studio. Spaces, services co-developed, jointly run, jointly staffed.

Learning Support Services & Math Department planned new collaborative spaces that are flexible and adaptable to a variety of activities.

Multiple cross-departmental instructional initiatives (WisCEL, Media Studios, DesignLab)


Office of Academic Support, University Writing Center, Center for Safety, Simulation & Advanced Learning Technologies

Office of the Provost, Office of the President for the Education Commons that opened in 2011.

Office of the Provost (College is a direct report), Office of the President, College of Arts and Sciences

Office of the Provost: 1) Telepresence room; 2) Planned transformation of library floor into site for enriched student advising (courses, academic success, critical thinking, research skills, etc.) Arts Council: helped fund the video studio.

Vice Provost for the Arts: creation of the Video Niche to fill a need for video art presentation.

OIT: guidance on technology

OIT, Writing and Design Courses

Our school of the arts (specifically the music program) partnered with us to expand our multimedia classroom and lab space.

Partnered with campus’ Student/Parent Wellness Program to develop Child-Friendly Group Study Room in library for student-parents accompanied by young children.

Provost Office: funding for renovation of learning spaces through competitive General Fund Equipment awards.

Provost’s Office: worked together to design and build a learning commons in our Main Library.

Research & Writing Center collaboration with Humanities. Creativity, Innovation & Design space collaboration with a multidisciplinary learning group from the Faculty Center.

Research Computing Center, Information Technology Services: in both cases, the library provided space for staff and services for these units, and relevant library staff are in partnership with the appropriate staffs.

Student Government Association: financial, advisory. School of Medicine: financial, shared planning and decision-making. Undergraduate Affairs: financial, shared planning and decision-making.

Student Services, Information Services & Technology were involved in the development of a plan and the design of the learning space.

Student Success Center

The University Writing Center. Undergraduate and Graduate Writing Centers have opened in the library and work directly with librarians and staff. Partnerships include Dissertation Boot Camp and use of the Espresso Book Machine.

Student Accessibility Services is developing a learner space in support of our learners with accessibility issues (print, audio, ergonomic).
University Architects office
University Information Technology

University Information Technology study informed the creation of the Research Commons & provided input on technology.

University ITS

University Writing Center for planning collaborative study spaces, classrooms & offices to support student learning.

University Writing Centre

University Writing Program (UWP)

Writing Center

Writing Center, Tutoring, Math department, Orientation and Enrollment

Writing Centre Learning Skills Services and Campus Services and Business Operations partnered in planning and design of the Learning Commons.

**Other academic institution** N=7

Facilities Division: funding from competitive repair and renovation funding

Information Technology Services worked together to design and build a learning commons in our Main Library.

Institute for Creativity in the Arts: pre-construction phase

Allow Instructional Advancement Center, now called Academic Technology, to use space in the library. We also allow the Writing Center to have drop-in sessions for students in the library as well.

RENCI (Renaissance Computing Institute) for visualization studio

School of Arts and Sciences and Office of the Provost for the Information Commons, opened in 2006.

Tufts University (for Digital Media Lab): site visits, sharing of job descriptions, conversations

**Other external organization** N=11

Banneker Academic High School (Community partnership)

BMO Financial Group, Cardinal Capital Manitoba Inc., Great West Life Assurance, Investors Group, Richardson Foundation

Carver Trust paid for and approved design of two classrooms.

Herman Miller: To develop learning spaces based on research on student life habits

Herman Miller, Steelcase, DeKalb office solutions: guidance for furniture and set up

LIBROS Consortium

Naval Training Command for NROTC Marine Skills Simulator in creativity studio.

Paid architectural firms to help design the spaces.

We got a state grant to add a makerspace (3D printing and scanning) to the multimedia lab.
We worked with outside vendors to design two recently renovated areas of the library.

Writing Center: English department. Communications Lab: communications department.

19. If you indicated previously that your library collaborates with any campus/parent institution departments or external organizations to develop/provide instructional activities in library learning spaces, please identify the specific collaborator and briefly explain the type of instructional activity that was developed/provided. N=50

Other campus/parent institution department N=48

A number of non-library departments cooperate with the library to deliver workshops in the Savvy Researcher series, which is jointly sponsored by the library’s Scholarly Commons and the Graduate College. Partners for workshop instruction include the Survey Research Center and the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Academic Learning Services collaborates with librarians to provide writing and research skills support to students.

Academic Skills Office: study skills, peer tutoring. School of Graduate Studies: ESL workshops.

Academic Success Center: drop in and scheduled math and science tutoring

Academic Technologies, Center for Teaching and Learning, Writing Center

Arts & Sciences Writing Program: expectation that 80+ instructors work with designated librarians to introduce students to library research; instruction varies tailored to each course.

Campus Foundation: how to use Foundation Center and other non-governmental tools and sources.

Career Services, Writing Department, Learning Skills Services for workshops

Center for Teaching & Faculty Development, Information Technologies, several academic departments: co-instruction and collaboration in curriculum development for instruction within these spaces.

College of Arts & Sciences: freshman cohorts program that includes library “research readiness” workshop for all 1,500 CAS freshmen. Students were divided into teams and undertook “research” missions throughout the library, captured their findings with their Smartphone cameras, and presented their discoveries to the group. Graduate School of Arts Sciences: Dissertation Boot Camps. HEOP: orientation/training. Student Resource Center: time management, presentation skills programming. Student Wellness: for relaxation techniques.

Digital Humanities, Information Studies

First year programs: library orientation

Full-time faculty may teach semester-long classes in our instruction spaces if their pedagogical techniques warrant it.

Graduate School for ETD workshops. Writing Center for consultations.

Graduate School collaborated on workshops for grad students on research skills, academic resume, graduate student success.

Information Technology: multimedia instruction

Institute for Social and Economic Research provides workshops and onsite assistance with statistical software.

Library currently developing space and programing to create a Student Multimedia Writing Center with the Writing Center and the Student Multimedia Writing Center.

Library West collaborated with the Office of Academic Support and the University Writing Center to provide a combined tutoring center space within Library West.

Math Center: math tutors. Writing Center: writing tutors.

Math department to provide business math instruction for students in the School of Business

Math Learning Lab (Math MaLL)

Office of Academic Integrity for providing plagiarism prevention courses and training

Office of Instruction and Assessment

Office of Undergraduate Research: instruction on library research. Graduate School: offer classes to prepare future faculty.

OIT, Academic Technology Consultants, Career Services Counseling, and Psychology Services, Advisors

Research & Writing Center; Creativity, Innovation & Design space

Rhetoric Department: all course related instruction

School of Arts and Sciences: annual research resources forum for entering graduate students held in a number of library learning spaces.

Science & Engineering Library has partnered with the Chemistry Department to integrate information literacy instruction into chemistry classes beginning at the freshman level; many of these sessions take place in the S&E classroom. The Libraries partner with the Writing Program to provide information literacy instruction at the 140 and 340 level classes, some of which occasionally take place in the S&E.

Setting-up wireless, providing workshops on the CMS, other general software and tech instruction

Several professors also integrate searching skills in their courses. These hands-on workshops often take place in the learning spaces of the library. The professor will often help to pinpoint the specific skills to develop in students. Student services (Services aux étudiants): courses in photography, creative writing, introduction to the profession of media researcher, etc.

Student Success Centre developed discipline-specific programs on supporting research and writing in History, Engineering, and for other academic disciplines.

Tea Time Tech Talks, workshops, classes, tutoring, luncheons

The library has worked with the English and History departments to provide workshops. The Oral History Research Program has worked with the Alumni Association to provide classes for Grandparent University.

Undergraduate Affairs: Digital Media Suite software instruction

Undergraduate Studies department, Undergraduate Research department, IT

University Writing Center: graduate student research boot camps, undergraduate mid-term madness research assistance
University Writing Program provides classroom instructions.

We collaborated with IT Services to provide a week-long series of workshops for graduate students.

We’ve worked with the Center for Social Research on data management training and the Center for Teaching and Learning on programs to help instructors incorporate media-rich assignments into their classes.

With the writing center, the library collaborates on an event called the “Write-in” staffed by writing tutors and librarians. Students attend and consult with writing tutors and librarians to get help at any stage of research or writing.

We plan research classes in conjunction with class faculty. We host classes, and we collaborate with the humanities’ digital efforts on campus to develop instructional activities.

Writing & Communication Program

Writing Center: librarians and Writing Center tutors jointly staff Research Rescue Drop-In sessions that help students with their research and writing.

Writing Center and Quantitative Tutoring Center to perform General Education tutoring.

Writing Center: WriteFest writing workshop for graduate students

Writing Center, Public Speaking Center, Tutoring Center, Office of Student Disabilities, Office of Learning Resources and Career Services: monthly meetings are held to maintain a strong partnership with all entities.

Other academic institution N= 6

Faculty Development Programs

Local high schools

Mohawk College: 2 plus 2 college to university program to teach research skills

Pratt Institute: User Experience seminar/internships; LIU Palmer School: NYU Dual Degree Program mentoring, boot camp, instruction

SCAD (Savannah College of Art and Design): printmaking workshops

University of Rhode Island for development of UNIV 190L

Other external organization N=7

Affiliated hospital libraries for library instruction.

Apple authorized training

Florida Department of Law Enforcement: Research for Leadership Program for Officers.

Librarian and history teachers from Banneker High School had students use open space with computers for research projects.

Library hosted Society of American Archivists Digital Archives Specialist classes.

Straw Hat Press: bookmaking and printmaking

Vendors have visited to provide training on their products.
20. If you indicated previously that your library collaborates with any campus/parent institution departments or external organizations to develop/provide *programming* in library learning spaces, please identify the specific collaborator and briefly explain the type of programming that was developed/provided. N=44

**Other campus/parent institution department** N=40

**Academic departments**

Academic departments, centers, and units work with librarians and archivists on lecture, symposia, and presentations. Academic Learning Services collaborates in a “Long Night Against Procrastination” event (library open through the night and offering research and writing support) twice a year.

**Blackboard workshops for faculty**

Center for Global Engagement on discussions and lectures on special topics, Center for Humanities and Society on lectures on a variety of topics. Center for Social Research: data management planning.

Center for Teaching & Faculty Development, Information Technologies, several academic departments: for speakers, exhibits, installations and other events we frequently partner with many campus entities.

**Center for Teaching Excellence, Office of Assessment, and other campus groups provide joint programs, workshops, guest speakers, events, etc.**

Collaborate with campus art gallery on exhibits in library spaces.

**College of Arts & Sciences departments of English & African American Studies:** collaboration between faculty in these departments and librarians linking course integrated student use of special collections research center sources and culminating in a student-centered Undergraduate Research Conference, taking place within library spaces and open to the full campus community and the public. Art faculty collaborating with Learning Commons on exhibits of student art, as part of their course assignments. Museum Studies exhibits intern working with Special Collections on exhibits.

**College of Arts & Sciences Honors Program reception, TISCH School of the Arts MIAP panels**

**College of Geoscience works with Libraries to host GIS Day events/Open House at the Libraries.**

**Department of Student Affairs: April 16th art exhibit**

**DesignLab: partnership for Digital Salon exhibition (cross-departmental initiative sponsors DesignLab)**

**Development**

Discover Auburn Lecture Series is co-sponsored by the AU Libraries, Carolyn Marshall Draughon Center for the Arts and Humanities, and the AU Bookstore.

**Digital Media Lab: HackVirginia with Student Group, Teaching Fair with Learning Management Group. Fine Arts: School of Architecture on transformation of space for the Materials Collection.**

**Faculties around campus such as Health, Liberal Arts, and Professional Studies. Computer Science Faculty of Science for hackfest, debates, teach-ins, research celebrations, and other one-off events such as Open Access Week, Undergraduate Research Fair. Vice President Research Office for research celebrations, Undergraduate Research Fair. VP Research for a promotional booth. Organized research units on campus and faculties for various art or other exhibits.**
Faculty lectures, faculty as co-curators of exhibits

Faculty of arts and sciences: presentation of findings of research groups. Faculty of education: series of lectures on children book writers and illustrators, etc.

First Year Experience uses a recently renovated library reading room for orientation activities. Program includes introduction to the libraries as well as other academic support services.

First Year Initiatives: Night in the Library event as part of first week orientation

Health Science Center Library partnered with the Center for Safety, Simulation & Advanced Learning Technologies to add a touch-activated game simulation in our collaboration commons. Health Science Center Library has collaborated on the Panama Canal Exhibit and events.

Information Technology: programs highlighting available technologies

ITS: integrated technology, multimedia and audio/visual services within the Libraries

Lectures, programming, rapid prototyping with Digital Humanities and Information Studies

Other units offer consulting services (e.g., on statistical analysis and survey design) within our Scholarly Commons. The Rare Book & Manuscript Library partners with many university and external organizations to provide lectures, receptions, etc. in the RBML. The Sousa Archives and Center for American Music partners with community organizations on educational and cultural programming, both in their own space and in community venues, including K–12 schools.

Provost, Research & Sponsored Programs, Undergraduate Studies: Undergraduate Research Symposium

School of Engineering and the Department of Chemistry

School of Industrial Design: design studio

Strengthening the Professoriate (NSF funded program) created data management plan training with the library.

Study abroad program: Friday afternoon orientations

The library regularly collaborates with the English and History Departments, and also has collaborated with Strategic Communications Department, Office of Multicultural Affairs, and Research and Technology Office to provide programming. Programs have included musical events, exhibits, film showings, author talks, lectures, book talks, symposia, and workshops. The library also regularly collaborates with the local chapter of Sigma Xi Scientific Research Society to offer Science Cafe, a monthly event in which scientists present their research in an informal and engaging way.

Undergraduate Studies department, Undergraduate Research department, IT, Orientation

University IT: software and technology workshops. Graduate School: Scholars’ Studio.

Various academic departments such as English, Film Studies, Engineering, Computer Science, Architecture, Education

We collaborate with Academic & Research Technologies (A&RT), a department of University Information Technology, to provide programming on popular presentation software in our Information Commons.

We collaborate with IT Service to provide orientation programming for entering first-years, as one example of our activities.

Writing Center: provides drop-in assistance writing research papers.
Writing Center, Public Speaking Center, Tutoring Center, Office of Student Disabilities, Office of Learning Resources, and Career Services: monthly meetings are held to maintain a strong partnership with all entities.

**Other academic institution** N= 6

A Center located in the library has worked with an HBCU, to bring in one of their former deans to speak on the institution’s history and importance to overall state development.

California Digital Library (CDL)

Emory Digital Humanities

Information Technology Services: we work together to create a series of express workshops for undergraduate students that cover a wide variety of academic topics.

Many traveling exhibitions or conferences (in traditional exhibit/learning spaces, not next-gen)

Research Data services: telepresence, Data Boot Camp

**Other external organization** N=15

A number of librarians have worked with external partners including the public library, local and state museums, and national archives. Programming has included lectures, exhibits, public presentations, art installations, and musical events.

American Chemical Society and IEEE

American Library Association: Lincoln exhibit

Artists exhibiting work in the library.

Book editor Flammarion: exhibit on the history of the editor, etc.

Galleries, social movement groups, local organizations on development and facilitation of programming

Health Science Center Library has collaborated with Cade Museum of Innovation and Invention for Harry Potter science demonstrations.

Many traveling exhibitions or conferences (in traditional exhibit/learning spaces, not next-gen)

Open Minds/University School Week: work with the University School Week Program as well as individual K–12 schools to develop curriculum based programming for their University School Week Visit. This is normally a two-hour program tailored for each school (12–15 per year).

Our state library consortium hosts colloquia, lectures, and presentations in our space.

THATCamp Research Triangle Park

Training and Support for consortium

United Way Tax Outreach

VecNet (Vector-Borne Disease Network): institutional repository collaboration

We collaborated with external partners to plan and deliver MoneySmart Week programming in our library.
21. Has your library collaborated with any campus/parent institution departments or external organizations to develop/provide any other services in library learning spaces? \( N=60 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please identify the specific collaborator and briefly explain the type of service that was developed/provided. \( N=30 \)

**Other campus/parent institution department \( N=28 \)**

- Associated Students: supplies vending in library
- John Crerar Library: biannual research symposium
- Blackboard support
- Campus writing program: on-call research assistance during writing consultation sessions
- Center for Teaching and Learning: training for creating media rich assignments
- Center for the Enhancement of Teaching & Learning: Graduate Communication Center
- Department of Art: thesis defenses, faculty interviews using Skype
- DesignLab: a “writing center” for digital media is a cross-campus/department collaboration.
- English and Engineering departments
- Film lectures, speakers series, etc.
- Husky Tech to perform technology help on student devices
- Information Technology: share Info Desk, formerly staffed only by librarians and library staff
- Instructional Teaching Services (ITS) provided space for presentations.
- IT help center and writing program tutors brought into library.
- Library West collaborated with Campus IT to pilot an after hours IT Help Desk.
- Mentoring Center: tutoring.
- Office for Disability Services: created a shared position to make resources accessible for patrons with disabilities.
- Office of General Counsel, scholarly communications services: OA training and contract review
- Office of undergraduate research: student poster presentations
- School of Design & Engineering: Design Help Desk in Research Commons; Writing Center
- School of Education and College of Arts and Sciences: TRIO-Upward Bound and Computer Art Studio
- Science Media Lab (Nerd Herd): provides multimedia instruction/support in New Media Centre.
- Student Advising, Statistics Consulting, Physics Tutoring, Reading Writing Center
- Teaching and Learning Services: MyResearch
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) tax guidance service: table in learning spaces

Writing Center: tutoring

Writing Center and Study Partners peer tutoring: tutoring services offered.

Writing Centre and campus tech support

**Other academic institution**  \(N=3\)

- Campus IT: IT services
- Department of Student Affairs Student Success Collaboration gave space for presentations.
- Sessions on California Digital Library services

**Other external organization**  \(N=4\)

- Board of Elections: official polling place
- Brightspot: for therapy dogs (forthcoming)
- Therapy dogs in several campus libraries during final exam periods, flu shots, voter registration
- TRAIL conference (Technical Report Archive & Image Library)

**ASSESSMENT**

22. Are you currently assessing whether the purpose of or ways library learning spaces are being used are successful/effective? \(N=70\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, but we plan to</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comments**  \(N=13\)

**Answered Yes**  \(N=10\)

Current metrics collected include gate count, reference transactions, patron counts, computer and wireless logins, room reservation requests, etc.

Not rigorously or systematically

Robust ongoing assessment program includes surveying students, conducting focus groups, interviews, usability testing, design exercises, photo diaries, to determine whether a recent space refresh has been a success and how we can create a better learning environment in the future.

The assessment was not about library learning spaces generally, but about the use of one particular classroom, and its suitability to be repurposed.

Transformation/use aspects such as furniture, equipment, software, and need-specific, responsive space options are being explored and analyzed.
We are holding forums to gather input for the weeding of collections for more learning space development.

We completed an ethnographic study in spring 2013 that looked at how students were using the spaces in the commons.

We review LibQUAL+ data and conduct local user behaviour studies to assess the use of spaces.

We surveyed a one-on-one undergraduate research service: Re:Search Start. Space and equipment was put aside for this service.

Yes in small ways, but with plans for more. Given the multipurpose nature of the spaces, it’s challenging to answer the assessment questions based solely on the library involvement in the learning spaces. Much formal assessment is happening in the WisCEL centers on the active learning pedagogy. This assessment does not currently involve the fact that the spaces are located in libraries, but there are intentions to expand assessment into that question.

Answered No, but we plan to N=2

Other than general comment boxes throughout the library, there are no intentional assessment programs at the moment.

We’re gathering data with the plan to begin assessment in the fall of 2013.

Answered No N=1

In the past we have done surveys of students to learn how often and why they come to the library, their preferred spaces for studying, etc.

If yes or you plan to, please indicate the methods used to assess the effectiveness of instruction and programming and/or the overall purpose of the space. Check all that apply. N=61

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Instructional activities</th>
<th>Programming</th>
<th>Overall purpose</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informal feedback</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate counts</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field observations</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal interviews with users</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other method(s)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If you selected “Other method(s)” above, please briefly describe the method(s). N=16

A photo-voice study of students is currently being conducted to assess overall purpose.

Benchmark to select new furniture in some learning spaces

Class evaluations of user instruction

Ethnographic research

Formal learning assessments

Graduate and undergraduate advisory groups; Active Learning Classrooms: in-class observations, faculty & student surveys, faculty focus groups

Hourly seating counts, LibQUAL+, ID swipes to begin in fall 2014.

Ideal Space Design exercise where students drew what their ideal learning space would look like. Photo diary exercise where students responded to questions about their learning habits and spaces with photos. Informal flash interviews with students about particular topics, and usability testing with new technology and software.

Information Desk statistics, online surveys

Library West Assessment Team set up rolling wipe boards throughout the building asking students to write down opinions and suggestions on the space usage.

Student Advisory Board

Students have also designed observational studies as part of course work and have worked with the library on those assignments.
Unobtrusive observations and other anthropological methods

Usability testing, way-finding study, occupancy studies

Usability testing, way-finding studies, photo interviews

We did an analysis of library classroom use. Formerly, we had two hands-on classrooms (one quite out of date), and multiple other rooms available for simpler presentations and instruction. For pressing reasons of need for office space the outdated e-classroom was retired, and a temporary second classroom with dedicated laptops was created.

Comments N=4

I found that the service was popular but not scalable nor particularly tied in with teaching/learning goals. We’d want to reconsider such a service in conjunction with other academic support services.

Libraries have been doing some initial overall user satisfaction and input from students on their perspectives on the success of the space.

Most assessment occurs at the level of individual campus libraries and we do not have a complete central record of it nor of all the methods used.

Partnered with Anthropology Department in ethnographic study of the Learning Commons—our largest consolidation of learning spaces. This is a part of a larger case study analysis of the commons, with outcomes projected for 2015.

23. Has any assessment of your library learning spaces led to ending services, programs, or specific uses of the spaces? N=66

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please describe what changed. N=24

A formal Reference Desk has been eliminated; we have switched to online chat reference, with on-call help as needed.

A physical roving reference and research help service was dropped in favor of widening the publicity of the availability of telephone and other contact points for requesting research assistance. At the launch point of our learning commons, early experiments with merging of circulation and reference related services led to a decision to unmerge some previously merged services, inclusive of the maintenance of a distinct research help service. Initial assessment of the vending of technological hardware (laptops, etc.) also led to a decision to not merge that service point in with other research and circulation related services.

Active Learning Classrooms: tweaked policies and services. Research Commons: reduced number of in-person workshops, added webcasting.

Attendance has been used to adjust the timing of some drop-in events offered.

Attendance records for drop-in sessions highlighted most popular topics. Led to fewer sessions on presentation skills and more for writing.
By retiring the old e-classroom we lost a room that was open workstation study space for students when not used for classes. Use patterns and seat counts had indicated it was underutilized for that purpose and equivalent spaces exist elsewhere in the building.

Closed our undergraduate library and incorporated library services into our main library for the humanities and social sciences.

Discontinued math tutors due to poor response.

Fine Arts: choice to embed librarians in the academic classroom for instruction and provide office hours in the departments led to repurposing the library classroom in favor of flexible interactive space.

Gate and floor counts indicate we need more space available after midnight, which we are working to do.

Graduate collaboratives: dispensed with high-end tech in favor of plug-and-play monitors, also modified size of graduate collaboratives built subsequently, opting for a standard 6–8 maximum, rather than larger.

Helped us to justify merger of some service points.

Integrated service desk led to reference desk being reassigned.

LibAnalytics used to determine shift in service hours provided in reference, circulation/reserves and Learning Commons Technical Support (IT).

Moving map services to a low traffic area and converting the space to innovation and group collaboration space.

Presentation space in Library East Commons was specific use we ended; presentation rehearsal studio changed due to low stats.

The most significant change has been the removal of print reference materials from the informal learning spaces that have typically surrounded reference desks. Materials have been weeded, transferred to the regular stacks, or been put in our onsite auxiliary storage area.

The Undergraduate Library has reconfigured its service desks.

We closed a government documents and microforms service desk to make space for additional group study rooms.

We closed the Re:Search Start service until we can develop another, scalable service with a dedicated space in a learning commons.

We combined two multimedia centers into one physical location.

We had a formal AV production room but those services are now being distributed in other ways. We have a Mac Lab with 20 iMacs all with multimedia software and it is no longer limited to the production room.

We made a group study area with computers into a quiet space based on surveys.

We used to host walk-in assistance with time management and academic stress but demand was very light and this is now provided by appointment at a location outside the libraries.

24. Do you use any Classroom Assessment Techniques in your instructional activities? N=71

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>62</th>
<th>87%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If yes, what are your most commonly used technique(s)? Check all that apply. N=62

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feedback forms</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polling software</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minute papers</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct paraphrasing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other technique(s)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please briefly describe the other technique(s). N=20

- Authentic assessment techniques including annotated bibliography of research assignment analysis
- Authentic assessment via carbon copy worksheets
- End of semester surveys for both students and faculty
- End-of-semester course evaluations
- Following up with students and/or instructor at a later date
- Individual instructors implement different techniques; most frequent choices include surveys to the faculty and asking students to list the top three things they learned.
- Librarians and other instructional staff typically have their own ways of assessing or evaluating in their instruction sessions. There is no formal, defined way they are asked to do this.
- Muddiest point, one thing learned/one thing didn’t learn, informal interviewing/observation
- Multiple-choice survey
- Outcomes based assessment, experiential activities, group assignments that are graded by librarian and submitted to academic instructor
- Pre- and post-tests
- Pre- and post-tests, instructor interviews, quizzes
- Pre-tests/post-tests, post instruction bibliography assignments, direct observation of student activity during in-class breakouts
- Quiz based on class content
- Short surveys
- Some librarian collaboration with non-library faculty on assignment authorship and grading
- Standardized Assessment on Critical Thinking: Watson Glaser; Pre-, post-testing; There is not one standardized assessment procedure that is sanctioned across the libraries.
- Surveys. Note: libraries are generally not leading the instructional activities in the next-generation learning spaces.
- Systematic observation, library/faculty debriefings
- Wide variety
25. Are you gathering any metrics that link library instruction or programming to student success in any way? N=70

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please briefly describe the metrics. N=24

A rubric is used to determine whether library instruction had any effect on learning.

As part of an IMLS Lib Val grant project metrics for value of teaching learning spaces and for instruction.

Currently involved in ACRL Assessment in Action project; may lead to identifying/developing specific metrics.

Faculty evaluation of bibliographies produced before and after an instruction session.

Feedback from faculty

For at least one credit course, the instructors have polled the students 2–3 years later to measure their success.

In UNIV190L course, rubrics are used for the purpose of assessing artifacts (annotated bibliography, research journal), indicating whether students have successfully internalized and critically applied knowledge.

Investigating National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) information literacy module.

iSkills is being implemented, but the usefulness of it is still in question.

Not systematically, but some librarians work closely with faculty on developing activities or curriculum-related assignments that measure student success, quantitatively or qualitatively.

On local engagement survey, students report on frequency of visits to library and interactions with librarians.

Our libraries are engaged in Balanced Scorecard planning, and we expect this effort will help us assess the link between instruction/programming and student success.

Pass rate in required credit course

Rubric applied to information literacy skills.

Rubrics assessing student learning outcomes for assignments, scores on information literacy tutorials and assignments, and student perceptions of change in skill levels on information literacy outcomes.

SAILS, Freshman Composition 1120 paper source analysis via rubric. Nursing class assignment source analysis via rubric.

Student Success Programs offer programs in learning spaces.

There is much assessment of information literacy instruction, which is currently being done in the traditional learning spaces.

We are in the early stages of a learning analytics program.

We are just beginning to gather this information, but our preliminary metrics include instructor surveys that indicate students who have had library instruction are more successful in their assignments for that course. In addition, on a small scale, highly successful students who receive Information Literacy Awards at the Undergraduate Research Exhibition consistently state that library instruction, meeting with librarians, and library research guides were critical to their success.
We are working on this, partnering with campus assessment experts.

We’re currently working on creating an assessment program with the Rhetoric department.

Will collect IDs at instructional sessions beginning Fall 2014.

Working with institutional research unit on long-range impact of info lit instruction in a multi year ethnographic study.

**Answered No N=3**

But we plan to.

But we should and will.

Currently working on linking Libraries’ instruction efforts to data provided through the Student Experience in the Research University (SERU) survey.

26. **What data do you gather related to participation in instructional activities in library learning spaces? Check all that apply. N=70**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Point</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of classes/activities</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of participants</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class/activity location</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class/activity duration</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class/activity topic</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other data</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Please briefly describe the other data gathered. N=23**

Active Learning Classrooms: collect data on perceptions of student learning and pedagogy and pedagogical best practices.

Activities that are integrated into Blackboard course management software

Affiliations with formal courses

Amount of time required to develop curriculum and online support tools. Marking time required (for any in class assignments)

Attendee affiliation/status

Department, course number, staff involved

Fine Arts: credit classes and team taught classes have academic evaluations that identify participants; participate in learning outcomes assessment in individual departments.

For course-integrated instructional activities we record the course name, number, and academic department.

For general education requirement courses (information literacy embedded) there are formal assessment data collected by campus assessment efforts related to course assignments and outcomes. Again, this is not directly related to next-generation learning spaces, but rather in traditional learning spaces.
How much student learned from session (self-report), what was most/least useful, what still remains unclear

Information evaluation surveys

Instructional objectives, technology used, instruction mode (online, in-person, blended)

Learning outcomes voluntarily

Learning outcomes, amount of prep time

Learning outcomes, teaching modalities

Librarian preparation time, suitability of instructor space employed for each session

Presenter’s department, course name, college, type of instruction session (e.g., one shot session), how many total sessions

Satisfaction level of the participants

Student feedback, surveys

These data are collected annually as a part of ARL statistics gathering.

Time required to prepare, names of instructor and support

Which librarian or staff member delivered the activities

Who initiated instruction; was there consultation before or after instruction; form of assessment, if used.

27. Please briefly describe one example of a particularly successful instructional activity or program. Include, for example, the type of learning space, the staff involved, equipment/technologies that were used, how you measured its success. N=43

A first year experience example: For eight years the library has cemented a substantial partnership with our campus residence life staff and hundreds of undergraduates, focusing particularly on freshmen, by collaborating on annual library “after dark” events. Inspired by post closing hour library “lock-in” events taking place at other institutions, the staff planning and executing the event cut across multiple library departments, the campus office of residence life, and the university’s information technology and facilities staff. The activity is popular with students new to the university who are seeking out an experience that combines close and competitive orientation to library spaces and information sources with social interactions with librarians and library staff. Office of Residence Life and the library conduct post event assessments of participating students and these surveys have informed continuous improvement of the nature of this learning experience. We have consistently expanded the vision for this event from what at some libraries was a scavenger hunt focusing on print reference books into a more extensive exploration of library spaces, personalities, and online and offline collections and services of all kinds. This event has evolved into a tradition on our campus and is often covered by campus print, televised, and social media.

A one-credit course offered in a computer lab to develop the searching abilities of the student. The course, provided by a librarian, is composed of five 3-hour workshops including hands-on exercises. The students use their own research subjects to practice their research skills, which increase the relevance of this course. The seminar is given to small groups of fewer than 20 students. The course has been offered several years and is still very popular among students.

All first year students who take the required writing class participate in two library sessions for information literacy. The classes are scheduled at the beginning and towards the end of the semester, when they are working on a research topic.
All reference/instruction librarians teach these classes, as well as other library staff. The class is conducted in a smart classroom. Multiple methods are used to assess the success of the class.

Amazing Library Race introduced new students to the library as a whole. Students used desktop computers in our digital classroom, visited exhibits, special collections & archives. Success measured by completion of four written race forms within 30 minutes and at least 80% correct responses.

An instruction librarian and composition instructor collaborated in planning and teaching a library instruction session on topic and keyword development in order to help students complete an essay. The librarian first created a video on how to create mind maps and posted it on a LibGuide. Students were required to watch the video prior to class and create mind maps based on their own research interests. During the library session, which took place in a library computer lab with fixed computers, the librarian guided students through the process of narrowing their mind maps to more specific topics and developing keywords based on their narrowed topics. Students used the keywords to conduct research in a library database. The librarian and composition instructor received copies of both the mind maps and the keywords for assessment purposes.

Big Muddy Film Festival used auditorium and new double room with four projectors to display portions of the filmmakers’ films for discussion and judging. The Center for Teaching Excellence held its 3rd Annual Teaching and Learning with Technology Symposium and used multiple spaces throughout the building for multiple sessions for faculty, students, and administrators to learn about the technologies (mailing program and photos).

Chair of the Department of Energy, Environmental & Chemical Engineering wanted to make class available to international partners, and ran a trial using SMART Board to record lectures with PowerPoint notations; distributed via iTunes U. Used "presentation room" (capacity 50), support from staff, and SMART Board.

Closing the reference desk: referring users to online reservation for in-person consultations at the undergraduate library resulted in doubling the number of consultations and the length of them.

Digital Media Lab: As part of a two week design thinking course that the library taught, we introduced 3D technologies, helped students learn a 3D technology and produce their findings during class presentations. Our objective was to introduce students to 3D, and each group produced 3D content. Fine Arts: The ARTH 4051 Library Lab is a semester-long discussion lab taught by the Art History librarian that uses the library and its collections and services to develop deep research skills for majors based on the methodologies taught in the ARTH 4051 Theory class.

First year writing class seminars collaboration with technical writing classes in creation of multimodal content and promotional videos

Flash reference—very brief proactive sessions focused on one general skill or topic at a time performed by a librarian in a large open study space—reaching a large number of students in a short span of time. Equipment used was Pico Pocket projectors, mobile device.

Graduate Research Series: staff involved is library technicians, librarians from various campuses. The success was based upon attendance and feedback from participants.

Hackathon on open study floor involved librarians, staff, and faculty advisors, used library and personal computing devices, also used projectors. We have participant surveys, interviews with faculty advisors, informal feedback from participants, and feedback from corporate sponsors who really treated the event like a job fair.

Hands-on workshop for specialized software in a flexible teaching space with laptops and projectors and small prize incentives for class participation; librarian and one support staff; feedback form, follow-up consultations, plus faculty feedback.
Instructional Program: In partnership with the US Naval ROTC program at the university, the library provides a space for a naval training simulation classroom. The simulator is in the Creativity Studio, an open, flexible space in which the furniture can be arranged to approximate the actual layout of a vessel’s bridge with a massive floor-to-ceiling curved screen to serve as the immersive forward view from the ship. The Creativity Studio is a white-box space that can be easily reconfigured and transformed. It has high-definition, 3D-capable projectors, movable and writable walls, a full theater lighting kit, and many interactive tools. Library IT staff worked closely with the Navy software development team to test and adapt the application for use in the Creativity Studio. Success is measured by feedback from the faculty and students in the Naval ROTC program. The commanding officer of the North Carolina Piedmont Regions said that, “[the library] was able to create an MSS lab that goes well beyond the functions of the basic product.... This particular MSS package has been turned into a full mission bridge simulator, second only to those located in major fleet concentration areas.”

Introduction to Applied Marketing class with embedded library instruction via Blackboard, LibGuides, video tutorials, and workshops. Assessment is measured via the grading of a portion of the final project, number of students in each workshop, types of questions asked, and number of visits to each page of the LibGuide.

Library Essentials, a program done in collaboration with English 100, utilizes two librarians and reaches about 80% of English 100 classes. Instruction is done in a classroom with computers and flip charts. Student surveys and feedback from faculty are used to assess the program.

Library Open House makes use of the entire 1st floor of the main library. Students are introduced to key services & resources show-and-tell style with handouts, giveaways, and demonstrations (e.g., of multimedia equipment & inventory of collections). A cross-section of staff & librarians are involved from all libraries. Grand prize drawing is tied to survey to assess what students learned at the Open House event and feedback that is used to plan for the following year.

Library West, the Science Library, and Health Science Center Library collaborated on a simultaneous information literacy event held across all three branches and embedded into a campus-wide augmented reality game, Humans vs. Zombies. Librarians & IT staff were involved in collaboration with the HvZ student group. HSCL used large screen monitors and specialized anatomy software, Library West and the Science Library used classrooms for “create spaces” and coordinated information scavenger hunts for participants to gather clues to win points in the game. Success was measured by participation.

Night in the Library had 1000+ students in attendance. Activities held in all parts of the building. Some of the events were related to library services or collections but most were entertainment-oriented and designed to get them in to different areas of the building. Success was primarily measured by size of the turnout. No formal assessment was conducted.

One librarian in one of our multimedia classrooms uses the open-ended response system, Poll Everywhere, twice during instruction sessions to solicit responses from students about the affective domain. The students are surveyed once at the beginning and once at the end of the class. The poll questions are designed to measure students’ confidence levels in finding sources for their assignments. Poll Everywhere is a web service that provides instructors with a flexible response system with several modes of participation, including text messaging with multiple-choice questions using a pre- and post-class format. Before and after the class, students are asked to anonymously respond to the question ranking their confidence level to see if their feelings and attitudes related to the research process, which is essential to their growth as lifelong learners. It has also been found that the sessions have a positive influence on affective learning with regard to the trait of confidence.
One of our engineering librarians used the flexibility of our problem-based technology classroom to work with a couple of the mechanical engineering design teams at the same time. She was able to move easily between teams, share common problems/solutions as they arose, and make better use of her and the students’ time.

Our chemistry librarian partnered with the Chemistry department to conduct three introductory, chemistry-focused information literacy sessions for freshman chemistry majors, which featured an information/library scavenger hunt that started and finished in the learning space classroom. Session began in the classroom, moved to the desktop computers in the open group collaborative area for searching task, to the compact shelving for print reference book, to other floors in the library, then back to the classroom. Librarian and circulation staff participated. Students appeared engaged and course instructor indicated satisfaction and continued the partnership.

Printmaking in the Library East Commons had Multimedia Instruction Librarian, School of Literature, Media, & Communication instructors, and local arts center as partners. Materials included Adobe Illustrator instruction, ink, printmaking blocks, paper, carving tools, etc. Success was measured by reflective statements from students at the end. Prompted grant proposal for future similar endeavors.

Recently, we used our new collaborative classroom to host an open house for newly admitted prospective students in partnership with our world languages departments. We set aside two hours for the event. The six tables in the classroom were allocated to different language groups who used the technology in the room to share details about their part of the world. The Japanese table showed an animated film and displayed objects that students could touch and play with. Another table displayed a world map where students could annotate directly on the writable glass to indicate where they were from or had visited. The room sound system was used to share an international music medley. Simple drawing and mark-up activities were available around the room. On the glass porch just outside the classroom, faculty and students wrote "Welcome" in dozens of different languages and drew funny pictures of themselves. Students could connect their phones and tablets to the different projectors around the classroom. The space lent itself well to casual interaction, humor, and a food-friendly and iPad/tablet-friendly afternoon.

Sci Pop talks: measured attendance, used social media, projection, microphone

SPSS instruction, led by students hired as part of the Research Commons

Student use of GIS is supported by the library. GIS prizes are awarded to the best graduate and undergraduate projects that utilize the GIS services of the library. Posters are displayed in the library for about a week.

Students are asked to compile a preliminary bibliography on a paper topic prior to meeting with a librarian in one of our research consultation spaces. During the meeting they discuss the methods they used to compile the bibliography, and they are introduced to additional resources and methods that might be helpful. The final bibliography used in their paper assignment is then compared with their preliminary bibliography.

The first undergraduate research fair accepted applications from years 1 to 4 providing 37 poster sessions in the Collaboratory where attendees, including proud parents and friends, applauded the recipients of eight awards and honourable mentions. The Undergraduate Research Fair is producing an online journal that is also tied to the curriculum for a 4th year publishing class. The winners and planners of the Undergraduate Research Fair were invited to the University Research Gala event afterward where winners from the fair were celebrated. It was an outstanding success as evidenced by the fact that nearly 100 applications were received and over 300 people attended, also by the fact that the event was recognized as promoting the university research culture at the university-wide research gala and that an increasing level of monetary support is being received through donations from campus partners and donors.

The library creates instruction for many of the first year writing programs. One, Making of The Modern World, has numerous sections and classes. We create online guides, in-person instruction, and online tutorials to work with 800 of these students in a semester. The instruction is provided by librarians and staff in order to teach approximately 8 to 10
classes a day for a week. These classes took place in two library classrooms, with computers for each student to use and follow along, as well as a projected screen from the instructor’s monitor. An online tutorial was assigned along with the in-person instruction. Success is measured, though next year the assessment will be more robust.

The Undergraduate Library focuses its library instruction on those classes that meet the university’s Composition 1 requirement. This includes classes in Rhetoric, Communication, and English as a Second Language (ESL). The program teaches approximately 150 classes each semester and reaches approximately 80% of the target population. The Undergraduate Library provides integrated instruction that takes place during regular class times, in library hands-on classrooms, and is led by trained graduate assistants and/or faculty librarians. The classes provide students with their initial introduction to an academic library and academic research and focus on teaching students how to create a search strategy, select and search an article database, and determine if sources are scholarly. Face-to-face instruction is supplemented by LibGuides, in the case of Communication and ESL classes, and information integrated into the course text, in the case of Rhetoric classes. Success is measured through the use of personal response systems (clickers) during class and observation of instruction provide by graduate assistants.

The university has recently admitted a much larger class of international (Chinese) students. The Student Academic Success Center (SASC) asked the library to partner with them to help the students understand the place of Western libraries in the cycle of learning and research. This was much more than basic research skills. It was about making connections with the library buildings, staff, and general academic concepts (bibliographies, original research, paper writing). Not only did the library partner in our care areas, we were also asked to share personal stories in order to familiarize our students with our lives and experiences. This took place in our interactive teaching lab and during a physical tour. The learning unfolded over multiple sessions. The content and assessment was directed by the SASC.

UNIV190L (a blended course) produces the most concrete artifacts for assessment. One librarian manages instruction for this 1-credit semester-long course. For face-to-face sessions, PC classroom is used that has two projectors and SMART Sync. Because this is a regular university course, Student Response to Instruction (SRTI) assessment forms are completed by the students at the end of the semester. We have yet to receive the results for this spring (pilot of course).

Use a learning classroom for a second-year English class. The librarian brought in our GIS specialist and an archivist to educate students on the use of maps throughout history and how maps and GIS information can be used to explore cities and cultures in literature. The resources used included whiteboards, computers/library databases/GIS software, archival resources, and maps. Student feedback was used to measure the program’s success. It was very well received.

We held a social media boot camp event to teach students how to use social media professionally. Three staff members collaborated to set up the event. It was held in one of the group areas in the Main Library Learning Commons. We used laptops, HDMI cables, and adaptors, and an 80” monitor for the presentations. We sent out surveys online and in person and we kept track of the total number of people who attended.

We held an exhibit on the 400th anniversary of the publication of the King James version of the Bible. It took place in our main exhibit space just off the Special Collections foyer. The exhibit involved the Exhibitions Manager, Curator of European Books, Multimedia Unit Manager, Multimedia Projects Manager, the PR/Communications Officer, multiple web designers, and multiple professorial faculty from outside the library who gave lectures associated with the exhibit. These lectures were held in our library auditorium. Success was measured by gate counts of exhibit attendees and from a comment book in which visitors were invited to leave comments.

We hosted an “Essential Skills for Graduate Students” series of workshops over spring break (when many graduate students are working in the library). We used flexible/collaborative space in our IT Service TECHBAR, and involved both librarians and IT staff. We offered workshops on library skills, free software (citation management tools), and licensed software (like Stata). We asked student attendees to rate their satisfaction with the workshops, and received high ratings. We also observed that participants often attended multiple sessions, another indication of satisfaction.
We meet with roughly 100 First Year Writing & Rhetoric classes each year and we use a classroom with collaborative units to teach the class. Students can connect their computers to the collaborative display units and show their work easily to small groups or the whole class. The classes are designed to be hands on, and very active, so groups of students are given small topics to learn about and then share with the rest of the class. The classes are taught primarily by librarians, the space seats roughly 20 students and has five collaborative units and a SMART Board. Success is measured by on the spot surveys and informal feedback from instructors.

We partner with area schools systems and academic departments on campus to offer a STEM career symposium for high school students and college freshman. We use a variety of classroom and event spaces for presentations and hands-on demonstrations. Scientists and technology companies in the area also participate. Basic presentation technologies are used but the learning event is not really about the use of technology in itself. It is a good example of collaboration among campus and community in a university learning space.

We provide a Graduate Student Research and Write-In two Saturdays a semester. We provide light snacks and plenty of coffee for four hours in the morning, along with expert assistance from librarians, technologists, and writing center staff. We use a dedicated open group study area for this. We offer short, drop-in sessions on finding information/using databases, EndNote, author rights, and thesis/dissertation formatting. In the future we hope to offer more on data collection and management. Participants receive a survey once they arrive and check in (this is a pre-register event). Our feedback has been outstanding. They really appreciate the dedicated time, space, and resources.

We recognized a trend of larger class sizes in certain academic programs that make heavy use of our library instruction service. For instance, class sections that once had a maximum of 18 students had grown to as many as 30 or 40. The largest of the Libraries’ lab/classrooms could accommodate no more than 20, making it difficult to provide quality hands-on library instruction experiences for the larger groups. Therefore, we decided to include a larger lab/classroom in our renovation plans. The room was designed with a raised floor to house the electrical wiring needed to power desktop computers. Because the wiring is under the floor, we are able to move the desktop computers around to form different configurations, for example: rows of desks, clusters of desks, one large U-shaped formation of desks, etc. This gives us the flexibility to configure the classroom in ways that support various teaching methodologies. The classroom has 15 desktop computers, each on a desk sized to fit two students. This enables doubling students up when the class size is large and/or when we want students to work in pairs. In addition to the desks, there are breakout tables to accommodate further student overflow or that can be used to facilitate certain learning methods, such as small group discussions or exercises. A cart with 12 laptops is available for students to use at the round tables. The classroom can comfortably seat up to 40 people. Aside from the desktop and laptop computers, the classroom has an instructor podium (with desktop computer, two screens and projectors (on the same wall right and left so students have a clear sight line from anywhere in the room), and speakers built into the ceiling. This classroom (one of five lab/classrooms) has quickly become the venue of choice for librarians scheduling a class. Student and faculty feedback about the room has also been positive. In summary, the flexibility of the classroom enables librarians to use a wider variety of teaching/learning strategies and supports various types of events such as classes, trainings, and programs.

With a need to provide services and a space that promotes collaboration and digital scholarship, a former map reading room space was transformed into a flexible classroom and group collaboration space that includes easily moveable tables and chairs and four large-screen displays mounted to the wall to enable collaboration. The space is designed to be agile and responsive to a range of instructional needs and pedagogies and enables small to large group collaborations using analog and digital content. In addition to this space, digital scholarship experts in GIS, digital archives, data visualization, and data processing are located adjacent to the space and can provide one-on-one and group assistance on digital scholarship projects. The development of this space and service began as a pilot project that included focus groups of faculty and graduate students, and based upon their input the space and services were developed and launched and have been used by faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates. Future development
and refinement of the services includes input for the target audiences, as well as from surveys directed at individuals who have used the digital scholarship services and spaces. Visitors and partners of the Scholars’ Collaborative can: Consult with Scholars’ Collaborative staff to discuss aspects of digital scholarship. Build projects using the latest digital tools and software. Connect with a community of scholars with a shared interest. Discuss openly and honestly the possibilities and challenges of using new technologies in research and scholarship. Leverage the expertise of the Libraries’ subject specialists. The Scholars’ Collaborative can partner with scholars at the university to assist with data management, metadata, data visualization, spatial mapping and analysis, geo-spatial and temporal storytelling, and presentation and publishing tools (WordPress/BuddyPress, Omeka, etc.)

Writing program Theater Now multi-section seminar meets in repurposed reading room the day after theater production to interview actors/directors. Engages students with direct primary research within research space (library). Resources are two librarians, four to five faculty, and microphone set-up. The seminar has extended engagement with the writing program.

FUTURE OF LIBRARY LEARNING SPACES

28. Does your library have plans to make significant changes to any of its learning spaces in the near future? N=71

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If yes, please briefly describe one example. N=58

Add more.

Adding a reservable presentation rehearsal room and a gaming lab.

Addition of a SMART classroom

Additional flexible instruction space and more silent and group study

Build out an accelerator/incubator in the Management Library.

Complete renovation of the first floor in the early planning stages; goal will be to make this floor more clearly focused on collaborative and consultative services.

Complete transformation of the Learning Commons, hence the current case study/ethnographic study.

Continuing to create more of the types of spaces that students are requesting: interview rooms with video-conferencing software, upgrading our presentation practice rooms so that students have the ability to record and play back their presentations, testing new technologies for screen sharing and 3D printing, and using furniture to create more collaborative study/work spaces.

Create a Digital Studio: a 3500 square foot creation/production/work space for using/manipulating data primarily in the humanities and interdisciplinary fields; produced works then could be presented in the adjacent Digital Scholarship Lab using visualization technologies.

Create a new Multimedia Commons.
Expand the Graduate Commons, add presentation practice spaces, establish hacker space.

Exploring a makerspace, a faculty support commons, and a shared training & support lab with IS.

Funding permitting, we are planning to convert portions of several central campus libraries to collaborative, technology-enabled space designed for informal and formal learning. The pace of this conversion depends on the completion of an offsite shelving facility.

If we are successful in concluding negotiations with a donor, we may be repurposing some of the reference room associated with our Special Collections into a room housing multiple historical presses. This space would be used for hands-on demonstrations and lectures associated with our rare book and fine printing collections.

In near future reconfigure five year old research center to accommodate more and more varied instruction/interaction with students.

In the near future we will be renovating the first two floors of the library. Currently, the first floor houses a computer cluster near a service desk. The cluster has standard software loaded on the computers. After the renovation, the number of desktop computers will be reduced and moved to the second floor. These computers on the second floor will most likely have much more specialized software. The plan is to develop something more like a makerspace on the second floor where students can work on multimedia projects.

In the process of converting a space used for Map Services to a study space that will be multipurpose for individual study, collaborative work, and an innovation workroom. There will also be space for students and parents using One Stop student services center for enrollment services.

Investigating a virtual/physical research commons.

Large learning commons

Learning Commons in the largest of four branch libraries on campus; demo and construction begin May 19, 2014.

Minor and major renovations over the next ten years

Most of the collection is moving to high-density storage. As a result we’ll have more learning spaces and massive reprogramming of the library as a whole. Possibility of spaces limited by discipline, faculty, grad students, etc.

One library: renovations to a 1987 facility, reducing collection, replacing furniture, creating different seating configurations, and creating space to offer tutoring services. Another library: creating a digitization and media services lab.

Opening a new classroom/event space in the Main Library. It will not be a hands-on teaching lab, but a lecture/demonstration/collaboration space with flexible furnishings and presentation technology.

Overhaul of all instruction spaces

Phase 2 renovation at the Undergraduate Library in summer 2014. New library/classroom building is anticipated to open fall 2017.

Plan to create a makerspace.

Plan to repurpose former reserve staff space to create a Graduate Commons. Plan to repurpose former serials staff space to create a dual use library instruction room/and evening open study room.
Plans are in place to construct two additional dedicated classroom spaces on one of the floor levels within our Learning Commons. Parallel to this is an incremental overhaul of furniture with power available to support individual and collaborative study.

Possibly in adjacent spaces in conjunction with a classroom commons to be built contiguous to the RBD Library.

Redesign our Faculty Exploratory to include a media space, informal meeting space, and one button studio. Previously the room was only used for instruction.

Reading room renovation taking place this summer.

Redesign of seat configuration, improved display, and group space.

Remove some journals from the journal floor in the Science & Engineering Library and create a learning space. Transformation of one floor of our undergraduate library in collaboration with Office of the Provost to support strategic initiative to enhance and enrich undergraduate advising. We are developing a Materials Collection in the Fine Arts Library for interactive makerspace activities.

Renovating a flexible teaching lab.

Renovating ground floor to enlarge coffee shops and add more group study rooms.

Renovation planned for 2015 will include a consultation-friendly reference desk and inclusion of IT support services on the main floor. The Center for Teaching Excellence is in the library but has a separate entrance; next year we plan to open a wall to connect the spaces.

Repurpose space in west wing of the library to create a Faculty Research Commons with mobile videoconferencing capability.

Some library spaces that currently house collections will be converted to study/service/commons spaces following construction of a high-density storage facility. Data from existing surveys, observation studies, and informal interviews will help shape these future spaces.

Still trying to determine the right/best level of user assistance in large open group study area that borders on data services—may remove original service point in favor of TBD; would like to add visualization option.

The library is in the process of planning a new library building.

The Life Sciences/Agriculture library is working on a “BioCommons” project in collaboration with the Institute for Biology Education to create a community and learning space in the library to bring together students and support for various biology-related curricula. Planning has been underway for over a year and the space will open in that library in fall 2014. In addition, Memorial Library has just begun significant planning for a Graduate Student Commons.

The Science & Engineering Library is seeking funding to convert the library’s 2nd floor from journal shelving to a collaborative next generation graduate focused learning space. In addition, the Leavey Library’s 20-year old information commons is now due for a major renovation.

The Science Library is currently under renovation for an entire floor to be dedicated as a learning space; including over 20 study rooms, computers, comfortable seating, etc. Also plans to convert additional space into a makerspace-type lab. Health Science Center Library is currently reducing print collection in order to make room for more group study space. Library West is removing former research assistance desks on the 3rd floor to make room for more group study space and a “technology bar.”

The Special Collections renovation will include a classroom.
The Undergraduate Library will be renovated, repurposed, and transformed into a Learning Commons with two floors devoted to learning spaces.

There is interest in building an experimental teaching lab/space where professors and librarians (and other campus units such as Online and Distance Learning, Center for Teaching Excellence) can try new pedagogical techniques related to hybrid and flipped teaching.

Transforming 30,000 square feet of space on the second floor into a modern group/collaborative environment.

Undertaking a master space plan for the libraries, which will ultimately result in changes to some if not many of our learning spaces.

We are on the cusp of hiring a new department head for teaching & learning. The expectation is that we’ll be interacting more with faculty and programs in the development and assessment of how library resources can be better incorporated. With this programmatic shift will come a new way of building and using learning spaces.

We are planning on renovating the Main Library Exhibit Hall.

We are renovating the learning space area of the mathematics/computer science library. We will create an active multifunction learning classroom. The furniture and the large flat screens will be mobile so the space can be configured for several types of uses (collaborative work, individual work, classrooms).

We are working with architects to reconfigure 18,000 square feet in one library into an open environment that encourages collaborative work and instruction among students, faculty, academic technologists, and library staff.

We have two new librarians who will be expanding our teaching and learning: an undergraduate experience librarian and an instructional design librarian. We are also just starting a master space plan for the Libraries that will help determine the direction for all of our spaces.

We plan to bring more interactive, flexible programming and exhibit spaces to our main level.

We plan to explore more teaching spaces that support new models of teaching such as the “flipped classroom.”

Will add a café and refurbish a large area dedicated to undergraduate collaborative/social learning; considering need for graduate study commons and/or faculty commons.

Within the past few years, some space on the first floor has been repurposed from shelving for current print journals to group study space, and it will be remodeled soon to add modular furniture. The print journal shelving has been condensed to make more space to accommodate seating for students.

29. Please briefly describe what you envision as the role of next-gen learning spaces in the future of research libraries. N=47

A space that can accommodate multiple learning/research activities and styles, and which invites students to devise their own approaches to assignments.

Access to hardware, software, and content that allows students and scholars to study new modes and forms of human creativity and knowledge, as well as providing the tools and resources for students and scholars to create knowledge in a variety of formats, both traditional and new.

Align closely with strategic needs of institution, support curricular change (be modifiable, flexible), responsive to changing needs of students. Fine Arts: Next-gen learning spaces are the future of the research library. In the Arts
Libraries, we have found that a successful reuse of what was previously a traditional collection or instruction space has led to a more energized use of the core collection as well as a more congenial space for research development.

As collections continue to move off-site and online, the library’s physical spaces must be re-imagined as flexible, collaborative, learning environments that measurably contribute to student success and faculty productivity.

Basically, the role is to meet the 21st century learning needs of students, to be flexible, adaptable, with appropriate technology and/or connectivity. Providing active learning classroom environments, with fluid spaces, flowing out of formal learning spaces and into small group collaboration spaces and individual study spaces.

Collaboration using technology that is not widely available elsewhere

Enabling students to learn about emerging technologies and to learn from each other. Providing graduate students with both collaborative and quieter contemplative space for their intensive study and research. Providing a nexus for faculty members in many disciplines to gather and interact.

I believe it will continue to develop as the center of interdisciplinary collaboration and as a community space. I believe those spaces we refer to as the “commons” spaces will be less about separating groups such as faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates and more about providing functional separation so that you can have both quiet contemplative space and communal spaces as part of learning space.

Ideally, I would like the spaces to more seamlessly become part of the student experience as part of the curriculum, as well as co- and extra-curricularly.

Laboratories for student work and crossroads for intellectual engagement

Learning spaces in research libraries will continue to evolve to support changes in pedagogy, student work habits, availability of resources, including specific technological advances that change access or capacity.

Libraries have always changed to meet the needs of their users and to serve their institution’s mission, but the importance of next-gen learning spaces in the future of research libraries will increase. One of the driving factors for this is due to technological advances in how information can be accessed. This has led to new opportunities for libraries to serve their constituents.

Libraries need to be more involved in the development of research assignments. We need to provide access to learning objects that can be repurposed as needed. We need learning spaces where faculty can work with librarians and education development experts to improve instructional effectiveness and promote the integration of information literacy into departmental curricula on topics such as pedagogy assignment design, student centered instruction, learning theory, learning styles, student learning assessment, and technical training. Examples would include a learning commons that allows for the life cycle of paper writing, rooms where an intersection of faculty, librarians, and learning specialists is encouraged. We hope to develop a visualization lab and support for multimedia labs when it ties into library holdings (of every format). Learning happens on multiple platforms 24/7, we need to ensure the library is there—and this includes developing better, more intuitive online resources. Currently, most webpages and tutorials are kludgy and unsophisticated. We need to partner with our teaching colleagues and develop content for flipped, online, face-to-face learning. Space is well beyond physical in the future.

Libraries need to be responsive to the changing needs of our students/users. A key element in the design of our Knowledge Commons was non-weight bearing walls and raised floors. This will allow us to reconfigure the space in 5 to 10 years in response to the needs at that time.

Longer term develop active learning spaces in which any university member can create multi-media content singly or collaboratively.
More provisioning of specialized software for multimedia development, advanced statistical software, 3D printing, visualization labs, soundproof recording studios.

Next-gen learning spaces are different than traditional learning spaces but their role is not different. Their purpose is to contribute to the education of the students who are studying at our institution.

Next-gen learning spaces move libraries forward by helping position them as hubs of research, learning, and teaching on campus. Through these spaces and the activities they support, libraries emphasize and embrace that they are, and always have been, more than houses of books and other physical materials. These spaces provide opportunities for users, librarians, campus partners, and others to engage with each other, with printed and electronic materials, and with technologies. They support and encourage the sharing of ideas, research, and expertise, and they further the academic mission of the library and its parent institution.

Next-gen learning spaces not only support the acquisition of knowledge, but also provide the tools and environment for students to work individually and collaboratively to contribute to the creation of new knowledge and products. This aligns with the educational experience the university seeks to cultivate, wherein undergraduate students are given the opportunity to participate in faculty research projects and to view themselves as contributors to the generation of knowledge. Our libraries need to continue to evolve to provide the information, environment, tools, and support students need to fulfill this educational mandate.

“Next-gen” learning spaces will be superseded by new trends and technologies and are an example of how research libraries must continuously balance trends with traditional services.

Next-gen learning spaces will be technology-rich, will nurture students in interdisciplinary exploration and information discovery, will allow for flexible use of space and furniture, will enable collaboration (including collaboration beyond our own institution), will be inviting and accessible.

Next-gen learning spaces will become pervasive as their effectiveness in supporting student engagement and retention is documented.

Places for collaboration with other campus entities
Places where students go to be with peers, not necessarily go for help/assistance.
Serve as flexible spaces to adapt as technologies, study habits, and teaching methods change.
Such spaces will increase in size and number, will better facilitate collaboration, flexibility, and repurposing, and enable users to adapt the spaces to best suit their needs at a given time and to take more responsibility for their own learning.

The Libraries are in a strategic planning process and are articulating a philosophical framework for developing future learning spaces in the Libraries. 1. Identifying *key drivers* that shape our users’ space needs and preferences and employing them in space planning. 2. Envisioning spaces on a continuum of physical-to-virtual, and incorporating robust resources that support learning, researching, and collaborating across the continuum. 3. Envisioning space designs from a pedagogical perspective—developing and applying a strong understanding of current and emerging pedagogical approaches and their corresponding space needs. 4. Identifying any disciplinary differences in space needs that might inform space designs for different spaces and locations throughout the library system. 5. Designing spaces for interdisciplinary research and collaboration (e.g., spaces supporting interdisciplinary research clusters). 6. Envisioning and developing new/innovative value added services and amenities integral to various space commons. 7. Engaging an increasingly wider academic community, and utilizing various overlays of data in envisioning and planning of spaces.

The new library will continue to provide academic support to students by increasing the quantity and improving the quality of its spaces, equipped with better technology and collaborative spaces.
The next-gen learning spaces have arrived. The next frontier relates to the programming and instructional opportunities that can be developed around them—for faculty and for students. These spaces provide the infrastructure and offer the opportunity to build new course-integrated instruction partnerships with faculty, using the research skills/knowledge of librarians coupled with the technologists and learning specialists we are bringing in. Programming opportunities that introduce the hardware/software/apps, but more importantly the learning opportunities, digital scholarship, and new ways of exploring and sharing new knowledge will be the challenge.

The role of next-gen learning spaces act to bring learners and researchers into research libraries. This will push research libraries to consider their mix of staffing in support of the programs and services that are envisioned.

These spaces will continue to experience flexible evolution along with ongoing changes we see in information technologies, learning and teaching style preferences, and the overall organizational transitions being experienced within 21st century academic libraries and within higher education generally. The most successful next-gen spaces will not only allow for flexible physical implementations over time, but will continue to grow away from mere aggregations of fixed stand-alone technology or passive service point options. In this sense, as with both online social media platforms of the recent past and the longer evolutions of library instruction and even longer evolutions of library collections themselves, such developments arise from an intellectual and organizational legacy of engagement with source material and spaces that is far deeper than any one media format or spatial design practice. Research libraries, therefore, will likely see greater intentional linkages put into place that tie such evolving flexible library spaces to legacy collections, in order to form specific knowledge enhancing feedback loops, all working toward an aim of greater likelihood that scholars and students inhabiting the spaces will arrive at meaningful research and learning outcomes. Thus, we may likely see continued efforts to more intentionally tie spaces to specifically desired human or organizational expertise. Those collections and expertise may be local, regional, or global. The most creative new deployments of next-gen spaces will also continue to strike a delicate balance between the priorities for allocation of open available multi-purpose spaces, on the one hand, and intentionally scheduled/intentionally purposed spaces. Learning styles vary widely, as do research cultures within different disciplines, and the higher end next-gen learning environments will need to serve those differences while not sacrificing the valuable role of research libraries as open multidisciplinary communities.

These will be technologically sophisticated learning and research environments that will inspire individual and collaborative knowledge building using current technologies, tools, and methodologies. Expert staff will assist students and researchers across the disciplines in a variety of services that meet their changing needs, including digital imaging, project design and implementation, copyright and fair use, data curation and management, archiving and repository services, digital scholarship methodologies and practices, as well as the delivery and dissemination of digital content. Services will be offered as hands-on training, support for small group projects, consultation on project scoping/planning/management, assistance with data presentation and visualization, and in other ways as needed.

These will become valued community spaces that allow a variety of interactions and scholarship to take place, formally and informally.

They are collaborative, flexible, high tech spaces where various groups can gather to learn and create knowledge/products, share ideas, dream big, and design even bigger.

To be more closely integrated into the landscape of the institution’s curriculum. To provide more team-based learning opportunities. To enable entrepreneurship. To provide multiple opportunities for experiential learning, for multiple learning styles. To help students engage with new research materials (digital, large data sets, experimental design).

To enhance and support new pedagogies and provide additional types of spaces for collaboration and consultation.
To give students (and faculty) the tools to be collaborative and creative. Increasing interdisciplinary and inter-professional collaborations, and testing and evaluating new technologies. Increasing instructional collaboration with academic faculty in our space.

To improve student success in the university and after

To model the behavior of the scholar in the digital age. Be an active partner in the creation of knowledge as opposed to simply information finding.

To offer new learning opportunities for students, opportunities that they would not otherwise easily locate.

User focused, flexible with moveable furniture and technology, informal environment, mobile flat screens.

We are seeing the need to create spaces that allow for thought provoking discussions between faculty and students that are informal, something of a ‘touchdown’ space after or between classes where questions and discussion flow freely. Configuring or reconfiguring spaces within the building for specific needs of students such as individual and group study areas, open informal work areas, computer learning, quiet study, etc. Students are asking for a variety of spaces and furniture options, allowing for them to customize and “own” spaces within the library. These spaces also need to maximize flexibility to accommodate various functions, needs, and group sizes. Spaces need to be comfortable, make it easy to collaborate, flexible for a variety of learning environments, and they need to be inspiring. Research, learning, programming, etc., doesn’t happen or doesn’t need to happen in one specific space within the library. A space that establishes facilities that enable users to incorporate media segments into assignments, e-portfolios, and research projects. Creating a “Labrary” space idea where spaces in the library can be devoted to testing out new furniture and layout of furniture or testing software. One that provides spaces that accommodate new patterns of learning, i.e., SCALE-UP classrooms.

We envision the role of next-gen learning spaces as active and collaborative spaces.

We hear from faculty that they greatly appreciate the commitment of our library system to create classrooms and teaching spaces that support new pedagogical methods. They can schedule a class in our spaces and explore techniques with high levels of support, and then return to their home departments to campaign for improvements in their own buildings. Several departments have copied our decisions—buying the same models of video cameras, document cameras, short-throw projectors, etc.—after first exploring these gadgets in our spaces. We also hear from faculty who are the early adopters of new technology that they enjoy coming to explore what we have in our next-gen spaces so they know what is on the horizon for their own disciplines.

We intend to create more collaborative spaces to support the growing trend of interdisciplinarity. The spaces will take into account the new pedagogical methods largely based on collaborative work. The staff already play a key role in helping students with new technologies, new tools, and new platforms and this role will continue to grow in the future. We envision facilitating access to learning spaces by broadening access to the facilities outside normal operating hours.

We need more integration of our IT group, more sandbox or incubation spaces for technology. However, with that should come a teaching and learning component; this isn’t just to open up a space with gadgets and tools without some kind of instructional or programming component.

We think that 80% or more of learning happens in non- or co-curricular space. We are following our users (faculty and students), listening to their needs, and continually evolving. Next-gen spaces will grow in importance for the foreseeable future.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

30. Please enter any additional information that may assist the authors’ understanding of your library’s learning spaces. N=15

In our main campus library we have seven floors, three of which are what we would consider our learning spaces (the other floors are the stacks and study space). Each floor has a different purpose overall. The second floor is our main commons area where we have a technology rich space with a multimedia production lab, a scholars lab, individual computing, academic, library, and technology support staff, equipment checkout, and a variety of types of workspace and classrooms. The first floor has classrooms, an auditorium, and is a quieter space with a general reading room and a Special Collections reading and group rooms. The ground floor is undergoing a conversion to a multipurpose space for individuals and group study along with a special room that can be reserved to work on innovation projects. It is also in the area of the One Stop enrollment services center.

Our Commons is not a very large space. If I had to guess I would say that it represents less than ~15% of our entire library building. We have many renovation projects in the works and more plans for the future. The Commons was the first learning space the library opened in 2011.

Survey was based on viewing every area of the library—with the exception of technical services—as a learning space.

The discipline specific commons is in the Health Sciences Library. The Undergraduate Library has just completed a ~$16.5M renovation to expand formal and informal learning spaces, including the addition of Active Learning Classrooms. The Research Commons is used by both graduate and undergraduate students and is in the main library.

The learning spaces in the Libraries are evolving and plans are in development for a Learning Commons, which includes patron input, reduction of paper collections, and extensive remodeling of existing space.

The university has a network of 17 libraries of diverse size, scope, and purposes. Some libraries are more recent and the learning spaces are therefore more modern. Some of the older libraries are being renovated to integrate new technologies and new concepts to better respond to the student needs. This is a long process, but one we are committed to.

These answers are based on the Libraries’ renovation of the first floor of the Science & Engineering Library in 2010. This basic, student-focused modification has been so well received by our student body that we hope to provide even more innovative spaces by converting the S&E Library’s second floor. In addition, we look forward to the Leavey Library, now about to celebrate its 20th anniversary, having the opportunity to implement a major revamping and refreshment of its originally ground-breaking information commons in the near future.

We are fortunate in that we were able to build a next-gen library building that incorporates a library, art gallery, archives, special collections, and a university press along with the latest digital tools for learning and research. We have built flexible spaces that will allow them to evolve as program and service requirements change. We are able to move walls where we need them and access data and electrical from any location in the building. While we have some spaces that are set, other spaces can be changed by our learners and researchers to meet their learning and research requirements.

We are in the midst of assessing our learning spaces with plans to redesign in the near future. We recognize the needs of the campus community have changed.

We are on the cusp of new and exciting movement in this direction.
We have successfully established a virtual computer lab called Skybox that provides essential software in one convenient place. Skybox can be accessed at any time, from any computer, anywhere in the world. Making the traditional computer lab portable enables us to utilize learning spaces in new and more dynamic ways.

We have two main libraries. One of them is primarily an undergraduate learning commons (we call it the Learning Studio). Our other main library has largely remained a traditional research library—it’s far quieter and has a more studious environment. In both, though, we’ve opened up group/individual study zones, along with quiet zones.

We were late to the learning commons game, and so benefitted from what others had done. We made a conscious decision for it not to simply be a big computer lab, and instead concentrated on including lots of open and closed group study spaces and classrooms that supported peer-to-peer learning and problem-based learning. As we participate in discussion for what other parts of the campus need in terms of classroom and learning space, we find that we are already on the cutting edge, and essentially have designed a great next-gen building. We will incorporate some of what we’ve learned into renovations of our main library building.

While we are focused on growing and developing learning spaces and the variety of learning space options within the library, we are also using (or making) learning spaces that are not within the library walls. One of our special collections events involves film screenings at a local restaurant on Friday evenings, and it has a great following! We also have a “home movie” event that we hold at the local public library. Sometimes, getting outside the library enhances collaboration and increases the visibility of library holdings and services beyond the immediate user community.

Without our learning spaces, we would be unable to command the kind of gate count we do (it has doubled and remained steady). We would also be unable to get the attention of academic departments and collaborators as easily. Having event spaces further assists the library in promoting academic events of interest to all, including the greater community—but it helps the library to support graduate student activities in particular.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responding Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auburn University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Calgary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Irvine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Colorado at Boulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Connecticut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Hawaii at Manoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Illinois at Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University Bloomington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Kentucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Louisville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGill University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMaster University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Manitoba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Massachusetts Amherst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Université de Montréal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Nebraska–Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Notre Dame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Southern California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Illinois University Carbondale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas A&amp;M University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanderbilt University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington University in St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Waterloo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Wisconsin–Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REPRESENTATIVE DOCUMENTS
Examples of Learning Spaces
Zone de Silence and group study room
BIBLIOTHÈQUES DE L’UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTRÉAL
Group computer carrel and small group room
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Hunt Library writable walls and Teaching and Visualization Lab
makerspace and small group room
Instruction Spaces
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Multimedia CoLaboratory and Picchi Multimedia Room
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Weigle Information Commons Classroom: architectural rendering and space in use
https://www.flickr.com/photos/pennwic/14281346468/
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Lemke Seminar Room and Belfer Audio Archive Classroom

Instruction using document camera and smart board.
Burdell (Oliver) Design Collaborative:
currently East Library Commons
dimensions approximated

Wayne Li 2/20/13

27' 4"
27' 11"
68' 10" 25' 9"
29' 7"
Explore Hunt Library Spaces

First Floor

Common Grounds Café
A convenient spot to meet friends and colleagues for coffee, muffins, sandwiches, or ice cream.

bookBot
State-of-the-art automated book delivery system with capacity for 2 million volumes. With a click of a button in the library’s online catalog, books are retrieved and ready for pickup in only five minutes.

Robot Alley
Watch the bookBot in action through a glass wall as four robots dart up and down enormous aisles to pinpoint and retrieve materials.

Auditorium
Featuring a raised stage and seating for 380, this auditorium serves as a university classroom and is a venue for lectures, film screenings, and special performances.

Mothers Room
Offers a clean, secure, and private space for nursing mothers. The Mothers Room is available during regular library hours on a first-come, first-served basis. For access, please Ask Us.

Second Floor

Emerging Issues Commons
Interactive exhibits created by the Institute for Emerging Issues, focusing on current challenges facing the economy, the natural and built environments, education, and health.

Multipurpose Room
Meeting and presentation space for the Institute for Emerging Issues.

Ask Us
The Hunt Library’s one-stop service center, where staff are ready to answer questions, help with research, or lend materials, technology, and course reserves.

Apple Technology Showcase
Surrounded by glass walls, this is the place to see and try out the constantly changing array of devices and technologies available for loan.

iPearl Immersion Theater
This open area is one of the main attractions on the second floor. A large, curved video display wall surrounds the viewer with Imagery, showcasing current events, library and university initiatives, and...
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Plan of the David B. Weigle Information Commons
http://www.library.upenn.edu/locations/wireless/vpinfocommons.html
study area
Poor Yorick's directory
ZONE A
Consolidated Service Area
ZONE B
ZONE B
ZONE B
ZONE J
ZONE C
ZONE D
ZONE D
ZONE D
ZONE E
ZONE F
ZONE G
ZONE F
ZONE H - Outside of Building
ZONE I - Media Lab
ZONE J - Staff Work Office Area
ZONE A - En • Long st do
ZONE B - Yo • Flu • railing or half
ZONE C - Consolidated Service Area • Ar • Busy • Plasma displ ad
ZONE D - Fr • Collabo • Booths with • Because up f higher end  back
ZONE E - Back • Can • Add some n mo
ZONE F - Quiet • Pla
ZONE G - Back • W • M • W di
ZONE H - Location to be determined • Ou • W
ZONE I - Media Lab • M • Sound booth
ZONE J - Staff Work Office Area
Group Study Rooms
Whitley Suite
Group Study Rooms
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Explore the Commons
http://commons.lib.washington.edu/resources/explore

Home / Resources

Explore the Commons
Map of resources in the Research Commons
Hover over outlined areas to see resource details.
Marketing Learning Spaces
Places to Study

There are plenty of places to study in the Library. Expand the sections below to learn more about them.

- Overnight Study
- Group Study Rooms
- General Study/Seating
- Collaborative Study
- Quiet Study/Seating
- Silent Study/Seating
- Computing
- Graduate Student Study
- Presentation Practice
- Media Viewing
- Media Production/Editing
Child-Friendly Group Study Room

Use

In partnership with the Student-Parent Group of UCSD Health, Recreation and Well-Being, the library offers a study room specifically intended for use by student parents accompanied by young children. Children may not be left alone in the room for any reason or length of time. Children must remain with a parent at all times, and parents are responsible for their children and children’s behavior while in the library.

The room is available for open use when not reserved by others. All room users, including student parents with young children, must reserve the room or risk having to leave when asked by a group with a reservation.

The Student-Parent Group also requests that student parents who use the room sign in on the sheet on the door to help ensure continued support for this specialized space.

Offerings

The room contains a large table, computer, and whiteboard for student use. It also offers child-sized furniture, manipulatives, and a collection of works by Dr. Seuss (compliments of the Audrey Geisel University Librarian and Dr. Seuss Enterprises).

Coloring pages and crayons are available by request at the nearby service desk. Whiteboard supplies are available for checkout at the Front Desk.

Additional outlet covers are available at the nearby service desk, if needed. Parents are responsible for requesting these, as desired.

Comments or Questions?
The Learning Commons in the Main Library is a tech-infused comfortable and flexible learning space and one-stop academic and information help center... with good coffee! The commons includes space for group collaboration and individual study with modern technology amenities and high-quality assistance with information and technology resources.
WELCOME TO THE HUNT LIBRARY

Discover
The face of NC State University in the 21st century • A space that expands the frontiers of learning and research

Visualize
Your work displayed on a giant video wall • Your books delivered by a robot • Your next great idea taking shape in a simulated environment

Connect
With peers and colleagues across disciplines • With tools that erase distances • With world-class research collections

Create
The next video game that changes the industry • A 3D model or prototype • A professionally mixed film or score • New solutions from “big data”... or anything you can imagine

Find out more:
www.lib.ncsu.edu/huntlibrary
The Weigle Information Commons is a high-tech collaborative learning space that provides a variety of facilities, equipment and training in support of teaching and research.

**Program Partners and Services**

**The Weingarten Learning Resources Center**
Helps with project planning, writing, study strategies and time management.

**The Writing Center**
Guides students on writing for different audiences and purposes.

**CWiC [Communication Within the Curriculum]**
Assists students with presentations and provides workshops on communication.

**Penn Libraries Research & Training Services**
Works with students on effective research skills, supports digital media production and offers training in the use of various information technologies.

**Facilities and Technology**

- Twelve Data Diner Booths with laptops, desktops and flexible displays for groups of up to six.
- Ten group meeting rooms with laptops, desktops and flexible displays for groups of up to eight. Three rooms also provide self-service video recording.
- Two alcoves with flexible furniture, whiteboards and large displays for groups of up to fifteen.
- Technology-infused teaching space in the Class of 1968 Seminar Room, which includes:
  - Multimedia projector
  - Wall-sized whiteboard
  - 20 PC and 20 Mac laptops
  - 35 Personal Response “clickers”
  - Videoconferencing
  - Audio and video recording
  - Vitale Digital Media Lab
  - Self-service printing and scanning
  - Wide range of software—multimedia, audio, video, animation, image-editing, web authoring, statistics, Geographic Information Systems and scientific—available on all computers.
Vitale Digital Media Lab

The lab is a unique, fully-staffed facility open to Penn students, faculty and staff. It includes:

- Eleven video editing stations
- Poster printing
- Flatbed, slide, film and large format scanners
- Video and audio conversion and capture
- Experienced lab consultants who provide one-on-one and small group assistance

Popular Uses of the Media Lab

- Convert VHS and mini DV to digital format
- Digitize vinyl records and audio cassettes
- Edit, combine and mashup video clips
- Digitize 35mm slides
- Scan a page into a PDF document
- Create a website with sound and video
- Record an audio narrative to a PowerPoint presentation

WICshops

The Commons holds several hundred workshops each year. Topics include:

- Video and Audio editing
- Microsoft Office
- Digital Image Enhancement
- Study and Research skills
- New technology trends

Contact Information

Director: 215-746-2659
Anu Vedantham
wic1@pobox.upenn.edu
http://wic.library.upenn.edu

Lab Coordinator: 215-746-2661
David Toccafondi

WIC Service Desk: 215-746-2660
Vitale Digital Media Lab: 215-746-2661
wic1@pobox.upenn.edu
http://wic.library.upenn.edu

Visit the WIC website to find walk-in service hours, reserve a room or Data Diner booth, borrow equipment, or register for a workshop.

David B. Weigle Information Commons
Van Pelt-Dietrich Library Center
3420 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6206
6th Floor Opens January 13

- Math Central (West side of 6th Floor) is your single stop for ALL instructor-led math classes, labs, tutoring, and support.
- Math classes in Rooms 652 and 654. Labs in Room 677 and 680.

7th Floor Opens January 27

- Visit the Tutoring Center in Room 710, your key to the services of the Center for Learning Support Services (CLSS). It offers group study sessions, academic coaching, learning consultants, Saluki peer mentors, and math tutors for free.
- Testing Services (Room 781) provides proctoring of the following types of exams: distance education courses, nationally-standardized, professional certification, and make-up.

with New Academic Support Services, Flexible Classrooms, and Drop-in Collaborative Areas!
MORRIS LIBRARY FLOORS 6 & 7

Special Features for Students:

6TH FLOOR:
- 2 Math Labs each with 7 round tables housing 6 laptops each with a seating capacity of 84
- 4 classrooms (610A=24 seats, 640A=24 seats with computers, 652=38 seats, 654=30 seats)
- 6 mediascape collaborative tables that allow personal devices to connect to flat panel displays
- 4 study tables with power and networking
- 4 high-backed, "biz" tables with flat panel displays
- 39 casual seats on wheels
- 6,600 square feet of shelving for books

7TH FLOOR:
- Tutoring Center, Testing Services, and Center for Learning Support Services' offices
- 4 classrooms (722=43 seats, 724=45 seats, 752=24 seats, 754=24 seats)

FOR YOUR INFORMATION:
- 15 mediascape collaborative tables that allow personal devices to connect to flat panel displays
- 7 study tables with power and networking
- 7 high-backed, "biz" tables with flat panel displays
- 45 casual seats on wheels
- Wireless-intensive floors with writeable glass walls.
- Check out adaptors to connect your personal devices to mediascapes from the Circulation Desk on the 1st floor.
- For computer support for mediascapes and biz and study tables call Systems, 453-help (M-Th 8 a.m.-9 p.m. and F 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.) or the Information Desk 453-2818 (F 4:30 p.m.-9 p.m., Sat 11 a.m.-7 p.m., Sun 1 p.m.-midnight).
- To schedule Rooms 610A, 722, and 724, call Central Scheduling at 453-2997.
- To schedule Rooms 640A, 752, and 754, call the Library Administration office, 453-2681.
- To schedule Rooms 640A, 752, and 754, call the Library Administration office, 453-2681.
FACULTY MEMBERS:

You are invited to teach a class in the
Antje Bultmann Lemke Seminar Room,
located in the Special Collections Research
Center on the sixth floor of Bird Library. In
this high-tech classroom you can use rare
and historical special collection materials
to enhance teaching and learning. The
room features advanced technologies and
attentive personal support from library staff.

The Lemke room can accommodate 20
people and is available Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. To learn more
about the Lemke room and SU’s rich special
collections, please e-mail scollab@syr.edu or
call 315-443-2697.

On the front: the Lemke room, above, and bottom, left
to right: images from the Margaret Burner-White, Stet
and Smith, Grace Harrigan, medieval manuscripts,
and Ronald E. Becker collections.

Publicity postcard
Marketing Programming & Instruction
Developing Assignments that Use the Library

DATE
Friday, Jan. 18

TIME
2:30 - 4:00 P.M.

LOCATION
Regenstein, Rm 207

Librarians will highlight ways you can integrate library research instruction into your courses to promote the acquisition of the skills necessary to complete research assignments. We’ll demonstrate ready-to-go online tools that can be integrated into Chalk, and discuss the different types of in-class instruction the Library can provide.

For faculty, instructors, TAs, or graduate students interested in teaching.

lib.uchicago.edu
Graduate students! Are you on campus during Spring Break? Use the break in classes to gain essential skills for academic and professional success. All programs will be held in Regenstein Library.

There is no fee for training, but space is limited and registration is required.

Register at news.lib.uchicago.edu & click Essential Skills Graduate Workshop Series.
accounting
math
econ

because the best things in life are FREE.

TUTORING!

HOURS OF OPERATION:
strozier
SUN-WED
8pm-12am

THE LEARNING DISTRICT
@ UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

kindly brought to you by SGA
### Tutoring Information

#### Subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accounting</th>
<th>Finance</th>
<th>Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>Reading/Writing Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Math</td>
<td>Statistics Consulting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

© 2014. Florida State University Libraries. 116 Honors Way | Tallahassee, FL 32306 | (850) 644-2706

---

**FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY**
Tutoring Information
http://www.lib.fsu.edu/tutoring-information
Brain Gain
not your average academic fair

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29, 12:15-1:45PM
LEARNING COMMONS

FREE TO UI STUDENTS!

INFO ON TUTORING!

INFO ON ACADEMIC RESOURCES!

get a Grade A brain!

SWAT
[Study, Workshops & Tutoring]

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
Brain Gain Academic Fair flyer
THE INTERMEDIA COLLECTIVE & THE LEARNING COMMONS PRESENT:

VIDEO SHOW

WHAT: A Juried Undergraduate Exhibition of Video Art
WHERE: MAIN LIBRARY
When: April 14 - 28
Learning Commons

WINNERS: Angela Barr, Janet Jewell, Katie O'Connor, Zachary Grey Phelps,
Sara Phillips, Dylan Siegel, Zoe Statzky, Tara Strait, Christopher Willauer and Taylor Yocom

RECEPTION:
Friday, April 25 from 6-8 PM

JURORS: DEREK ANDES, BARBER, JOSH EKLOW, NAOJI IZUMO, KYLE PEETS AND ANNA SWANSON

FACEBOOK: facebook.com/intermediavideo TUMBLR: intermediavideo.tumblr.com
STATISTICS TUTORING LAB TODAY

TUESDAY 9AM-5PM
WEDNESDAY 3:30PM-5:30PM
THURSDAY 9AM-5PM
FRIDAY 3:30PM-5:30PM

GROUP ROOM 1113 RED, MAIN LIBRARY LEARNING COMMONS

Please see service desk for directions
SOCIAL MEDIA BOOTCAMP
USE SOCIAL MEDIA LIKE A PROFESSIONAL!

MARCH 31ST - APRIL 5TH

LOCATED IN OPEN AREA D
IN THE MAIN LIBRARY LEARNING COMMONS

Sponsored by University Libraries in conjunction with Craft Critique Culture, an interdisciplinary graduate student conference
More information at www.lib.uiowa.edu/commons/bootcamp

#smbc14
November is Native American Heritage Month
Conservation of Bald & Golden Eagles at the Iowa Tribe Grey Snow Eagle House

Featuring
Ronald A. Van Den Bussche
Asso. Dean for Research & Regents Professor of Zoology
Megan Trope
Ph.D Student, Zoology & Grey Snow Eagle House Asst. Manager

Tuesday, Nov. 12, 6:30 p.m.
Peggy V. Helmerich Browsing Room
2nd floor, OSU Library

Refreshments and Door Prizes

November cosponsors include Native American Student Association, Native American Faculty/Staff Association, Center for American Indian Studies, American Indian Science & Engineering Society and A&S Student Council.

Science Café at OSU is a monthly event that highlights interesting, relevant and current science-related research. The events are an opportunity to participate in lively and engaging conversations about science. Science Café features a brief presentation followed by discussion and questions. This event is free and open to the public. No science background is assumed or required. Information: 405-744-2576

sciencecafeosu.okstate.edu
The Weigle Information Commons has supported a variety of student projects through course support as well as open contests. Penn students have created videos, comic books, images, posters, maps and websites over the years. Browse this imaginative collection by year, or filter all creations by project type. Collections with contextual detail are listed at the bottom of this page.

Browse all student works

- 2007
- 2008
- 2009
- 2010
- 2011
- 2012
- 2013
- Comic books
- Posters
- Google maps
- Videos
- Websites

Several showcases of student work are on the WIC website including:

- Student Video and Graphic Novel Assignments:
  - Commodities Videos showcase from Lisa Mitchell’s South Asia Studies class (August 2012)
  - Voiceover PowerPoint showcase from Lisa Mitchell’s South Asia Studies class (November 2011)
  - Anthropology Comic Book Showcase - Louise Krasniewicz
  - Anthropology Video Showcase - Louise Krasniewicz
  - Freshman Writing Seminar Video Showcase - Jacqui Sadashige

- Nurturing Student Creativity with Video Projects - Faculty Development Modules

- Research Posters:
  - Exemplary student posters from the CURF Undergraduate Research Symposium (September 2013)
  - Exemplary student posters from the CURF Undergraduate Research Symposium (February 2013)
  - Research posters showcase from the McNair Scholars Program (Summer 2012)
  - Exemplary student posters from the CURF Undergraduate Research Symposium (February and September 2012)

- Student Contests:
  - Each year’s Mashup Contest page includes all videos submitted.
  - Ryan Leonard, winner of the 2007 Mashup Contest, has created public health videos including this call for immunization showcased in a February 6, 2009 article in the Philadelphia Inquirer, and the Weigle Information Commons Music Video
  - Got Visual? Gallery - Student Poster Design Contest, February 2010
  - Penn Entries to the Sparky Awards 2009 contest
  - Winners of the 2009 Comic Contest conducted by Penn Libraries
  - Undergraduate Health Research Project - Sheyla Medina, C’10

Subscribe to receive updates:
First & last names: Email: submit
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
WIC Program Partners and Services
http://wic.library.upenn.edu/wicabout/partners.html
Financial Education Week

Join us for the Grand Opening Reception
Tuesday, January 21, 4-6 p.m.
Mann Assembly Room
103 Paterno Library

the student-to-student resource for financial literacy
William and Joan Schreyer Business Library
Paterno Library - 3rd floor
Walk-in or by appointment,
beginning January 27

sponsored by the University Libraries and
UPUA (University Park Undergraduate Association)

More Information:
pannetalupua.com/SFEC

Additional Events
for students, scheduled during Financial Education Week:
- SPEC Peer Educators information table, first floor of the HUB, noon to 4 p.m., Tuesday, January 21 to Friday, January 24
- and in Paster Auditorium, 330 Paterno Library:
  - "Budgeting—a presentation by SPEC Peer Educators," January 23, 6-7 p.m.
  - "Wages and Tax Fundamentals," a workshop for students and part of "MoneyCounts: A Financial Literacy Series" by SPEC Advisors Di, Dodi Rice, and Dr. Cathy Steven, January 22, 5:30-7 p.m.
  - "Student Aid," by SPEC Advisor Brad Yehle, January 23, 5:30-6:30 p.m.
OFFERING YOU AN ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE THAT WILL TAKE YOU AS FAR AS YOU WANT TO GO!

PROVIDING YOU THE TOOLS YOU NEED TO SUCCEED!

TUTORING.SIU.EDU
OUR MISSION: HELPING STUDENTS THINK, LEARN, CHANGE
The Center for Learning Support Services is here to assist all Southern Illinois University Carbondale students. Regardless of your abilities, background, culture, or other factors, we can help you enhance your self-management and create problem-solving and learning skills in various areas that will aid you in reaching your educational and career goals.

WE CAN HELP YOU:
- Determine how to plan your work, organize your resources and projects, and make wise choices in the use of your time, money and energy to your best advantage.
- Develop your learning skills so you can fully participate and maximize your learning in classrooms, study groups, living communities and work environments.

Our Learning Support Services team personifies what SIU is -- the brains of a nationally ranked research university with the heart of a small college. Do you prefer learning in a group setting? Or in individual study more your style? No matter what your learning preferences are, our highly trained staff can show you how to:
- Fully understand and think about the course content
- Learn how to study more effectively
- Improve the result from your study efforts

ONE-ON-ONE SERVICES AVAILABLE
We offer individualized, content-based tutoring for most 100- and 200-level courses. Tutoring services are free of charge and available by appointment only.

We also provide academic coaching. Our trained learning consultants work with students who can benefit from a more generalized approach to improve their study skills in multiple courses.

WE PROVIDE FREE GROUP STUDY SESSIONS
Our group study leaders conduct very effective and productive group study sessions for designated courses twice weekly all semester long. The sessions are completely free of charge!

WE ARE LOOKING FOR QUALITY TUTORS!
We hire tutors who exemplify the best tutoring traits: mastery of the course material, excellent interpersonal skills, and the ability to help students "think, learn and change."

To qualify as a tutor for our program student tutor candidates must:
- Have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or above
- Have completed at least one, on-campus semester at SIU Carbondale
- Earn an "A" in the course they wish to tutor
- Submit a completed application form and unofficial SIU transcripts, along with their current semester course schedule, to the CSS office.
SAVE THE DATE
February 25-27, 2014

CENTER FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE
3rd Annual
Teaching and Learning with Technology Symposium

Tuesday, February 25th
8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. - CTE Demos and Best Practices
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Faculty Roundtable: Strategies for Success in Your Online Course
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Faculty Activity I: Sketching Your Online Course Framework
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. - Innovative Teaching and Learning at SIU

Wednesday, February 26th
8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. - CTE Demos and Best Practices
11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Faculty Roundtable: Adding Technology to Reach New Destinations (Dinner provided)

Thursday, February 27th
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. - Innovative Teaching and Learning at SIU
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. - SIU Online New Features and Solutions
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Wine & Cheese Reception
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Active Learning Classrooms
Do you have a brilliant app idea but you are not sure how to code it? Or do you have a smartphone and you’re frustrated about finding York information? Are you the next Mark Zuckerberg?

If you answered “Yes” to any of these questions, we want you to join the Second Steacie Library Dungeon Hackfest! We need people like you to help plan. And if you don’t have time to plan, then make sure to participate.

Last year, the Steacie Library hosted its first annual Hackfest. What is a Hackfest? If you haven’t been to one, it is about spending the day collaborating on a particular software project, and bringing the project to reality. Teams are usually comprised of people from different disciplines such as Computer Science and Engineering, Fine Arts, Business, Digital Media, Health, Marketing and more.

This year’s theme is Culture and Technology in a Mobile World. The theme is about creating an app that can be about anything, health, accessibility, gaming, organizing, chatting or create an app for York. Or use the space to work on your own Hackfest idea.

If you have an idea, or if you want to gain experience in app development, or just want to participate in a fun collaborative environment mark your calendar for the Annual Steacie Library Dungeon Hackfest on February 19-20th, 2014.

Breakfast, lunch, and caffeine provided!

When

Wednesday, February 19, 9:00-17:00
Thursday, February 20, 9:00-19:00
Possible lead-up event and wrap-up party.

Where

Steacie Science & Engineering Library, York University

Why

Prizes & exposure!
Mentors will be on hand to help with development of concept, code, and pitch.

How

Registration New Open! (Space is limited)
Bring yourself, a laptop, ideas, and creativity
Policies and Procedures
Reserve a Room

Library:
- D. H. Hill Library
- James B. Hunt Jr. Library

Show rooms for:
- Faculty use only
- Graduate Student use only

**Group Study (Small)**
- Seats: 4
- James B. Hunt Jr. Library
  - 2nd Floor, 3rd Floor, 4th Floor
- Reserve

**Group Study Lounge (Small)**
- Seats: 4
- James B. Hunt Jr. Library
  - 2nd Floor, 3rd Floor, 4th Floor
- Reserve

**Graduate Student Group Lounge (Medium)**
- Seats: 6
- James B. Hunt Jr. Library
  - 4th Floor
- Reserve

Space and Policies

Three rooms are available for the presentation of SCRC materials to Syracuse University students and other groups. Faculty members who wish to teach in the Lemke Seminar Room are required to attend a brief orientation session prior to their class session. For larger groups, SCRC staff members are available to present materials in the Hillyer and Spector rooms.

Antje Bultmann Lemke Seminar Room
Capacity: 20
The Antje Bultmann Lemke Seminar Room provides a classroom setting specifically designed for presentation of collection materials to small groups.
Located adjacent to the SCRC Reading Room on the sixth floor of E. S. Bird Library, the Lemke Seminar Room is equipped with state-of-the-art audiovisual technology to allow close examination of SCRC materials. Technology includes a high-definition Wolfvision document camera that projects images onto a 65-inch high-resolution LCD display equipped with SmartPanel technology. Using SmartPanel, faculty can annotate images of rare items with digital ink and save the resulting image files for further review.

Lemke Room Policy [PDF]

Spector Room, Bird 608
Capacity: 40
Note: Only available for SCRC "Class Presentations." For faculty-led sessions see the Lemke Room above.
Standard set-up includes auditorium-style seating, projection screen, and Internet connection.

Spector Room Policy [PDF]

Hillyer Room, Bird 606
Capacity: 39
Note: Only available for SCRC "Class Presentations." For faculty-led sessions see the Lemke Room above.
Standard set-up includes auditorium-style seating, projection screen, and Internet connection.

Hillyer Room Policy [PDF]

Time Schedule
SCRC sessions may be scheduled between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. Priority in scheduling will be given to Syracuse University faculty, graduate teaching assistants, and library subject specialists. For more information on bringing your class to SCRC, see our Class Visits webpage.
Guidelines for using the Antje Bultmann Lemke Seminar Room

Who can use the room? The Antje Bultmann Lemke Seminar Room is intended for instruction using the collections of the Special Collections Research Center (SCRC) by library staff, faculty, and graduate teaching assistants. Instructors will be asked to register with SCRC. Students will not be required to register for reading room use when they are part of a class in the seminar room. They will be asked to register, however, the first time that they visit the reading room individually.

How can someone arrange to make use of the room? Nicolette A. Dobrowolski coordinates all instruction for Special Collections. You can direct requests to use the Lemke Seminar Room to her at scrc@syr.edu or 315-443-9762. Please be sure to contact us at least 2 weeks in advance. All use of the seminar room is subject to approval by Special Collections staff. All instructors approved to use the room, if not SCRC staff, will be given an orientation by Special Collections staff regarding the technology and policies/procedures for the space and will be asked to register with Special Collections.

When is the room available? The hours of SCRC are Monday through Friday, 9 am to 5 pm. Requests to use this classroom outside of the regular operating hours will be taken on a case by case basis and is subject to Special Collections approval. The room may be requested on a recurring basis if the class involves regular use of special collections material. Priority in scheduling will be given to Special Collections staff, library subject specialists, Syracuse University faculty, and graduate teaching assistants.

What is the room’s capacity? The maximum capacity of the room is 20.

What equipment is available for use in the room? The room includes:
• 65 inch LCD display
• Smart Panel LCD display. This allows use of “digital ink” to annotate screen images.
• DVD/VCR
• Wolfvision Document Camera
• Motorized projection screen
• PC with wireless keyboard and mouse

What are the policies and procedures to follow once the room use has been approved? Due to the special nature of the location of the room, its equipment, and the use of Special
Collection material within the room, there are some basic rules and regulations regarding the following:

• **No Food, No beverages**
  There are no exceptions. All food and drink must be left outside room or placed in the designated lockers/coatroom outside the Seminar Room.

• **Personal belongings**
  Personal belongings such as backpacks, bags, coats, books, notebooks, laptop cases, etc. are not allowed in the Lemke Seminar Room. These items must be kept in the designated lockers/coatroom outside the Seminar Room.

• **Writing Utensils**
  Only pencils and paper supplied by Special Collections may be used in the Lemke Seminar Room. Pens, markers, highlighters, and post-it notes are not allowed and must be kept in the lockers/coatroom.

• **Set up**
  Tables/Chairs can be configured in different ways. Please let SCRC staff know of any specific arrangement prior to class.

• **Sound Levels**
  The Lemke Seminar Room is adjacent to the SCRC Reading Room and Staff offices. Please keep voices and audio at a reasonable level.
Research Commons. Policies

http://commons.lib.washington.edu/about/policies

Policies

The Research Commons is a division of the University of Washington Libraries. Users must abide by the policies set by the University of Washington Libraries.

Research Commons Food & Beverage Policy
Snacks and covered beverages are permitted in most spaces within the Research Commons.
Catered food, box lunches, pizza and messy foods are not permitted in the Research Commons. Any food that requires utensils is not permitted.
Deliveries of food are not permitted.

Please clean up any spills right away, and properly dispose of all food, trash, and recycling.

For scheduled meetings and events, all food waste must be taken out of the building immediately following the event.

Reservation Policy: Booths, Rooms and Alcoves
1. Reservations may be made a maximum of 2 weeks in advance.
2. Spaces may be reserved for up to 2 hours per reservation.
3. Individuals can make more than one 2-hour reservation per day but there must be one hour between reservations.
4. Individuals cannot have more than one space reserved at one time.
5. Individuals can make no more than 4 reservations per day.
6. If a reservation is not claimed within 15 minutes, it may be used by another group.
7. Only current UW students, staff, and faculty with current, valid NetIDs will be able to reserve a space.
8. Please do not leave your belongings unattended; they are vulnerable to theft.

Reservable spaces in the Research Commons are intended primarily for use as collaborative space for UW students, faculty and staff doing academic work. During particularly busy times, patrons who reserve the group study areas for other purposes may be asked to leave.

Additionally:
- UW students, faculty and staff may not make space reservations on behalf of unaffiliated users.
- The reservable spaces in the Research Commons are not intended to be used as a meeting place for regular sessions of a UW course on the time schedule.

Reservation Policy: Presentation Place
Reservation Policy: Green A

Research Commons Exhibit Policy
Our policies regarding exhibits in the ground floor of Allen Library South.
Staffing
UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY
Visualization Research Coordinator

Job Profile

UCPL Number: IR0931
Job Title: Visualization Research Coordinator
Date: February 08, 2012
Faculty/Admin Area: Libraries & Cultural Resources
Department/Unit: 
Job Family (proposed): Technical
Development Phase (proposed): Phase III
Job Code (proposed): 

Nature of the Work (To whom position reports, complexity and amount of work/peak periods, other conditions: eg shift work, call out dangerous or stressful conditions etc):

Reporting to the Technology Officer of the Taylor Family Digital Library (TFDL), the Visualization Research Coordinator is responsible for the overall management of the Visualization Studio facility, supporting researchers within the studio and creating visualizations for Libraries and Cultural Resources. The incumbent will be supporting research to diverse cross-disciplinary environment of professional-level researchers, mostly faculty and their invited guests. The job is demanding, requires sound judgment, excellent leadership and organizational skills, initiative and discretionary decision making which impacts services and operations in an environment of change and shifting priorities. The incumbent works with the Technology Officer to develop the strategy and vision for the Visualization Studio operations, with a focus on growing and developing new and cultural visualizations.

The Taylor Family Digital Library (TFDL) Visualization Studio is a dedicated room for professional-level research utilizing a high-resolution wall, LCD touch table, 7.1 surround sound system with the assumption that additional technologies will be added to the room with continuous funding support. It is intended to support researchers from all departments across campus with varying technical proficiencies.

The Visualization Research Coordinator works with the Technology Officer to develop policies and procedures that are aligned with the Libraries and Cultural Resources research, strategic and programmatic directions. The work of the Visualization Research Coordinator requires strong analytical abilities and strategic thinking in contributing to the design and implementation of programmatic and operational changes.

This position requires strong collaboration, innovation and partnership building skills. High volume and variety of work demands, much of which are driven by internally and externally imposed deadlines and requirements, can be expected.

This position operates during normal business hours, with occasional requirements for evening and weekend work.
Primary Purpose of the Position (Key purpose, functions, roles):

This position exercises considerable independent managerial discretion in the development of the Visualization Studio. The primary purpose of this position is the successful implementation and overall management of the Visualization Studio. The incumbent is expected to provide management, operational and technical support to ensure the successful delivery of services in the Visualization Studio.

A major focus of this role is support for researchers using the Visualization Studio, manage the bookings, helping researchers understand the capabilities of the Visualization Studio, help them prepare their work, setting up in the room and supporting their technical needs in the room. Providing training for LCR staff and UoC researchers on the capabilities of the room will be required. The position will identify issues and possible solutions, and bring such issues to the Technology Officer for discussion, negotiation and resolution.

The Visualization Research Coordinator will work in collaboration with multiple departments and external organizations in exploring, acquiring and implementing new forms of visualizations and methods of delivery. The position will be required to serve on various University and external committees to represent the Visualization Studio, Libraries and Cultural Resources and the University of Calgary.

This is a leadership position providing supervision to student employees and volunteers. Working with the HR Advisor and HR Partner, the position is responsible for recruitment, staff development, retention, discipline and termination of student staff. This involves preparing/updating job profiles, hiring, staff training, direction in policy making and procedural implementation, and overall management of operations. The Coordinator of Visualization Research must have strong leadership skills and provide direction to the staff on all matters pertaining to Visualization Research.

Qualifications/Expertise Required:

Education:
A minimum of a Masters degree in Computer Science or other relevant masters degree is required. Ideally, education will reflect a combination of technology and visualization courses.

Required Experience:
Five to ten years of experience related to technical support and visualization is required.

Strong leadership skills and the ability to exercise responsibility over a physical area and the equipment within it.

Desired Experience:
Ability to balance priorities and workloads, working both independently and collaboratively

Strong verbal, written and presentation skills

Extensive customer service and troubleshooting skills

Previous experience with budget preparation and grant proposals

Must have the capability to successfully manage multiple competing priorities with minimal supervision and direction

Technical Skills:
PC Support
Experience with Windows OS, PC hardware, troubleshooting in a PC environment and providing public support in a PC environment.

Visualization Software Support
Experienced at supporting research-level use of visualization software.

Visualization Support
Superior knowledge of visualizations in various forms and extensive knowledge and participation in visualization communities.

Accountabilities/Tasks and Duties
(Results and outcomes expected when roles are carried out successfully, with supporting details on how results are accomplished):

The Visualization Research Lead is accountable for the successful implementation of the Visualization Program; providing support for researchers' use of the Visualization Studio and creating visualizations for Libraries and Cultural Resources.

The Visualization Research Coordinator will be available for collaboration with Librarians, Curators and Archivists to utilize visualization in their disciplines, as well as collaborate with the central Information Technology department to maintain and repair equipment within the Visualization Studio.

The incumbent will be responsible for the development and maintenance of budgets, policies, standards of service, marketing, management and training of staff. To maximize the effectiveness of the Visualization Studio, you will be required to record and analyze the frequency, nature of work and technology used in the studio. From the data collected, you will be expected to propose means of improving the Visualization Studio so to ensure the continued evolution and improvement of the space.

The Visualization Research Coordinator will organize, coordinate and deliver learning opportunities such as workshops and tutorials to University of Calgary researchers. The Visualization Research Coordinator will be expected to work independently and strategize the operations of the Visualization Studio to be as effective and efficient as possible. The Visualization Research Coordinator will work collaboratively with the Media Commons Manager to create successful visualization programs and learning opportunities for students and community in the Media Commons.

Visualization Expertise
In addition to the facility and operations management of the Visualization Studio, the Visualization Research Coordinator is expected to be or become an expert in visualizations and have the ability to advise on current best practices, trends and hot topics. Not only will the incumbent need to be aware of the current environment of visualizations, but also implement and practice these techniques on various displays for our students and faculty to experience, learn and utilize. The Visualization Research Coordinator will work with the academic staff of Libraries and Cultural Resources, who are Librarians, Archivists and Curators, to understand the breadth and depth of their current work, and propose visualization techniques to implement and promote visualization within their various disciplines. Visualization support will also be required in various physical spaces within TFDL such as the Media Walls and the Digital Signage Screens.

Community Collaboration
Community collaboration will be expected to provide opportunities for our students and faculty to understand what is happening off-campus as well as provide an opportunity for the off-campus community to become involved on campus. Hosting events may be required along with coordination with the Learning Services department to host/facilitate various learning initiatives.
within Libraries and Cultural Resources.

The Visualization Research Coordinator will have coordination and collaboration role with the central Information Technology department to maintain, fix and replace equipment within the Visualization Studio.

Collaborate with various departments and faculty on campus to write grant applications for innovative equipment to be placed in the Visualization Studio.

Participate in the support of other technologies as required such as web development, media walls, LCR equipment pool, new media, digital signage, Media Commons, server room, elevator screens and the touch tables.

Occupational Health & Safety

- Understands and complies with the requirements of the University’s Occupational Health and Safety Policy
- Has knowledge of and understands the expectations of the University’s Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OHSMS) and applicable Faculty/Departmental/Unit specific health and safety policies and procedures
- Ensures that all work conducted is in accordance with the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Act, Regulation and Code and other health and safety legislation as applicable

Core Competencies

The University has established 8 core competencies that flow from its mission and values. Competencies define the behaviours, knowledge and skills important for University of Calgary staff. Further information about the 8 competencies, and detailed definitions can be accessed on the Human Resources website http://www.ucalgary.ca/hr/, or through contacting Human Resources.

Each of the 8 competencies is important for staff at the University. Applying relative weightings to them identifies which of the 8 are especially important for a particular position. Relative weightings assist with selection and performance development processes. Most job profiles have up to 3 competencies selected as having CRITICAL IMPORTANCE, with the rest being selected as having CORE IMPORTANCE.

COMMUNICATION: Ability to share information in an effective and collaborative manner.

Critical Importance

FLEXIBILITY: Ability to adapt and respond to the changing environment and to constructively create opportunities for change through active participation.

Critical Importance

INNOVATIVENESS/INITIATIVE: Ability to be creative, challenge and demonstrate initiative to generate improvements and foster positive outcomes.

Critical Importance

KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL SKILLS: Ability to demonstrate proficiency in technical and job knowledge aspects of the position to achieve a high level of performance. An ability and desire to continuously learn.

Core Importance
Learning Spaces Organizational Chart
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Program Director
Kymberly Goodson
(Librarian III) 1.0 FTE
Monday-Friday

Academic Services
Administrative Support Pool
(Asst II)
Monday-Friday

Emerging Technologies
Librarian
Duffy Tweedy
(Librarian III) 1.0 FTE
Monday-Friday 8:30-5 (telecom Mon)
858-822-4810
AFT Bargaining Unit

Spaces Manager
2013 External Recruitment
(To be classified) 1.0 FTE
Monday-Friday

Programming &
Outreach Specialist
Dorthea Stewart
(LA IV) 0.45 FTE
Split with: Collection
Monday-Friday 8-4:30 (afternoons with LSP)
858-534-8378 (LSP)
858-534-0676 (CDM)
CX (Teamsters) Bargaining Unit

Spaces Assistant
Vacant
(Recruitment Approval Pending)
(Asst II) 0.50 FTE
Monday-Friday
858-246-0309
CX (Teamsters) Bargaining Unit

Peer Program Assistant
Michelle Jones
(LA III) 1.0 FTE
Monday-Friday 7-3:30
858-822-3834
CX (Teamsters) Bargaining Unit

Technology / Media
Specialist
Scott McAvoy
(Blank Asst III) 1.0 FTE
Monday-Friday 8-4:30
858-534-7101
CX (Teamsters) Bargaining Unit

Yellow shading indicates that some time is likely to be spent at BLB, though all program staff may spend some time at BLB.
The university job title classification will be determined in accordance with the Position Classification Process. Please refer to the Guidelines for Preparing the Staff Position Description prior to completing this document.

**POSITION SUMMARY**

Reporting to the Head of User Services and Outreach, the User Engagement Librarian will:

- Develop and coordinate scalable library initiatives related to student engagement, outreach, learning and orientation with a focus on undergraduate students.
- Continually assess Mann Library services, spaces and technologies. Assist in the creation and delivery of educational initiatives that encourage student learning and success using the library’s technology, information resources, spaces, and equipment.
- Promote Mann Library and build strong connections between the library & targeted undergraduate learning communities.
- Build partnerships that support student learning through positive engagement with students and faculty in both formal and informal settings.
- Working with the Head of User Services and Outreach develop, assess, and maintain new and existing learning environments within Mann Library to meet the changing needs of student learners.
- Research and gather data within the Cornell community (faculty, students, and staff) and beyond to understand the future direction of curriculum, pedagogy, and research and assist with the creation of library services, technology, and spaces that support this direction.

**REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:** Specify required minimum equivalency for education, experience, skills, information systems knowledge, etc.

- MLS from ALA accredited school or equivalent professional degree.
- Excellent communication and interpersonal skills; service orientation.
- Demonstrated initiative and flexibility, and ability to work independently and collaboratively.
- Commitment to professional development.
- Ability to manage workflow, projects, and multiple tasks while meeting deadlines and solving problems in a complex and rapidly changing environment.

**PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS:** Specify preferred specialized education, field and/or certifications.

- Work experience in an academic library.
- Demonstrated experience with project management.
- Familiarity with online learning management software and tools i.e. Blackboard.
- Library instruction and assessment experience.

Current Incumbent, if any: ____________________________

Position #: _______________________________________

University Job Title: User Engagement Librarian

Pay Band: _______________________________________

Working Title (if different): User Engagement Librarian

Exempt: ☐ Nonexempt: ☐

Department Name: User Services, Mann Library

Dept Code: ________________________________________

Immediate Supervisor’s Name and University Job Title: Head of User Services & Outreach

Date: mm/dd/yyyy

Revised 7/03
The Florida State University Libraries has a strong and growing program of academic outreach to undergraduates as a part of its strategic goal to measurably improve FSU undergraduate success and retention. Current academic programs include: a partnership with the Student Government Association to administer a robust late night tutoring program targeted at students in high-fail rate courses; a developing supplemental instruction program; hosting the Undergraduate Research Symposium; and partnerships with Reading/Writing Center, Academic Center for Excellence, Center for Academic Retention and Enhancement, Statistics Department, academic honor societies and more to provide academic support in the Learning Commons and Dirac Library.

FSU Libraries seeks an energetic and knowledgeable librarian to develop and administer undergraduate academic partnerships and programming across University Libraries. The Undergraduate Academic Partnerships & Programming Librarian functions as a member of the Undergraduate Services leadership team headquartered in our Learning Commons, with a departmental mission to contribute to undergraduate success and retention. The Librarian participates in a wide range of services and professional responsibilities in a dynamic academic environment, including developing events and services, serving as an academic liaison, managing collections, and providing reference service, research consultations, and instruction. The position reports to the Associate Dean of Public Services.

Responsibilities:

- Develop, coordinate, promote and measure academic programming and partnerships for undergraduates.
- Provides statistical reports on academic programming.
- Develop relationships with departments across campus in support of academic programming and outreach.
- Develop and promote events in support of academic outreach.
- Provide quality reference services and research consultations for patrons.
- Work with academic faculty to develop collections that support and enhance current curricula and research.
- Develop and provide information literacy instruction and course-integrated learning activities.
- Collaborate with library and academic faculty to develop appropriate methods of delivering research assistance and learning activities.
- Develop research guides and online tools that assist faculty and students in using the libraries and information sources.
- Serve on University Libraries committees and/or University-wide library committees.
- Contribute to state, regional, and national committees and participate in research, publication, and other professional and scholarly activities.
- This position will include evening and weekend hours.

Required Qualifications:
Master’s degree from an ALA-accredited program and a minimum of one year’s academic library experience. Documented experience in developing and administering academic programs in a library environment. Experience in providing reference and instruction services. Ability to provide advanced research assistance in one or more subject areas. Excellent oral and written communication skills. Superior organization skills. Demonstrated ability to work independently and to collaborate effectively with staff at all levels and with people of diverse backgrounds. Flexibility in adapting to changing organizational priorities and technological environments.
Preferred Qualifications:
Experience managing a tutoring program; marketing experience; advanced technology skills; teaching experience.

Salary: $42,000 for 1-3 years of experience; negotiable for greater experience and qualifications.

Benefits:
This is a full-time, 12-month non-tenured faculty appointment. Benefits include 22 days vacation, 13 days sick leave, group medical, dental, and life insurance, an optional retirement program or state retirement, and no state or local income tax. With supervisor’s approval, may qualify for University tuition scholarship for up to six hours credit each semester. A full listing of benefits can be found at http://www.hr.fsu.edu/PDF/Publications/SummaryofBenefits76.pdf

Additional Details:
Located in beautiful Tallahassee, Florida’s capital city, a growing community with a population of more than 357,000, the Florida State University, a public, coeducational institution of the 11-member State University System of Florida, has an enrollment of over 40,000 students. The Library system includes ten libraries and a variety of subject based Library Resource Reading Rooms. Campus libraries have combined volume holdings totaling over 3 million volumes. The Library is a member of ARL, ASERL, CRL, OCLC, and Lyrasis. For more information about the Florida State University Libraries, see our home page at: http://www.lib.fsu.edu/

ANTICIPATED DATE OF HIRE: June - July 2011

Contact:
Policia Clyne, Library Human Resources
Florida State University Libraries
Tallahassee, FL 32306-2047
pclyne@fsu.edu
Phone: (850) 645-8404
Fax: (850) 644-5016

How To Apply:
If qualified and interested in the position as advertised, please apply through the Florida State University job site at https://jobs.fsu.edu.

Applicants are required to complete the online application with all applicable information. In one attachment, please include a cover letter with a complete statement of qualifications, a full resume of education and relevant experience, and the names, telephone numbers and e-mail addresses of at least three persons who are knowledgeable about your qualifications for this position.

Applications must include work history and all education details, even if attaching a resume.

Equal Employment Opportunity
An Equal Opportunity/Access/Affirmative Action Employer
B. Position Summary: This should explain why the position exists.

This position supports the teaching and research of Georgetown University faculty and students by providing assistance in the use of information resources in digital and other non-print formats, and software and hardware support to users of the Gelardin New Media Center. The incumbent:

- Through one-on-one consultations, group workshops and other specialized training, instructs and advises users on the design and production of multimedia projects using software, hardware, and audio-visual materials and equipment available in the New Media Center.
- Coordinates, monitors and assesses all instructional services offered in the New Media Center. Using instructional technology best practices, instructs, guides and collaborates with faculty, librarians, staff and students in the design, development, implementation and delivery of effective, scalable, pedagogically-sound tools, strategies and innovative, technological solutions that address core information and digital media literacy outcomes.
- Staffs and supervises the Gelardin New Media Center service desk to provide optimum services to support the research and multimedia development needs of the students, faculty and staff of Georgetown University.
- Provides multimedia creation and design support to Library departments and users of the New Media Center.
- Serves on departmental, library and/or university-wide committees and task forces; as required participates in local consortia and regional and national associations, serves on library committees. Continually acquires new knowledge and updates skills to enhance professional performance in all areas of responsibility.

C. Organizational Characteristics: Describe the nature of the role this position plays in the organizational unit. Attach organizational chart.

This position reports to the Department Head, Gelardin New Media Center along with 4.5 Multimedia Specialists, 1 Graphic Artist/Photographer, student assistants.

D. Principal Accountabilities:
List each accountability and indicate percentage of effort (time) required. Percentages must equal 100%. You must indicate whether an accountability is Essential (E) or Non-Essential (NE) for Americans with Disabilities Act purposes.

1. (40%) Instruction and consultation
   - Through one-on-one consultations, group workshops and other specialized training, instructs and advises users on the design and production of multimedia and digitization projects using software, hardware, and audio-visual materials and equipment available in the New Media Center.
   - Using effective instructional design methods and practices, collaborates with University colleagues, faculty and students to prepare and produce learning objects, training materials and multimedia productions.
   - Researches, analyzes and recommends new technologies effective for teaching and learning.
   - Revisits previously designed learning objects and other instructional materials to assess pedagogical success and provide suggested improvements.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. (20%)</th>
<th>Instructional Coordination and Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Using instructional technology best practices, instructs, guides and collaborates with faculty, librarians, staff and students in the design, development, implementation and delivery of effective, scalable, pedagogically-sound tools, strategies and innovative, technological solutions that address core information and digital media literacy outcomes. Works collaboratively with other campus units, including the Center for New Designs in Learning &amp; Scholarship (CNDLS) and University Information Services (UIS) to support and expand instructional technology projects and initiatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Coordinates, delegates and helps to design the multimedia and emerging technology instruction (multimedia workshops, consultation requests, the development of guides and learning objects) delivered by the GNMC staff to improve the digital literacy skills of Georgetown students, faculty and staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Monitors and assesses the effectiveness of GNMC instructional services with a focus on student learning to determine whether desired learning and performance outcomes are achieved. Provides constructive feedback to GNMC Multimedia instructors on their presentation skills and the content of their instruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Organizes and recommends training opportunities for the professional development of the Center's staff in order to meet the ever-changing needs of the University community.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. (15%)</th>
<th>Multimedia creation and design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Works in collaboration with the New Media Center's Production Services Coordinator to provide graphic, video and audio production and digitization services for the Library and University community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Participates in the design and maintenance of the Library/GNMC Web presence, Digital Commons and Digital Georgetown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Designs and creates materials to market GNMC and Library collections, services and space.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. (15%)</th>
<th>Departmental Services and User Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Communicates and enforces library policies and procedures to faculty, students, staff, and other library users; refers patrons to other Library departments when necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Responsible for opening or closing the Center as scheduled to secure library materials and University property and supervises the Center during staffing emergencies to ensure that the library is available to our users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Troubleshoots, maintains and resolves hardware and software problems within the Gelardin New Media Center as needed and refers issues appropriately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Suggests revisions in policies and enhancements to services. Researches and recommends improvements and upgrades as needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Effectively and efficiently communicates with faculty, students and staff from across the campus using all forms of communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Monitors and requests needed supplies, media items and equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Trains, supervises and delegates work to student employees.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5. (10%)</th>
<th>Professional contributions/development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Serves on departmental, library and/or university-wide committees and task forces; as required participates in local consortia and regional and national associations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Participates in achieving library-wide priorities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Multimedia Instruction Coordinator

- Continually acquires new knowledge and updates skills to enhance professional performance in all areas of responsibility. Keeps abreast of developments, trends and issues in new media and libraries. Monitors trends and maintains currency in emerging issues within areas of expertise. Regularly contributes to the profession through writing for publication or active involvement in professional associations at the national or regional level.

E. Dimensions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Persons Supervised:</th>
<th>Direct: 0</th>
<th>Indirect: 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Students Supervised:</td>
<td>Direct: 15-20</td>
<td>Indirect: 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Impact: Describe who/what could be positively or negatively affected by this position; potential impact of errors and decisions.

This position plays a key role in meeting the teaching and learning needs of Georgetown University faculty, students, and staff.

Errors or ineffectiveness in this position will result in dissatisfaction among faculty and students; a negative image of the Library and its services; a poorly trained student assistant staff, who would provide substandard service at the Gelardin service desk; and a negative impression of the department, the Library, and its services among faculty, students, staff, and the general public.

Interactions: Give example(s) of type of interactions

This position:
- Interacts with students, faculty and staff on a daily basis.
- Communicates regularly with several Library departments.
- Works with staff in Georgetown University’s Center for New Designs in Learning and Scholarship (CNDLS), University Information Services and other Georgetown University information technology providers.
- May coordinate with vendors for the availability, acquisition, warranty and/or repair of hardware and software to meet the needs of the University.

F. Minimum Qualifications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Level:</th>
<th>High School</th>
<th>College</th>
<th>Bachelor’s</th>
<th>Master’s</th>
<th>Doctorate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree Program (list):</td>
<td>Do you care what major?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Practical Experience (years needed and type required): Bachelor's degree required, Masters degree or equivalent experience desired, preferably with an emphasis in instructional design and technology. Experience in supporting teaching and scholarship at the college level. Demonstrable knowledge of instructional design theory and successful application of theory to practice. Expertise in designing and producing multi-media learning environments and instructional materials.

Minimum of 2 years experience working in a service environment, preferably providing technical support and 2 years of teaching experience.

Technical Qualifications or Specialized Certification:
Strong technical abilities enabling the implementation of the above requirements. Demonstrated knowledge of video editing programs Final Cut Pro and iMovie; audio editing programs GarageBand and Soundtrack; entire Adobe Creative Suite, and spreadsheet software. Significant experience with scanning programs, social media tools, and presentation software also required.

Other Skills: Ability to adjust to periods of increased workflow and varying responsibilities; flexibility; ability to work as part of a team in a complex, changing environment; ability to be diplomatic and negotiate disputes; some supervisory experience desirable. Must have excellent oral and written communication skills and be able to establish good rapport with faculty, administrators, and students.
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
LIBRARY & INFORMATION CENTER
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT

Multimedia Instruction Librarian

The Georgia Tech Library and Information Center invites applications for an energetic, flexible, and innovative professional to join the Learning Commons Department. The Georgia Institute of Technology is a top tier university and has several nationally recognized programs in science and engineering. The Georgia Tech Library & Information Center (www.library.gatech.edu) is a member of the Association of Research Libraries, and was awarded the 2007 Association of College and Research Libraries’ Excellence in Academic Libraries Award.

Responsibilities: The Multimedia Instruction Librarian reports directly to the Head of the Learning Commons Department. Working closely with the First Year Instruction Librarian, the Librarian develops, implements, and delivers an innovative library instruction curriculum that will assist undergraduate students with the use of technology for collaborative learning, and multimodal projects including Web pages, videos, and posters. Serves as a resource for library colleagues in the integration of information services, resources, and technology, and in developing web-based, online library-instruction modules and tutorials that can be integrated into T-Square/Sakai (GT’s Course Management System). Participate in service opportunities such as Research Desk and/or subject liaison responsibilities depending on Library need and candidate background/interest.

Qualifications: Required: ALA accredited MLS; instruction experience in one-on-one and/or classroom setting; experience with current multimedia production using Windows and Mac systems including skills utilizing and/or providing instruction in the use of several of the following: digital audio and video production/editing products, streaming video, course management systems, graphics software, and web authoring tools; knowledge of social, interactive networking, and web tools; ability to adapt to new technologies; awareness of trends in instructional technology and the application of information technologies to library services; excellent communication and presentation skills; commitment to professional growth and development. Preferred: Academic library experience; demonstrated experience with Adobe Creative Suite Applications (Dreamweaver, Illustrator, Flash, InDesign, Photoshop), and video editing software such as iMovie or FinalCut Pro.
The Georgia Tech Library and Information Center invites applications for an energetic, flexible, and innovative professional to join Research, Instruction & Outreach Services. With over $540 million in sponsored research in 2009-10, the Georgia Institute of Technology (GT) is a top tier university with several nationally recognized programs in science and engineering. The Georgia Tech Library & Information Center is a member of the Association of Research Libraries and the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries. It is a partner in the Georgia cooperative library organization, GALILEO, and a leader in the Georgia Knowledge Repository (GKR) and was awarded the 2007 Association of College and Research Libraries’ Excellence in Academic Libraries Award.

**Responsibilities:** The Undergraduate Programming & Engagement Librarian reports to the Head of Research, Instruction & Outreach Services. The Learning Commons in the Georgia Tech Library / G. Wayne Clough Undergraduate Learning Center are an essential undergraduate academic resource. The Librarian directly supports teaching, learning, and research at Georgia Tech as a liaison to undergraduate students, faculty, staff and Library / Clough Commons staff on pedagogical initiatives in the Commons. Recruits events, exhibits, and other academic / cultural programming for undergraduates in the Commons and encourages campus-wide involvement in the Library / Clough Commons and in undergraduate academic life. Assesses, analyzes, and manipulates the Commons spaces to evaluate the effectiveness of alternative uses and learning technology initiatives. Provides general and course-integrated Library instruction and research assistance to the Institute community. Participates in the Library / Clough Commons Student Advisory Boards. This is an instructional faculty position that carries an expectation of advancement in academic rank as measured by excellence in performance of assigned duties, scholarly communication and involvement in professional activities.

**Qualifications:** Required: ALA accredited MLS; instruction experience in one to one or classroom setting; experience with space and academic programming; academic library experience; experience working with students and faculty; knowledge of social, interactive networking, and web tools; commitment to professional growth and development.
Learning Commons Coordinator Job Description

Promote student success through the integration of information services, institutional resources and technologies to enhance information discovery, collaborative learning and knowledge building, particularly for the undergraduate population

Key Responsibilities

* Identify emerging technologies and best practices in academic information delivery, technologies and services and oversee their integration into the Learning Commons

* Identify and coordinate appropriate technology training and academic workshops for Commons

* Foster and manage relationships with academic departments, university administration and campus partners to advocate for and create effective service and educational outcomes (as they relate to the learning commons)

* Collaborate with RLI, AS and ITS to develop services and programs to be delivered at the Learning Commons and with other library and IT units as appropriate.

* Develop and provide technology training to learning commons staff and partners as it relates to offering programs and services in the LC.
Governance

Executive Team

- Lon Moeller – Associate Provost For Undergraduate Education and Dean of University College
- John Culshaw – University Librarian
- Steve Fleagle – Associate Vice President and Chief Information Officer, ITS
- Chris Clark – Director, ITS Learning Spaces
- Dave Martin – Interim Associate University Librarian for Main Library Services

Operations Team

- Britney Thomas – Learning Commons Coordinator
- Chris Clark – Director, ITS Learning Spaces
- Dave Martin – Interim Associate University Librarian for Main Library Services
- Kathy Magarrell – Head, Research and Library Instruction
- Amy Paulus – Head of Access Service
- Konstantin Kaltsas – ITS Learning Spaces Support Team Lead
- Marianne Holton – ITS Learning Spaces Coordinator
- Undergraduate Services Librarian
- Kristi Robinson-Bontrager – Manager, Public Relations

Communications Team

- Britney Thomas – Learning Commons Coordinator
- Kristi Robinson-Bontrager – Manager, Public Relations
- Nicole Riehl – Strategic Communications Manager
- Kristina Yows – Senior Application Developer
Bass Family Teaching & Learning Fellow

Term appointment

The Teaching and Learning Fellow is an exciting opportunity for an educational professional with the relevant experience, abilities and creative enthusiasm to integrate library services with innovative teaching and learning methodologies. Working within the Research and Instructional Services department of the University of Pennsylvania Libraries, the T&L Fellow supports faculty and students in both online learning environments and face-to-face active learning classrooms, and engages with a variety of stakeholders as we explore and experiment with active learning spaces in a library setting.

The T&L Fellow is responsible for:

- Supporting faculty who teach in the library’s new Collaborative Classroom, providing instructional design assistance that leverages the active learning technologies available, and helps faculty embed research and information competencies into student assignments and learning outcomes.

- Managing and assessing use of the Collaborative Classroom, including promotion, scheduling, technology, equipment, supplies, and facilities. Overseeing daily operations, collecting use data, and completing reports.

- Assisting with faculty projects that involve online learning and development of modules or learning objects.

- Designing and teaching workshops to optimize use of learning environments, both physical and online.

- Researching and reporting on learning theories, pedagogies and the design of learning environments in support of service design goals.

- Participating in cross-campus working groups and on library liaison teams, to enhance and assess effectiveness of instructional efforts.

- Providing reference services to library users to more closely integrate reference and instruction.

Required qualifications:

A Master’s Degree in Instructional Design, Education, Library/Information Science, or other related field is required.
1-2 years’ experience in course design or teaching at the college level. Demonstrated ability to apply knowledge about faculty learning objectives, course content, and overall teaching goals to assess and improve collaborative learning services.

Experience working with a wide range of educational technologies in both face-to-face and online learning. Ability to prepare materials for online teaching, which could include experience with graphics software applications, html coding, and managing interoperability issues among technologies for effective integration into Learning Management Systems.

Experience in developing, managing, promoting and evaluating instructional programs.

Experience working with faculty, educational technology providers, administrators, IT professionals and colleagues in successful team efforts that involve project planning, implementation teams, assessment, and reporting.

Competencies in the area of assessment, including formative and learning outcomes assessment.

Preferred skills:

Experience with discipline-based instructional design projects at the curricular level.

Experience in developing and supporting learning communities.

Familiarity with participatory design, learning analytics, research on assessment of student learning.

Graphic design skills and familiarity with graphic design software applications.

Knowledge of best practices in training, and experience in designing and improving training workshops.
Program Goals

Introduction
As a center of intense intellectual inquiry, the University of Chicago Library shares with the University the aspiration to be the most dynamic learning environment in the world. It continues to embrace change and align itself to thrive on diversity, to support professional growth and opportunity, and to reward flexibility and innovation. Libraries today are more than repositories for books and quiet study. They are transforming into active community spaces that encourage interaction and collaborative learning, showcase the rise of new technologies, and adapt to the needs of their patrons. Sometimes, creating a library to embrace these changes requires constructing a new building or making major modifications to an existing facility.

The Regenstein Library has identified a part of Level ‘A’ as a potential location for a collaborative learning environment. Level ‘A’ covers about 83,200 GSF out of which about 20,000 GSF (18,000 NSF) has been allocated to this study.

Project Goals/ Vision

- Create an attractive and inviting ‘destination’ space for students, faculty, academic technologists, and library staff
- Encourage an open collaborative environment that becomes a destination to study and collaborate in a creative and scholarly environment
- Encourage and foster scholarly interaction, group work, and collaborative learning
- Facilitate scholarly engagement in groups and create zones for teaching and workshops
- Facilitate understanding of opportunities and research skills the Library offers
- Maintain visibility, access to natural light, and create a comfortable moderately quiet setting that both creates and sustains an environment supportive of scholarship
- Incorporate flexibility for a variety of uses for small to medium group sizes as well as individual study
- Allow for flexibility and adaptability to meet Library’s future needs

Project Scope

- Analysis of what space is occupied now and what will it take for its optimal conversion to a collaborative student learning space
- Opportunities to improve functionality of the space and aid in a suitable environment for active learning
- Important working adjacencies that either exist now or might be promulgated in the new space
- Technology, equipment, or special/non-standard furniture considerations including MEP or Voice/Data support requirements
- Incorporate studio space producing MOOCs, creating web tutorials, webinars, etc. and delivering online instruction
- Support functions such as administration, storage, waiting areas, etc.
Redesigning Collaborative Learning Spaces:
How to get the information you need to get the transformation right the first time
Camille Andrews, Learning Technologies & Assessment Librarian & Sara E. Wright, Head of User Services, Albert R. Mann Library, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY

Objective

- Renovation of Bissert Collaborative Center & reading room
- What do users want, how do they work & what do they do in collaborative learning spaces?
- In-depth assessment process (2012-2014) modelled on the University of Rochester and Ethnographic Research in Illinois Libraries (ERIAL) projects.

Methodology

We did the following:
- Interviews on group work (n=6)
- Survey (n=29) on Agati furniture & Bistrof whiteboards
- Usability testing and survey (n=61) on Tidebreak’s TeamSpot software
- Photo diaries & interviews (n=7)
- Ideal space design exercise (n=45)
- Observations (manual & SUMA data collection tool)
- Post-redesign surveys (Phase 1: approx. 100; Phase 2: n=46)
- Usability tests & interviews on room reservation software (LibCal & DiBs) & reservations (n=31 & 38)
- Surveys on docking stations, furniture colors, etc.
- Environmental scan and visits to other collaborative facilities

Results

Analysis of the collected data for themes and patterns is ongoing and the findings are too detailed to represent in full here, but below are some preliminary common themes.

Likes

- Basics matter: variety of spaces for different purposes & furniture styles and heights, space to spread out; comfort; good lighting; outlets; acoustics
- Some privacy; low traffic; few distractions
- Aesthetics: both modern & “library” feel, plants/nature, color & visual interest, openness & sight of others working
- Technology: Laptops, Google Docs, Dropbox, LCD screens & dual monitors popular but low tech (whiteboards & markers) important

- Proximity: to home, food, drink & resources & familiarity
- Both reservable & open spaces
- Average groups of 2-4 people

TeamSpot Collaborative Software

- TeamSpot Pros: Very useful features, esp. file-sharing & wireless control
- Positive feedback & excitement, esp. from trained groups with longer term projects and large, complex files

TeamSpot Cons: Learning curve (esp. for staff & compared to Google Docs for students)
- Some confusion on system messages & group dynamics view control of main screen; PC-based & mobile device compatibility issues
- Issues for Mann - network congestion, better & more instruction/signage needed

Dislikes

- Too noisy or quiet
- Furniture uncomfortable (wrong height, too hard, small, etc.) or too comfortable (encourages sleep)
- Too open (no privacy) or enclosed; claustrophobic
- Too crowded, distracting; high traffic; social
- Bad lighting, lights on timer
- No outlets
- Too close to strangers
- Colors are depressing and drab. No pictures or plants. Too Gothic
- Out of the way
- Unsure if reserved, others taking up space for nonacademic use, squatting
- Strong smell from food, not clean

Redesign (Phases 1 & 2)

Phase 1 (Spring 2013) added:
- Agati collaborative workstations (2 on LibCal reservation system; 2 open)
- Ottomans, beanbags & more whiteboards
- 2 laptop docks (Mac & PC) later removed
- Increased signage (digital and print)
- Post-redesign survey: average satisfaction scores increased from 3.5 to 5 (with 5 being very satisfied).

Phase 2 (Spring 2014) added:
- Soft chairs & couches
- Small end & scratch pad tables
- Privacy screens & large lamps
- Laptop tables
- Counterheight & 3-4 person tables
- Mediascape collaborative presentation system
- Charging stations

Acknowledgments & More Info

Many thanks to Agati and Tidebreak for the trial of their products. For more information on these studies, please contact Camille Andrews (ca92@cornell.edu) or Sara E. Wright (sew268@cornell.edu).
SUMA: Rethinking Space & Service Design through Observational Data

What is SUMA?
SUMA is an open-source tablet and web-based assessment tool kit for the usage of physical spaces and services, developed at North Carolina State University Libraries. The tool streamlines existing data collection, enables fast, hassle-free mobile data collection, and promotes observational data analysis as an integral part of service and space design and day-to-day planning.

Data Analysis Capabilities
SUMA’s data analysis tools allow users to explore their data and more easily change settings to view data from different collecting programs, locations, activities, and time periods. SUMA currently provides an interactive time-series, proportional activities and location counts, and a calendar heat map.

Data Results
- Approx. Number of Visitors: 114,965
- Room Usage: January – March 2014
- Space Usage, Locations and Activities
- Usage and Implications for Mann Library

Usage and implications for Mann library
- Head Counts: 6Xs a day
- Room Usage Counts: 5Xs a day
- Space Usage Counts: 3Xs a day

As we continue to collect data, we will be able to refresh spaces through new furniture purchases or rearrangements of existing pieces, creating spaces that students want to use.

In our attempts to refresh spaces through new furniture purchases or rearrangements of existing pieces, we can ensure that we are creating spaces that students want to use.

Usage and Implications for Mann Library
Members of the Mann Learning Technologies Committee and student employees are working together to do:
- Head Counts: 6Xs a day
- Room Usage Counts: 5Xs a day
- Space Usage Counts: 3Xs a day

Collected Observations and Data
- Design multiple collection initiatives and define the different spaces and activities for each one.
- Include as many activities as you like.
- Define and group your tags for analysis, specifying which are required and which can have multiple states.
- Count buttons used.
- User testing showed the need for a large "Count" button that staff could use without looking or using their thumb.

Collecting Observations and Data
- Collecting Observations and Data through a web-enabled tablet computer.
- Observations can be collected on physical spaces and services developed at North Carolina State University Libraries.
- Users can use SUMA’s data collection capabilities to collect observational data on how populated specific spaces are, what patrons are doing in specific spaces, and what patrons are using.
- Data collection will allow viewing of how space and service needs shift over the course of an academic year.

Improving Spaces & Services
SUMA adds value to gate count data and more traditional assessment methods, i.e., surveys, focus groups, ethnographic studies, by:
- Tracking observational data on how populated specific spaces are.
- Tallies through customizable categories, what patrons are doing in specific spaces.
- Collection over time will allow viewing of how space and service needs shift over the course of an academic year.

Summary data such as counts and percentages by day/month/year for locations and activities.

Improving Spaces & Services
SUMA adds value to gate count data and more traditional assessment methods, i.e., surveys, focus groups, ethnographic studies, by:
- Tracking observational data on how populated specific spaces are.
- Tallies through customizable categories, what patrons are doing in specific spaces.
- Collection over time will allow viewing of how space and service needs shift over the course of an academic year.

Observational Data Analysis
- Chart and graphs
- Raw comma-separated data for use in spreadsheet applications
- Summary data such as counts and percentages by day/month/year for locations and activities
- Counts and activities
Mann Library seeks to strengthen its role as an essential partner in creating a space that encourages learning and scholarly communication, showcases student and faculty research, invites collaboration, all of which is continually reviewed and refreshed to meet the changing and growing needs of our students and faculty. Working with other campus organizations and departments, the library will provide innovative services that foster research collaborations among faculty, students, and researchers within CALS and CHE, improving the student learning experience. By re-imagining our space, we hope to enable more effective library staff interaction with the community and academic departments. Utilizing data from recent student surveys and studies, Mann library will improve library spaces for study, especially those spaces that invite interactive, cross-disciplinary collaboration.

To fulfill our vision, the library will focus on the following strategic directions:

1. Continuous communication – understand, evaluate, and continually assess the library user’s experience and use that information to shape collections, spaces, and services
2. Collaborative learning community – provide spaces equipped with furniture and technology that meet the collaborative working needs of students and faculty and seek to partner with appropriate campus groups to provide better support for research and data assistance
3. Inspire students with great learning spaces and services – design a space that is beautiful, functional, and flexible for library users
4. Visibility of student and faculty research – ensure that the library’s physical and virtual spaces establish the library as a forum for showcasing and engaging with research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision &amp; Direction</th>
<th>Guiding Principles</th>
<th>Space Planning Principles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Continuous Communication</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Table content" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Table content" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Collaborative learning community</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Table content" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Table content" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3. Inspire students with great learning spaces & services

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Integrate technology into study spaces and classrooms that make collaboration easier and more effective</td>
<td>• Create spaces that allow for thought provoking discussions between faculty and students and peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Work to create complementary physical and online learning environments/experiences</td>
<td>• Configure spaces within the building for specific needs of students such as individual and group study areas, open informal work areas, online learning, quiet study, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Re-imagine collections and information services to support our users’ evolving information needs</td>
<td>• Maximize the flexibility of these spaces to accommodate various functions, needs, and group sizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Build and mold a nimble, creative, sustainable, &amp; efficient staff that supports continuing transformative change</td>
<td>• Spaces need to be comfortable, make it easy to collaborate, flexible for a variety of learning environments, and inspiring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Establish facilities that enable users to incorporate media segments into assignments, e-portfolios, and research projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Library space idea from Harvard and others where spaces in the library can be devoted to testing out new furniture, layouts, and software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide spaces that accommodate new patterns of learning i.e., scale-up classrooms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Visibility of student and faculty research

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Develop partnerships with faculty to allow the library to be a showcase for faculty and student work</td>
<td>• Provide new spaces for informal instruction and interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Library as a neutral zone for feedback and expression on research</td>
<td>• Interaction zones where users have access to both low and high technology computing/visualization tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Develop avenues for research explored and expounded on by students in a virtual environment</td>
<td>• Encourage student and faculty “ownership” of the library by establishing spaces within the library for creation and display of their work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Establish areas for display of research and figure out a way for this to be self-service mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Beginning with collaborative work and study spaces like the second floor Bissett Collaborative Center, the Mann Learning Technologies Committee conducted a series of studies, including:

- Observations of the Bissett Collaborative Center (on varying days and at various times during the day) and research on library spaces by DEA students
- In depth interviews with students about their group work experiences, probing to find what was most useful and most challenging in a collaborative environment, i.e. lighting, furniture, software, other technology, as well as what technology/software/space etc. they currently use and why
- Testing of and survey (n=29) on Agati collaborative furniture and Bretford whiteboards
- Usability testing of and survey (n=61) on TeamSpot collaborative software (which allows multiple users to control a single large screen wirelessly and to share files and links easily amongst a group)
- Photo diary exercise combined with in-depth student interviews in which we required seven interviewees to bring in photos of campus spaces and tools they use for individual and group work
- Ideal space design exercise with a random sample of students as well as the CALS student advisory committee (approximately 38 total), in which we asked students to draw their ideal collaborative space and did short debrief interviews on their designs
- Post-renovation survey of Bissett Collaborative Center (ongoing)

This past year of intensive user studies comes in addition to a long tradition of using students and class projects to help shape Mann Library (for example, DEA 1500’s involvement in the creation and post-occupancy evaluation of the original Bissett Collaborative Center). As we look forward, we hope to have even more student involvement in the creation of Mann’s spaces. In the spirit of experiential, authentic learning, Mann Library can serve not only as a study space but also as a living lab where students in DEA, COMM, Landscape Architecture, and other departments can implement and test what they have researched, get feedback, and share their results with faculty and peers.
Environmental Scan

In addition to the studies that we have conducted at Mann, library staff has also investigated innovations in library spaces around the country. Two members of the Mann Learning Technologies Committee visited several institutions--Duke, North Carolina State, Georgia Tech, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Emory, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the showroom at Steelcase -- this spring to examine learning spaces in or attached to libraries, interview staff at these facilities, and gain ideas about furniture and design. Staff members have also reviewed literature on library learning spaces to help frame our ideas about the renovation.

Results from user studies and environmental scan

Analysis of the collected data for themes and patterns is ongoing and the findings are too detailed to represent in full here (see Appendix A for more information), but below are some preliminary common themes.

In general for study spaces, our investigation uncovered the following patterns on students' likes and dislikes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likes</th>
<th>Dislikes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Different kinds of spaces needed for different purposes</td>
<td>• Too noisy or too quiet (which varies by person and activity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Variety of comfortable furniture styles and heights</td>
<td>• Uncomfortable furniture (wrong height for typing, too little space between people, wooden/hard, dividers) or furniture is too comfortable and encourages sleep rather than studying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Well lit especially with natural light; windows</td>
<td>• No tables of appropriate height or surface to work on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Plenty of outlets</td>
<td>• Too open; feels like people are staring at you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Zoning for noise and quiet, differing levels of privacy</td>
<td>• Too full of people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quiet but can make noise without distracting others</td>
<td>• Too distracting; high traffic; too social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Low traffic area; few distractions</td>
<td>• Bad lighting, dark, lights on timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Aesthetics: new/modern feel, color and visual interest, “library” feel</td>
<td>• No outlets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Views and integration of nature/plants</td>
<td>• Too enclosed, claustrophobic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Has people being productive and necessary resources</td>
<td>• Has to sit face to face with strangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Has computers and software</td>
<td>• Out of the way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Work tables with room to spread out</td>
<td>• Unsure if reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Whiteboards</td>
<td>• Don’t like to study in other people’s space or rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Proximity to food and drink</td>
<td>• Depressing sitting in a row with limited space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Available and not too far away from home</td>
<td>• Colors are depressing and drab. No color, pictures or plants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In terms of group work:

- Familiarity and proximity—everyone knows where it is
- Always open and don’t need a reservation; conversely, ability to book for several hours
- Spaces for groups of 2 or 3
- Display of student work
- Places for both quick small group meeting and also extended group work

- Too “serious” — nobody talks.
- Too Gothic
- Smell from food is too strong, not clean; crowded, high traffic area.

Specific space needs vary depending on activity. Each type of spaces serves different kinds of activities and requires different affordances, as shown by the zoning model below developed from research done by Steelcase.


By looking at our user studies research and fitting our students’ responses to a taxonomy of space types, we can design a variety of different spaces that will provide the zones that students need. We have preliminarily identified the following needs and potential space types that we need to consider in the forthcoming renovation and for future changes.
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Space Requirements for Mann Library (excerpts)

- Design for flexibility (post and beam construction, mobility, track systems, dropped ceilings, wire hangers)
- Though each space should have a coherent story or vision for its purpose, let students dictate what a space will be in the end. Don’t try to set the vision for the space on your own
- Don’t be afraid to pick the wrong thing and be willing to let things evolve
- The character of spaces changes based on time of day and the changes in the spaces around it

Conclusion
Given the rapidly shifting technological and scholarly communication landscape, the changes in teaching and learning toward more student-centered, active and collaborative models, and the new ways students, faculty and staff work, the old paradigm of renovating library spaces is no longer sufficient. As libraries continue to move from storage spaces for physical materials to centers for learning, creation, access, preservation, and collaboration around information in all formats, the way we envision library space needs to be more responsive and flexible to meet the needs of today’s users and those to come. No longer can we simply calculate estimated square footage for physical materials and seating, budget one-time expenditures for sturdy furniture and standard replacement cycles for computers, and expect our assumptions to hold for years to come. To meet needs that we couldn’t envision even a short time ago, we must now look at library spaces as being flexible, iterative, and co-created by our users. We must engage our users directly, not only by asking for feedback and assessing their use of library spaces, but also by involving them in their formation in an ongoing process. We must also take our cues from cutting edge research and implementation being done at Cornell, other peer institutions, innovative workplaces, and architectural and design firms. In this manner, we can implement a design process that will make Mann Library a campus hub and leader now and in the future.
Appendix A: Further Results from User Studies

- **Variety of comfortable furniture** - In addition to the Agati booths we tested (which have been extremely popular), students also mentioned wanting couches, armchairs, beanbags, ottomans, booths like those in the new Hotel study space, individual study tables, group study tables, small end tables, tables for 2 (or 4) for quiet study in proximity, (low) partitions for individual study tables, and tables with different shapes (circular or round edged, triangular, square) and heights like computer booths and counter-height bars. Mobility, ergonomics, placement with good views and some semblance of space and privacy, as well as ways to comfortably manage work paraphernalia were also desirable.

- **Windows and natural light** — Windows and natural light (including skylights) showed up in a lot of the responses, with students wanting to make the most of the view (and not wanting anything they considered unnecessary using it up, like printers or offices/staff rooms as one student said).

- **Views/themes of nature, plants, and water features** - Plants were popular (including the idea to use potted plants as privacy screens/dividers or centerpieces) and a surprising number of participants mentioned wanting a fountain (or pond or waterfall) as a centerpiece or focal point (and noise dampener). Additionally, most members of the CALS student advisory committee mentioned this and asked us to consider something “cool” like trees, a floor aquarium or a waterfall in the main area to draw in more people and make them want to be there. A few people mentioned posters, nature scenes and art.

- **Noise, privacy and zoning** - Unsurprisingly, participants wanted well-defined zones for quiet and talking, and soundproofing in areas of the library. The problem of acceptable noise levels and privacy (e.g. bleed over of noise from group rooms, too much noise in Bissert Collaborative Center, not wanting to hear or disturb others or be overheard, wanting to see others but not be seen, competing needs for social face time versus privacy) comes up repeatedly. Interestingly, some participants drew distinct zones in their ideal space plans (quiet areas and fun areas, individual and group spaces, etc.) or mentioned rooms with themes or colors (nature themes, blue and green colors and some colors that pop). Informal zones or places for study breaks (with couches, a bed, or fireplace) showed up in a few drawings. Students want privacy (partitions, alcoves like the ones in Duffield, group study rooms with windows (and in one case, curtains) as well as open space. In terms of partitions, a few people mentioned mobile or retractable walls/partitions that could convert larger group spaces into smaller ones in a flexible manner.

- **General ambience and aesthetics (newness, openness, color)** came up a lot. Several students mentioned liking the newness of Mann and other places on campus compared to the spaces available at Olin/Kroch/Uris libraries like the Uris cocktail lounge. One student liked the open feeling of the Bissert Collaborative Center and others asked for plants/nature, art, and more curves and angles, such as rounded corners for the rooms. Blue and green were the most often mentioned colors, and in the peer institutions we studied, color was often used as a technique for wayfinding and to define particular zones in the library. In terms of a traditional library aesthetic, students drew floor plans including quiet areas with stacks so it felt like a library as well as the 4
person “classic” library study tables. A couple of students specifically mentioned liking the library stacks as a resource and also ambience. A student mentioned the new Hotel center in Statler and commented that it was not really a library. When the CALS student advisory committee was asked what they thought of when they thought of a library, they responded that they thought about lots of desks, stacks, and books and said Statler felt like a cafeteria although students did like the booths. Interestingly a couple of participants explicitly remarked upon the pull of familiarity and the feel of being surrounded by books and feeling that they are in a library as main draws. One participant specifically said that seeing other people being productive motivated her.

- Technology - As for technology and computers, intensive technology is not always necessary – the main things students mentioned were power outlets, whiteboards (whether rolling, whiteboard walls or whiteboard paint) and other lower tech solutions. These are very much in demand and may be all some students need. However, as the CALS student advisory committee pointed out, it’s better to have more available technology rather than less and those who don’t need it won’t use it.

  - Most of the participants have and carry around their own laptops and phones (and iPods, Nooks and the like) but they also used campus library and department computers and labs a great deal.
  - GoogleDocs – for file sharing & storage—is highly used, and in some cases, Dropbox – mostly used for sharing large files. Note: one student said that email attachments were for formal, finalized things like resumes and for older/authority figures and GoogleDocs was for other students, brainstorming and informal collaboration. This emphasized the idea that GoogleDocs was something that the younger generation understood and used easily, but when she had to deal with older professors she always defaulted to Microsoft Office applications (Word, PowerPoint). Only a few students interviewed so far actually used Dropbox, mainly those who had to share files that were particularly large (and in some cases it was unclear if the speaker was referring to the Cornell version of Dropbox or the freely available version, which have different functionalities).
  - Dual monitors on computers (preliminary results from our photo diary study indicate these are good for design programs like AutoCAD and Photoshop as well as reading and writing side-by-side) and a large screen (and projector and desktop) for group work.
  - LCD screens are crucial for some kinds of group work & essential for practicing presentations.
  - Presentation practice space with projectors is needed (to practice using PowerPoint) in the group study spaces.
  - Laptop docking stations for Mac and PC.
  - TVs and higher end technology like smartboards, embedded tablets in tables that can wirelessly project to monitors, multi-touch wall surface, media players, and an iPad library-only a few participants asked for these.
  - Printing and copying came up in requests for more copiers and printers on all floors (and free printing! A participant in our photo diary study indicated that the free printing at the Latino Center was something that she wished she’d known about earlier) and a couple of requests to move printing (to enclosed area or one that didn’t block the view out of the windows).
• **Wifi** - Interestingly, when asked where they would like to use computers, a couple of participants mentioned wanting to be able to use their laptops outdoors more easily in addition to indoor locations.

• **AV and multimedia** - For one of our students, Mann’s AV production room for projects and video has been a fantastic space and would like at least one more to be available just in case one is in use. She also noted that having two stations in the AV room could be an issue. Sometimes she doesn’t want people to hear and see her project so maybe partition or more privacy would be nice.

• **Other tools used for individual and group assignments:** whiteboards, tackboards, GoogleDocs, Gmail/Cmail, Microsoft OneNote, WordPad, StickyNote; Dropbox; Blackboard, Doodle, paper notes, and basic Office (Word/Excel) were all mentioned. For keeping track of assignments and schedules, paper planners (especially the Cornell planner) seemed to be as important as phone calendars and reminders still.

• **Collaborative spaces:** Frequency & type of group projects/study depend on major & college, e.g. those who are in field/lab/other spaces might not have traditional group projects but have other collaborative needs (compiling lit reviews, PowerPoint presentations). There are different needs for different types of group work and collaboration (just meeting to assemble pieces of project; working on projects or brainstorming; deciding direction; studying and doing problem sets or other work in proximity to others working on similar things, etc.). **Timing and scheduling of group meetings and proximity to and availability of space** is an important issue. There was a recurring need for a variety of sizes of group study spaces, some of them reservable, also represented in the Mann Facility Space Planning Report. **Proximity** is an important factor in deciding where to meet for groups (indicating our main customers are probably people near us). Since scheduling - finding a time when everyone can get together - and availability of group space at time of need is an issue for those working in groups, a reservation system for some rooms is needed. There especially seems to be a need for reservable space for small groups (especially two to five people, as 2-4 person group size is common according to our observations and it is infrequent that a group consists of 6 or more students). However, as group space is at a premium, some students prefer that some spaces remain non-reservable and first-come, first serve so they can just come in instead of someone reserving in advance for the whole day and maybe not being there. A student recommended having some system to monitor whether or not a space was being used for group or individual use—whether reserved or just people studying in there—so there would be no abuse of space. Another indicated that sometimes they were not sure what was available.

• **Service points** - Moving the information desk to the side came up a couple of times (too exposed, intimidating in current location) and removing the tables came up. Someone also wanted a circulation desk just for equipment and an “IT professional desk.” Also a student mentioned that sometimes he has a question during the day and Mann’s front info desk is always very far away from where he’s doing work and he would like a more accessible help desk with a librarian who can help with research.

• **Food and drink** - Manndible received very positive reviews; a majority of students mentioned the important role of having quality food and drink accessible in the lobby. However, a few students indicated they wanted more self-serve options like vending machines (including a vending
machine for supplies as well), self-serve coffee and the ability to microwave and get napkins in the lobby.

- **Interesting “blue sky” ideas** - Students have asked for glass or “writeable” walls, chalkboards, a king size bed near a waterfall, wood floors, large rugs, lecture spaces, central classrooms and/or a classroom with auditorium style seating, a gaming lab, a 3rd floor reading room, fireplace, or a fish tank wall. From a quick preliminary analysis of the drawings and interview notes, we got a dizzying variety of excellent suggestions (e.g. huge group room with moveable dividers/partitions, glass-walled teleconference rooms with projectors/LCD screens, open collaborative spaces with an iPad library and tables with inset tablet computers).
Science Café - Evaluation

1. Is this your first Science Café in this Library? (circle one) yes no

2. How did you hear about this event? (circle all that apply)
   - Professor or faculty member
   - Email
   - Facebook
   - Large outdoor sign
   - Campus newspaper
   - Friend
   - Webpage
   - Flyer/poster
   - Previous Science Café
   - Family Member
   - Twitter
   - Radio
   - Community newspaper
   - Other: (please list) ____________________________

3. Rate how engaging you found the program, with 5 being the most engaging. (circle one)
   1- definitely not engaging   2- not engaging   3- undecided   4- engaging   5- definitely engaging

4. Rate how likely you would be to recommend Science Café to a friend, with 5 being the most likely to recommend. (circle one)
   1- definitely not recommend   2- not recommend   3- undecided   4- yes, recommend   5- yes, definitely recommend

5. Suggestions for improvement:

6. Suggestions for future speakers and/or topics:

7. Tell us about yourself: (circle one)
   - Freshman
   - Sophomore
   - Junior
   - Senior
   - Grad Student
   - Faculty
   - Staff
   - Other (please list): __________

8. What is your major? _________________________________
Proposal to Establish Media Commons Services in the Knowledge Commons at the University Libraries

Summary

This document summarizes our understanding about the Media Commons and Macintosh instruction space located within the Knowledge Commons in West Pattee.

Media Commons is an ITS (Information Technology Services) initiative to install and provide ongoing technical and pedagogical support for multimedia production facilities across the Commonwealth and University Park. Media Commons currently supports 25 such facilities, including 5 at University Park, one of which will be currently located on the first floor of Pattee.

The Macintosh instruction space is a space designed to support traditional and new forms of teaching practice primarily for University librarians.

The Knowledge Commons is a federation of services and repurposed physical spaces that will facilitate information discovery, collaborative learning, and knowledge building with a focus on undergraduates. It will blend digital and multimedia technologies with the best of online and traditional library services. Expert help will be readily available to help students use the information and technology resources to foster learning and research.

Both the proposed Media Commons and the Macintosh instruction space within the Knowledge Commons will be a joint venture between the University Libraries and Information Technology Services (ITS) to provide students and faculty with the ability to get training on popular multimedia software and studio equipment, capture and edit video and audio, publish projects online, investigate new forms of teaching practice, and facilitate effective integration of multimedia into coursework.

For the Media Commons, support options would include one-on-one consultations and group workshops with dedicated ITS staff, phone support, and access to self-paced online instruction.

The Macintosh instruction space will be supported in a slightly different fashion. ITS staff will provide technical support for the computers in the space and will provide 50% of the ongoing financial support for managing life cycle within the space.

Media Commons Facilities

The new Media Commons facilities in the Knowledge Commons will consist of 2 Presentation Practice/Video Studios, 3 group audio recording rooms, 1 large post-production room, 2 small post-production rooms, 2 sound booths, and 1 staff office. The designs of these spaces are based on approximately two years of testing in our
existing Pattee spaces, and the evolution Media Commons facilities in 24 other locations. Each space is designed to be multi-purpose, and can function as group study rooms when not being used for media authoring.

This facility will be staffed from 9am-5pm, Monday through Friday, by a full-time Media Commons consultant. Phone support will also be available 9am-9pm Monday-Thursday, and 9am-5pm on Friday. Usage data from the first year of operation will be evaluated to determine if additional staffing is required.

The Media Commons spaces are also located adjacent to a large Multimedia instruction space that will be dedicated to Libraries and Media Commons instruction.

The existing Media Commons facility in W213 Pattee will be closed and dismantled when the Knowledge Commons opens.

Project Roles

Infrastructure

- University Libraries: Provide physical spaces (studios, groups study rooms, staff office, etc.)
- Media Commons/ITS: Provide computers and other technology in MC spaces
- Digital Library Technologies: Manage network
- Media and Technology Support Services: Supplies laptops, digital cameras, camcorders, etc. for use

Personnel and their Responsibilities

- ETS/Manager of Advanced Learning Projects:
  - Overall management of MC services, coordination with Libraries; assessment of services
- Media Commons UP Coordinator:
  - Manage support staff, coordinate day-to-day activities
- Media Commons Consultants:
  - 40 hours/wk for workshops and consulting
  - 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. M-F phone support
- Libraries faculty/staff:
  - Support of joint MC/KC projects to further ITS/Library Libraries partnership, including combined Media Commons/Library instruction.
- Service desk staff
  - Direct appropriate faculty and students to Media Commons spaces
- Libraries' sponsor: Sr. Associate Dean for Undergraduate and Learning Services
- Head of the Knowledge Commons: Coordinate, foster, and assess services in the Knowledge Commons in partnership with other managers
- Libraries liaison to Media Commons: Head of the Knowledge Commons

Promotion and Marketing
the Libraries and ITS will collaborate on publicity and marketing.

Equipment

The following will be provided by ITS:

- (4) Multimedia Workstations (standard MC configuration) distributed throughout MC spaces w/ access to Media Commons UP shared storage
  - (5) 27" iMacs (post-production)
  - (2) 21" iMacs (sound booths)
  - (2) Mac Minis (1-button video)
  - (5) 24" iMacs (audio recording, and 1-button video) – re-used from existing Pattie Media Commons
- 2 complete "1-Button Video Studio" configurations (computers, camera, microphones, projector, studio lighting, automation systems)
- 3 "1-Button Audio Recording" configurations for audio recording rooms (computer, microphone, automation system)
- 2 audio recording systems for sound booths
- Staff office computer and other equipment

* All technology will be on a 4-year lifecycle

The Libraries will provide:

- All furniture including: chairs, tables, podiums, A/V carts, and other miscellaneous furnishings
- Physical spaces (8 collaborative rooms, two sound booths, manager's office)
- Equipment mounting fixtures for projectors, green screens, and other wall or ceiling-mounted equipment.
- Links to the Crestron Room Reservation system
- Power and data for all equipment.

Macintosh Instruction Space Facility

The Macintosh instruction space has been designed to support both traditional and emerging classroom practices. Additionally, the instruction space will support enhanced media functionality, managed by MTSS. ITS' role in the space will be to provide 50% of the funding for the initial 40 iMac Computers, including the software image, and 50% of the ongoing life cycle funding required.

Space Utilization

The University Libraries will maintain the master schedule for this instruction space and will be primarily dedicated to UL classes and special functions. The Media Commons will be provided with second level priority scheduling. Media Commons and
TLT staff can schedule space for training workshops that are targeted specifically at rich media creation and integration. When not scheduled, the instruction space will be an open lab space on a 24 by 5 basis. The UL will allow ITS to list the space as an open lab on the ITS listing of lab spaces at University Park.

Project Roles

Infrastructure

- University Libraries will provide the physical space
- ITS will create specifications for equipment in consultation with UL and will manage ordering of 40 iMacs
- ITS will provide the software and central management of all machines
- Digital Library Technologies will manage the network
- Media and Technology Support Services will provide additional AV equipment, including, but limited to projectors, screens, switching, and sound systems.

Cost Sharing

The UL and ITS agree to share at 50% the initial costs for the 40 computers and the ongoing life cycle costs in the instruction space.

Personnel and their Responsibilities

- ITS will provide overall management of computers
- UL will manage the space and maintain the master schedule for the space
- Public information staff for the UL and ITS will collaborate on publicity

Equipment

The following will be installed in the Macintosh instruction space:

- 40 Multimedia Workstations (standard MC configuration) distributed throughout MC spaces w/ access to Media Commons UP shared storage
  - (40) 21" iMacs*
  - Common software build to include MC software

* All technology will be on a 4-year lifecycle

The Libraries will provide:

- All furniture including: chairs, tables, podiums, A/V, and other miscellaneous furnishings
- Equipment mounting fixtures for projectors and other wall or ceiling-mounted equipment
- Projectors and screens (via MTSS)
- Storage space (AV closet)
Library Instructors

If there are more than three instructors/rovers for this session, please email the names and amount of prep time for each to Paul (phborn@syr.edu) AFTER the session has been completed.
Post-Session

Please enter the actual number of students who attended: 14

Please indicate, in hours, how much time each person spent preparing for this session:

Verhagen, Peter 2

Was this session a follow-up to a previous session?  ○ Yes  ○ No
Was the session held in the most suitable/preferred space?  ○ Yes  ○ No
Was the room adequate for the session?  ○ Yes  ○ No

Did you and the professor plan the session together?  ○ Yes  ○ No
Was the professor present during the session?  ○ Yes  ○ No

Was a new research guide created specifically for this session? If so, please enter the URL here:

Click here to insert a hyperlink

Was an online tutorial created for this session?  ○ Yes  ○ No
If yes, please enter the URL here:

Click here to insert a hyperlink

Could one be created in the future?  ○ Yes  ○ No
Was this session on the course syllabus?  ○ Yes  ○ No  ○ Not Applicable  ○ Don’t Know
WILL this session be on the course evaluation?  ○ Yes  ○ No  ○ Not Applicable  ○ Don’t Know

Please enter any comments about the session:
Odegaard Undergraduate Library Building Vision Steering Group

Report to the University of Washington Office of the Provost

March 2010
APPENDIX C
QUESTIONS FOR THE NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Odegaard Undergraduate Library Building Vision Steering Group

January and February 2010 Needs Assessment

Focusing on the student experience to guide our process, what enhancements and changes to the building would optimize the space as a learning environment and resource for students?

Structured Conversation with Identified Groups

1. Group or Program Interviewed:_________________________________________________
2. Composition of Group:_______________________________________________________
3. Students: What years in school?______________________________________________
4. Students: What college or majors?____________________________________________

Script:

I am part of a group that has been charged with creating a programmatic and integrated vision of the Odegaard Undergraduate Library building, including the By George area on the ground floor and the three floors of the library above. We are looking at ways that we can enhance the space to optimize the student experience, for learning, research, writing, and creative production. We would like to ask you a few questions about how you go about accomplishing your academic work:

1. Where do you think that you do your best work? Why?
2. What spaces do you currently prefer and why?
3. Have you been in Odegaard during the past year? If so, how often and when did you come into the building? If not, why not?
4. What aspects about the current facilities at Odegaard do you find most helpful?
5. What aspects are most frustrating?
6. Could you describe a recent class or project that you have had that required the use of one of the libraries or the MGH Computing Resource Center?
7. What resources or applications did you need to use?
8. What resources or applications would you have liked to have used if they had been available?
9. Where do you go to create your multimedia projects? Why?
10. What should Odegaard do to make it your preferred place for study, practice, production, or research?
11. Is there anything else that you would like to say to the vision steering group about OUGL building?
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